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Abstract
Although the mechanics of bone has been studied extensively at the micro- and
macro-scale, the nano-scopic level is perhaps the most illuminating as this is the length
scale at which the individual constituents interact. Bone is made primarily up of type I
collagen, hydroxyapatite mineral, a variety of non-collagenous proteins, and water. A
multitechnique experimental and modeling approach methodology was used break down
several of the deformation mechanisms that exist in bone at the nanoscale including the
effect of mineral content, cohesive-frictional plasticity, increased ductility through
mechanical heterogeneity, and intermolecular forces.
To show that mineral content had a significant effect on both nanomechanical
properties and ultrastructural deformation mechanisms of bone, partial and complete
demineralization was carried out to produce samples ranging from -0-58 wt.% mineral
content. Nanoindentation experiments perpendicular to the osteonal axis found a 4-6x
increase in stiffness for the -58 wt.% sample compared to the completely demineralized
-~0 wt.% samples. These results are discussed in the context of in situ and post-mortem
AFM imaging studies which shed light on nanoscale mechanisms of deformation
including collagen fibril deformation and pressure induced structural transitions of the
mineral component. A finite element elastic-plastic continuum model was able to predict
the nanomechanical properties of the different samples on loading and unloading. In
addition, the ultrastructural origins of the strength of bone, which is critical for proper
physiological function, were also investigated. A combination of dual nanoindentation, 3-
D elastic-plastic FEA using a Mohr-Coulomb cohesive-frictional strength criterion, and
angle of repose measurements was employed, suggesting that nanogranular friction is
responsible for increased resistance to plasticity in compression, and that cohesion
originates from within the organic matrix itself, rather than organic-mineral bonding.
Nanomechanical heterogeneity is also expected to influence elasticity, damage,
fracture, and remodeling of bone. The spatial distribution of nanomechanical properties
of bone was quantified for the first time at the length scale of individual collagen fibrils.
The results show elaborate patterns of stiffness ranging from 2 to 35 GPa which do not
correlate directly with topographical features and hence, are attributed to underlying local
structural variations. A new energy dissipation mechanism is proposed arising from
nanomechanical heterogeneity, offering a graceful means for ductility enhancement,
damage evolution, and toughening. This hypothesis is supported by finite element
simulations which incorporate the nanoscale experimental data and predict markedly
different biomechanical properties compared to a uniform material, through nonuniform
inelastic deformation over larger areas and increased energy dissipation. The fundamental
concepts discovered here are applicable to a broad class of biological materials and may
serve as a design consideration for biologically-inspired materials technologies.
Stem cell-based gene therapy and tissue engineering have been shown to be an
efficient method for the regeneration of critical-size bone defects. Despite being an area
of active research over the last decade, no previous knowledge of the intrinsic structural
and nanomechanical properties of such bone tissue exists. The nanomechanical properties
of engineered bone tissue derived from genetically engineered mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs) overexpressing the rhBMP2 gene, grown in vivo in an ectopic as well as a radial
defect site of immunocompetent mice is compared to native bone adjacent to the
transplantation sites. Supplementary experiments showed that the two types of bone had
similar mineral contents, overall microstructures showing lacunae and canaliculi,
chemical compositions, and nanoscale topographical morphologies. Nanoindentation
experiments revealed that the small length scale mechanical properties were statistically
different for the engineered bone derived from the ectopically implanted site. For data
derived from the radial defect site experiments, results were both statistically similar and
different, depending on the particular animal.
The intermolecular forces (i.e. electrostatics, van der Waals, hydrogen bonding,
etc.) that exist in bone are also expected to play a significant role in determining its
morphology, structural integrity, interaction with bone fluid and its constituent
biomolecular species as well as synthetic bone implant materials. Understanding of the
macromolecular mechanisms of biomineralization in bone is an area of significant
interest that is widely applicable to a wide range of materials applications, both biological
in origin and synthetic. High resolution force spectroscopy (HRFS) allows for direct
measurement of forces between a nanosized probe tip functionalized with SAMs which
are molecules of uniform structure, charge, and chemistry as a function of separation
distance from the sample in fluid. This data on approach was compared to electrostatic
double layer theory, and the surface charge density (a) was estimated numerically. The
normal electrostatic double layer forces were measured for the first time between a SAM
functionalized probe tip and bone of varying mineral content.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Bone is the primary connective tissue which provides support, protection, and
structure for the body and its organs. Bones collectively make up the skeleton of an
animal, which brings about overall shape and movement. They are intimately connected
to muscles, tendons, ligaments and cartilage, which all facilitate movement and support.
The mechanical properties and behavior of bone has always been of interest to
researchers given its biological and medical relevance. It is estimated that 20% of older
Americans who suffer a hip fracture die within a year of the fracture and 20% people
with a hip fracture end up in a nursing home within a year [5]. There are over 1.5 million
osteoporosis related bone fractures per year, estimated to have an annual cost of $14
billion [6]. Bone is a vastly hierarchical structure from the long bone level to the
osteonal/interstitial lamellar microstructure down to the individual molecular
constituents. It is ultimately a nanocomposite made up of type I collagen, hydroxyapatite,
water, and non-collagenous proteins. A fundamental understanding of the ultrastructural
origins of deformation and mechanics that occur at the nanoscale may give further insight
to overall structure, function, and dysfunction in bone as well as provide inspiration for
clinical treatments, biomimicry, and architecture.
1.2 Objectives
There are four primary objectives in this thesis, one of which will be touched
upon by each chapter and appendix. The first aim is to examine the effect of mineral
content on the nanomechanical behavior in bone. This is put forth through leaching out
mineral from the bone matrix and subsequently inspecting the nanoscale mechanics that
result in samples of varying mineral content. The second objective is to investigate
nanoscale mechanisms of deformation that occur in bone. The ideas generated through
this objective have wide ranging implications for biological and biomimetic systems and
is explored through a combination of application of novel material models and
implications set forth from the direct observation of patterned nanomechanical testing.
The third goal is related to developing applications to medicinal therapies in the clinic.
Here, nanoscale mechanics are used as a complementary method in assessing the quality
of bone generating from existing animal research models. The fourth objective is in
quantifying the intermolecular forces that are present in bone, which is accomplished
through high resolution force spectroscopy.
1.3 Overview
This thesis begins with a brief summary of the primary techniques involved in
nanomechanical assessment along with an overview of the hierarchical structure that
occurs in bone. Chapter 2, which is published in Journal of Materials Science: Materials
in Medicine in 2005, describes the effect of mineral content on the deformation behavior
and mechanical properties at the nanoscale in bone. Chapter 3, which is published in
Nano Letters in 2006, describes the nanogranular nature of deformation in bone through
the use of a pressure sensitive cohesive-frictional material model. Chapter 4, a portion of
which is currently in revision, gives details regarding a first order approximation of the
importance of nanoscale mechanical heterogeneity in providing a ductile mechanism for
energy dissipation in bone. Chapter 5 contains more complex fiber-composite finite
element analysis nanoindentation models that show nanoscale interplay between fibrillar
and extrafibrillar regions. Chapter 6 involves the direct measurement of the
intermolecular forces existing in bone of varying mineral contents, including electrostatic
and van der Waals. Chapter 7, a portion of which is published in Journal of Biomechanics
in 2006, gives a nanomechanical analysis of osteogenic bone derived from genetically
engineered stem cells in two different mouse models (ectopic and radial defect). Chapter
8 provides further application using a chitosan glutamate bone growth inducing transport
mechanism for delivery of osteoblasts to an injected defect site. Appendix A summarizes
macroscopic compression tests and their subsequent analyses for bone in different
orientations. Appendix B lists the supplementary materials analyses used in conjunction
with nanomechanical techniques for further validation of the results including X-ray
diffraction, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and energy dispersive X-ray analysis.
Appendix C shows high resolution images of collagen fibril deformation and mechanical
force-displacement behavior. Appendix D records a literature search of the effects of
various chemical treatments on bone including demineralization, deorganification, and
ethanol treatment. Appendix E describes the methodologies used in calibrating the AFM
and nanoindenter tip for extraction of mechanical properties. Appendix F is a
summarized FEA study of the effect of sloping on the overall indentation results.
1.4 Background
1.4.1 Bone Structure and Mechanics
Bone is a hierarchical composite, made up of hydroxyapatite, type I collagen,
water, and non-collagenous proteins. On the macroscopic level, bone takes on various
forms, but is fundamentally made up of those four components. It is either compact
(cortical) or cancellous (trabecular). Cortical bone is typically 10% porous while
trabecular or spongy bone is up to 80% porous. In long bones, the trabecular bone is
typically found filling the ends of the epiphysis while surrounded by cortical bone. Bone
is also either woven or lamellar. Woven bone is typically found in younger bone where
there is no structure from which to form upon. As a result, woven bone spontaneously
develops, but is more disorganized and random in appearance than the older lamellar
bone, which occurs during typical growth and remodeling. Microscopically, lamellar
bone consists of vascularized Haversian canals which contain blood vessels that run
through the center. Lamellae are typically formed circumferentially around these canals
to eventually form osteons which can range between 50 - 500 rtm in diameter. Between
osteonal bone, which typically is in the process of remodeling, is interstitial bone which
tends to be older bone containing remnants of osteons. Along the circumferential
lamellae are lacunae, which are ~ 10 rtm, where osteocytes are normally housed.
Canaliculi are small channels <1 pm in diameter that connect lacunae so that osteocytic
processes are able to extend and sense the surrounding environment. Osteons run parallel
to the long bone axis. Bone exhibits high compressive strength, but is in general weaker
in tension [7].
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Figure 1-1. Microstructure of bone showing vasculature and osteonal network that exists
throughout the mineralized matrix.
(http://training.seer.cancer.gov/module_anatomy/unit3 2 bone tissue.html)
1.4.2 Type I Collagen
Type I collagen is the most abundant protein in mammals, found chiefly in
connective tissues such as skin, cartilage, ligaments, tendon, bone, and teeth. Collagen
takes on fibrous form, serving as a structural protein as opposed to globular proteins such
as enzymes. The most prevalent amino acid residue in type I collagen is glycine, which is
typically located at every third residue. There are also large amounts of proline,
hydroxyproline, and hydroxylysine. The collagen molecule is called "tropocollagen" and
is a left-handed trihelical polypeptide fiber, approximately 300 nm long and 1.5 nm in
diameter. Bundles of tropocollagen molecules are bound together by self-assembled
hydrogren bonds and cross-links to make up a collagen fibril quaternary structure array,
which is characterized by a 67 nm banding periodicity. Groups of collagen fibrils
together ultimately form fibers as shown in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2. Hierarchical structure of tendon ranging from the tropocollagen molecule (1.5
nm) to the tendon (2-12 mm). (Kastelic et al, 1978)
1.4.3 Hydroxyapatite
Hydroxyapatite (HA) is the primary mineral component in bone, taking up -70
wt.%. The molecular structure is Calo(P0 4 )6(OH) 2. The crystal structure of HA is
hexagonal (Figure 1-3), consisting of calcium ion surrounded by phosphate and
hydroxide ionic groups. Biological HA crystals take on platelet morphologies and are
incorporated in "hole zones" between tropocollagen molecules as well as in and around
the organic matrix. The average size of these crystals are -50 nm x 5 nm with the c-axis
parallel to the collagen fiber axis. A more detailed discussion of the morphology and size
dimension of mineralite clusters are given in Appendix H.
Ca2+ r OH"
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Figure 1-3. Crystal structure of hydroxyapatite.
Chapter 2
Effect of Mineral Content on the Nanoindentation
Properties and Nanoscale Deformation
Mechanisms of Bovine Tibial Cortical Bone
This chapter was published as a paper in Journal of Materials Science: Materials in
Medicine in 2005 [8].
2.1. Introduction
Cortical or compact bone is a load-bearing hard tissue that is a well-studied
complex biocomposite composed of organic and inorganic material hierarchically
organized from the nanometer (nm) up to the macroscopic scale [9]. The fine details of
the nano- to microscale structural organization, heterogeneity, geometry, composition,
and mechanical properties are known to have a profound effect on the macroscopic
mechanical function and dysfunction of the tissue [10-16]. Powerful high resolution
nanotechnological methods have become more widely available and are just starting to be
employed in the study of bone at these smaller length scales such as atomic force
microscopy (AFM) imaging [17-20] and nanoindentation [11, 16, 17, 21-26]. In this
paper, these techniques are used in combination with other multiple standard
characterization methods to investigate a few specific scientific areas of interest using a
model system of adult bovine tibial cortical bone, as described in detail following.
The first objective was the identification and/or elimination of the many
previously suggested nanoscale mechanisms of deformation and the investigation of how
these mechanisms are related to elastic, viscoelastic, and plastic nanomechanical
properties (e.g. elastic moduli, yield stress, viscoelastic relaxation, etc.) [11]. Proposed
damage mechanisms in cortical bone include; debonding of mineral-organic interfaces,
collagen fibril shear, crosslink scission, denaturation, and failure of collagen fibrils, crack
formation and propagation, mineral displacement, deformation, and a structural phase
transformation, viscous stretching of the organic component, and rupture of self-healing
sacrificial bonds [2, 7, 21, 27, 28]. The second aim was to examine the effect of mineral
content on ultrastructural deformation mechanisms and to establish its relation to
nanomechanical properties. Mineral content is a critical parameter affecting macroscopic
mechanical properties [29] that varies with disease (e.g. osteoporosis, changes in
subchondral trabecular bone with osteoarthritis), prosthetic implantation, weightlessness,
ethnicity, and aging [30]. Macroscopic tensile experiments performed on cortical bone
have shown that increasing calcium content results in an approximately linear increase in
stiffness and yield stress, a linear decrease in post-yield stress, work, ultimate strain, and
strain-to-failure, and has a minimal effect on ultimate stress [29]. While the origin of the
elasticity dependence on mineral content is rather intuitive from consideration of a
standard rule of mixtures approximation for a composite [7, 27], the nanoscale
mechanisms by which mineral content affect viscoelastic and plastic behavior are
expected to be more complex and are largely unknown at this time. The third and final
goal of this study was to assess the ability of two continuum models to capture the
nanomechanical behavior of bone and predict its nanoscale materials properties; the first
being a purely elastic contact mechanical model [2] and the second consisting of elastic-
perfectly plastic finite element analysis (FEA) simulations.
To achieve these objectives, samples of varied mineral content were studied (0
wt.% - 58wt.%), including; undemineralized longitudinal sections of adult bovine tibial
cortical bone (cut parallel and tested perpendicular to the long bone axis and the osteonal
/ Haversian canal axis), and this same sample treated with acid to remove various
amounts of the mineral component. Extensive characterization of these samples was
performed by Raman spectroscopy to measure the chemical composition and mineral-to-
organic ratio, back-scattered electron (BSE) imaging to quantify mineral content,
standard and environmental scanning electron microscopy (SEM, ESEM) to assess
morphology, and AFM to image higher resolution nanoscale surface topography (down to
the resolution of individual collagen fibrils). The technique of nanoindentation
(controlled compression of a stiff probe tip into a softer specimen of interest while
recording the load versus displacement behavior) was employed on these samples at
forces -100-1000 pN and depths -50-500 nm corresponding to a maximum contact area
at the maximum load of -4.7 p~m2 containing -31 collagen fibrils and maximum depths
of 500 nm containing -3 collagen fibrils. These experiments were combined with in situ
and post-mortem high resolution (pm to nm-scale) AFM imaging of the indented area, to
obtain information on the micro- to nanoscale deformation mechanisms, again down to
the level of individual collagen fibrils. Two theoretical models were fit to the
nanoindentation data to estimate material properties : 1) the Oliver-Pharr (O-P) method
[2] where the initial unloading curve was compared to continuum mechanical theory for
an isotropic, elastic half-space and the elastic modulus, E, was the only fitting parameter
and 2) an elastic-perfectly plastic FEA simulations where the entire loading and
unloading curves were fit using two parameters, the elastic modulus and yield stress, ,y.
It should be noted that since the necessary sample preparation steps do not
produce a model system exactly like that of native bone, a direct quantitative correlation
with the mechanical properties of in vivo bone tissue is not valid without further
theoretical developments. However, trends in nanomechanical properties with various
structural parameters, such as mineral content, do provide interesting, new scientific
information. In addition, the samples studied here are closer-to-physiological conditions
than typically reported (e.g. no alcohol dehydration, embedding, chemical fixation, etc.)
and do retain many of the nano- to microscale structural features of bone. Hence, their
use should be able to provide physiologically-relevant insights into nanoscale mechanical
behavior.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Sample Preparation
Adult compact bovine bone from between the tibial metaphysis and diaphysis was
cut down to 1.5 mm thick specimens (which was also the approximate thickness of the
final samples used for nanoindentation testing) using a diamond-impregnated annular
wafering saw (Buehler, Isomet 5000) running at 400-600 rpm with constant phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, IS=0.15M, pH7.4) irrigation. Longitudinal sections (cut parallel to
the long bone axis) were polished down in 2-3 minute intervals using a metallographic
polishing wheel (Buehler, at -100 rpm) and adhesive papers with successively smaller
A120 3 particle grit sizes; 9 ptm, 3 pm, 1 pm, 0.3 gtm, 0.1 gim, and 0.05 pm (South Bay
Technologies). Samples were rinsed copiously with DI water followed by
ultrasonicatation in DI water between polishing intervals. Samples were then
immediately stored in 20TC PBS. Demineralization etches were performed using 40%
H3PO4/60% DI water for 0, 1, 10, 40, and 120 seconds, followed by at least 48 hours of
rehydration time in PBS during which time the collagen fibrils to refibrillate [28, 31].
Complete demineralization (confirmed by ash weight) was accomplished by storage in
0.5 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) for a minimum of 7 days, where the
solution was changed every day. Demineralization produces both large pores on the
sample surface as well as internal porosity. Nanoindentation experiments were
performed only in the flatter regions between the large surface pores (as determined by
optical microscopy). Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (probe depth of ~1 Om)
identified only trace amounts of Al (upper atomic percentage limit is 1.5%, data not
shown) excluding the possibility surface contamination.
2.2.2 Sample Characterization: AFM, SEM, GSE, BSE, and Raman
Spectroscopy
Tapping mode (TM)AFM imaging in ambient temperature and humidity was
employed using two instruments; 1) a Digital Instruments (DI, Santa Barbara, CA)
Multimode SPM lIIA with an AS-130 "JV" piezoelectric scanner and DI NanoSensors
TappingMode Etched Silicon Probes (TESP) cantilevers (nominal resonant frequency, o
- 250 kHz, nominal spring constant, k - 40 N/m, and nominal probe tip end radius, RTIp
- 10 nm) and 2) a Quesant Q-Scope 350 with Si3N4 Wavemode NSC16 cantilevers (C -
170 kHz, k - 40 N/m, RTIP ~ 10 nm). The cantilevers were driven just below o using a
scan rate of 2 Hz and a maximum sampling size of 512 x 512 pixels. The images
reported were amplitude (i.e. cantilever frequency variation which is reflective of surface
topography; light areas are regions of high topography and darker areas of regions of
lower topography) and phase imaging were used the most in TMAFM. phase (i.e.
cantilever oscillation phase lag from the signal at which the cantilever is driven. Along
with being used to measure properties of different materials based on which is reflective
of viscoelasticity, adhesion, and friction; light areas are regions of high phase lag and
darker areas of regions of lower phase lag).
Samples were coated with Au-Pd 10 nm thick, and imaged using a JEOL SEM
6320FV. The working distance was 5-7 mm, the sample plane was oriented
perpendicular to the electron beam incidence, and a 3 kV accelerating voltage was
employed. An environmental SEM (ESEM, Philips/FEI XL30 FEG-SEM) was employed
for sample characterization in a water vapor environment of uncoated samples. Pressed
pellets of 99% pure magnesium oxide (MgO, Merck), 99% pure aluminum oxide (A120 3,
Merck), and 99.99% dense, phase-pure hydroxyapatite[32], undemineralized bone, and
acid-treated bone were mounted on the same metal base. Electron acceleration was set to
20 kV with a 184 pIA operating current. The working distance was set to 9.6 mm and the
water vapor was at 0.4 Torr. Contrast and brightness levels were adjusted and held so
that electron images would appear optimally for all 5 samples, allowing for feasible gray
level calibration using BSE detection. A gaseous secondary electron (GSE) detector was
also placed in the chamber so that regular secondary electron emissions could be detected
to form images of the samples as well.
The mean gray level for BSE images was computed directly from the histogram
plot of each substance was obtained and compared with that of the other substances. The
average atomic number (Z) for MgO, A120 3, and HA are known respectively to be
10.41, 10.65, and 14.06 where Z is given by[33]:
- (NAZ)
Z = (1)Z (NA)
where N is the number of atoms of each element with atomic weight and number A and
Z, respectively. Based on the calibration of known substances and the mean gray level
obtained from the BSE, it is possible to extrapolate what Z is due to the direct
relationship between the voltage output from the BSE detector (gray level pixel) and the
average atomic number [34, 35] [36] [37]. The image analysis software also allows for
2-Dimensional Fast Fourier Transforms (2DFFT) to be taken of images that are 256 x
256 pixels in size. Gray scale values per pixel were quantified for the images recorded
by the BSE detector along with control samples of known Z where a linear scale was
used to approximate the percent weight of mineral content for our samples.
Raman Spectroscopy was used for non-invasive chemical characterization of the
undemineralized and acid-etched bone. Through optical microscopy, the Kaiser Hololab
5000R Raman Spectrometer was used to record the spectra of Raman shifts. The
instrument was operated at 785 nm utilizing Coherent CW Argon/Ion and Ti/S Lasers
using a 100 gm diameter optical fiber to maximize throughput
2.2.3 Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation experiments were conducted in ambient conditions using a
Hysitron, Inc. (Minneapolis, MN) Triboindenter equipped with an AFM (Quesant Q-
Scope) for tapping mode imaging of residual impressions. Indentations were carried out
perpendicular to the plane of the Haversian canal axis. The instrument is housed in a
granite frame environmental isolation chamber so as to minimize instabilities due to the
ambient background noise, with active piezoelectric vibration control stages (Hysitron),
and a thermal drift calibration step. Load-controlled nanoindentation was performed
using a Berkovich (trigonal pyramid) diamond probe tip. The applied load function was
divided into four segments as follows. The first segment consisted of a 3 second hold at
zero force in which the probe tip is barely kept in contact with the sample, allowing for
tip-sample equilibration. Segment two was a constant loading rate of 9 ± 0.4 pN/sec and
once the maximum set peak load was reached, the third segment, which was a hold
period of 10 - 20 seconds. The fourth segment would conclude the experiment with a
constant unloading rate of 9 ± 0.4 pN/sec. >15 experiments per maximum load were
done on different sample locations for each indent. To ensure that creep effects were
minimal, three different experiments were conducted. The first was to vary the third hold
segment between 10 to 100 seconds. The second was to use a load function that would,
after the hold period, unload to 50% of the maximum force and then reload back to the
maximum force for several cycles. The third was to vary the loading/unloading rate by a
2 orders of magnitude (the limit of the machine). All three sets of experiments found that
the variation in calculated elastic moduli was negligible. Load versus indentation distance
curves from multiple experiments using the same maximum load and from different
sample locations were averaged and standard deviations calculated and presented on the
plots. The tip area function and frame compliance, were calibrated prior to each set of
experiments using a fused quartz sample. Values for elastic moduli were calculated from
95% to 20% of the initial unloading curve by fitting these data to contact mechanical
theory for an isotropic, elastic half-space (O-P method[2]) using n=108 number of
individual curves. This tip calibration for area function and machine compliance was
employed for all of the O-P fits to the experimental data to approximate the elastic
moduli. The area under the curve was calculated for each force versus distance curve to
compute the energy dissipation and a force normalized value was plotted as a function of
average maximum load for each case. The Q-scope AFM was used in tapping mode in
air at an amplitude set point of 0.25 V in order to image residual indent impressions left
by the probe tip.
2.2.4 Elastic-Plastic Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of Nanoindentation
A three dimensional elastic-perfectly plastic model was built by FEA using the
software package ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc.) and solved numerically
using the elastic modulus and yield strength as the two fitting parameters. A discussion of
the applicability of this model to the samples of interest is given in later sections of this
paper. To reduce computational cost and due to symmetry, only 1/6 of the tip and the
surface were modeled and the corresponding boundary conditions were applied to ensure
the symmetry, i.e. the nodes on the sidewalls were fixed in the direction normal to the
sidewall surface (the nodal displacement in this direction is set to be zero). Since the
modulus of the diamond probe tip is about 100X higher than the bone and collagen
samples studied here, the indenter was modeled as a rigid surface. In practice, the
indenter generally does not have an ideally sharp Berkovich geometry; instead it is
rounded due to wear and can be characterized by a finite end radius, RTIp, and truncate
height, h (which is the distance between the apex of the rounded tip and the apex of the
imaginary ideally sharp tip). In order to approximate RTIp and h, nanoindentation
experiments were conducted on a standard fused quartz sample. First, a Hertzian elastic
sphere-on-a-flat (SOF) model [38] was employed to determine RTP and h as a function of
indentation depth, D, from the experimental nanoindentation data where the modulus of
the fused quartz was set to the known value of 72 GPa [39]. These calculations yielded
RTp - 210 nm at D - 5 nm and decreased to RTIP ~ 140 nm at D ~ 20 nm. The spherical
geometry and SOF model prediction of RTIp is most accurate for D<h2/RTIp and for
D>h2/RTIP the SOF model becomes increasingly inaccurate, underestimating RTIP as the
geometric transition from spherical to blunted trigonal pyramid (Berkovich) takes place.
In order to more precisely determine RTIP and h perfectly elastic FEA simulations were
compared to the experimental nanoindentation data using RTIP and h as fitting parameters
taking the SOF ranges as the initial starting point for the fits, and yielded RTIp - 180 nm
and h - 4 nm. Hence, for all subsequent FEA simulations of bone and collagen, the
indenter was modeled as a rigid surface with Berkovich geometry (inclined face angle, 3
= 24.70, apex angle, y = 77.10) having RTnp of 180 nm and truncate height of 4 nm. The
samples were modeled using an 8-node linear brick element hybrid with constant
pressure (C3D8H in ABAQUS element library). The mesh was refined in the vicinity of
the contact region where large gradients in stress and strain prevail. Several mesh
densities were analyzed and an optimal mesh was finally chosen for use in all simulations
which contained 6195 nodes and 5491 elements. The element size increased with
increasing distance from the indentation axis and surface. Large deformation theory and
frictionless contact between the indenter and material were assumed throughout the
analysis. A smaller number of individual experimental nanoindentation curves were fit
(n=3) compared to the O-P method due to the longer time and computational cost
required for the FEA simulations.
It should be noted that there are inherent sources of error that come with the
elastic-perfectly plastic assumption. The first is that it does not take into account any sort
of time-dependent behavior, which is evidenced by the slight creep effect during the
experimental nanoindentation. Although visco-elastic effects are minimized to the highest
degree possible, they can never be fully eliminated, which the model assumes. The
second is that strain hardening and/or softening are not taken into account by the model
either. In this case, the strain hardening exponent n = 0, which was independently
determined (Appendix H) for both mineral content cases above (57 wt.%) and below (32
wt.%) the percolation threshold using an "inverse" computational FEA back analysis
[40]. However, a more rigorous analysis is required in order to understand the effect of
mineral content on the strain hardening (or softening) behavior and yield unique
nanoscale mechanical parameters. This specific concern is not within the scope of this
particular study.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Sample Characterization by SEM, GSE, BSE, AFM, and Raman
Spectroscopy
The microstructure of the undemineralized bone samples as revealed through
SEM (Figure 2-1(a)) showed a rough surface morphology with no obvious periodic or
directional trends [41]. The underlying fibrous nature of the matrix is revealed in Figure
2-1(b) through SEM of a fractured surface edge crack which presumably show
mineralized collagen fibrils. A higher resolution TMAFM image taken in ambient
conditions (Figure 2-2(a)) shows a similar surface morphology with topographical what
features -10 nm in height and - 20-100 nm in lateral dimension and no preferred
orientation or banding structure as assessed by a 2DFFT of this image (Figure 2-2(b)).
The lateral topographical feature size measured here correlates well with the size of the
Figure 2-1. Characterization of an undemineralized longitudinal section of adult bovine
cortical bone; (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image shows a -10% porosity
with irregular, granular-type surface features, (b) SEM image showing the edge along a
crack fracture surface, revealing rough fibrous material indicative of collagen mineralized
fibers
mineral particles observed by AFM [18, 19], TEM [10], and XRD [42] and the apparent
lack of the characteristic collagen fibril banding is expected as a significant amount of
mineral is expected to be located outside of the collagen fibrils [43], thus obscuring the
distinct banding [19, 44]. Figure 2-3(a) is a larger scan size BSE image, which possesses
Figure 2-2. Characterization of an undemineralized longitudinal section of adult bovine
cortical bone; (a) Tapping mode atomic force microscopy (TMAFM) image in air (taken
with DI Multimode) showing surface morphology at higher resolution, (b) 2D Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) of (a), which does not exhibit any noticeable peaks.
Figure 2-3. Characterization of an undemineralized longitudinal section of adult bovine
cortical bone; (a) low vacuum, micron-scale (back-scattered electron) BSE image in water
vapor, and (b) Raman spectrum for sample (a). Peaks can be observed at specific
wavenumbers that are characteristic for bone (cm-'); 589 (P0 4"3 V4), 959 (PO 4"3 Vl; P-O
symmetric stretch), and 1070 (CO 3_2 VI; C-O in plane stretch). There is a noticeable jump
in the overall background intensity relative to the observed peaks, due to proteins, which
fluoresce.
(a)
lighter gray level values (indicative of higher degrees of mineralization) throughout the
sample at localized regions that run between channels where Haversian canals are located
[24]. Calculations from Figure 2-3(a) yielded -58 wt.% mineral content. The Raman
spectrum in Figure 2-3(b) has peaks which denote bands characteristic of the mineral in
bone [45]. Porosity and mineral content are within expected ranges [15].
Figure 2-4. Characterization of an H3PO4-treated (-4% mineral) longitudinal section of
adult bovine cortical bone; (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image, (b) 2D Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of (a) which exhibits the known characteristic axial banding
periodicity of 67 nm for type I collagen fibrils.
Figure 2-4(a) is an SEM micrograph of the bone sample which had been etched
for 120 seconds in H3PO4 and shows a distinct layer of collagen fibrils on the surface,
with a preferred orientation of the fibril axis in the plane of the sample, as well as the 65-
70 nm characteristic banding periodicity (Figure 2-4(b)). Interlocking of fibrils was
Figure 2-5. Characterization of an H3PO 4-treated (-4% mineral) longitudinal section of
adult bovine cortical bone; (a) higher resolution TMAFM amplitude image in air (taken
with DI Multimode AFM), (b) 2DFFT of (a) which shows the expected 67 nm axial
periodicity.
observed in TMAFM images as shown in Figure 2-5(a). The average fibril diameter was
found to be 151.0 ± 16.9 nm with parallel banding lines oriented at an angle of ~100 to
the collagen fibrillar axis. Uniformly distributed on top of the surface of the fibrils, there
also appears to be softer (in many cases deformed by the probe tip during imaging) tiny
globular structures (size -10 nm) present that can be attributed to non-collagenous
(a)
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Figure 2-6. Characterization of an H3PO4-treated (-4% mineral) longitudinal section of
adult bovine cortical bone; (a) low vacuum micron-scale (back-scattered electron) BSE
image in water vapor, and (b) Raman spectrum. The peak at 1447 (CH2 wag) cm "' denotes
a typical organic presence. The Raman spectrum shows a good deal of fluorescence due
to a greater percentage of protein in the sample compared to the smaller "mineral" peaks.
proteins. A 2DFFT (Figure 2-5(b)) of Figure 2-5(a) agrees with the data in Figure 2-4(b).
The relatively dark BSE gray levels shown in Figure 2-6(a) indicate that the mineral
content (-4 wt.%) is significantly lower compared to the undemineralized bone sample
Figure 2-6(b) confirms peaks which denote bands characteristic of the mineral in bone
[45].
Figure 2-7 shows BSE images that exhibit the full range of mineralization from
the phase pure HA (Figure 2-7(a)) to the completely demineralized bone (Figure 2-7(e)).
The etched samples had mineral contents of -37wt.% (1 second etch), 26wt/% (10
second etch), -~19wt.% (40 second etch), and -wt.4% (120 second etch), which was
determined by the etch time. All bone samples that subjected to the demineralization
etch exhibited the same type of fibrillar banding structure found in the Figure 2-5(a)
(Figure 2-7(f)) as observed by TMAFM.
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Figure 2-7. Characterization of longitudinal sections of adult bovine cortical bone with
varying mineral content. Back-scattered electron (BSE) images; (a) phase-pure synthetic
HA (100 weight(wt.)% mineral content), (b) 37 wt.% mineral, (c) 26 wt.% mineral, (d)
19 wt.% mineral, and (e) 0 wt.% mineral. (f) Typical type I collagen fibrillar banding
structure observed under higher resolution TMAFM (amplitude image in air using DI
Multimode AFM).
2.3.2 Nanoindentation and Elastic Contact Mechanical Analysis
Averaged nanoindentation curves on loading and unloading are shown in Figures
2-8 and 2-9 for the various samples up to maximum loads of -1000 ýpN. All samples
exhibited mechanical hysteresis at each load tested. The loading responses exhibit
significant changes in mechanical behavior shown in the shape of the overall loading and
unloading response as the mineral content was varied. Particularly, the initial unloading
slope, dP/dh, of the unloading curve and the residual depth of impression vary markedly.
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Figure 2-8. (a) Undemineralized and (b) Partially demineralized bone samples
indentations at varying maximum loads
Figure 2-9. A comparison of the average force (ýpN) versus indentation distance (nm)
curves for differently mineralized longitudinal sections of adult bovine cortical bone with
the maximum load set to 500 gN and an indentation rate of 9.0 +0.4 jiN/sec.
The individual nanoindentation curves were relatively smooth with no discontinuities or
distinct changes in slope apparent (data not shown). The O-P fits yielded average elastic
moduli that ranged from 12.86 ± 2.9 (-58 wt.% mineral content) to 1.91 ± 0.12 GPa (-0
wt.% mineral content) (Figure 2-10(a), blue diamond symbols and Table 2-1). Figure 2-
10(b) shows the relation of the energy dissipation as a function of the maximum force
exerted by the indenter tip on the undemineralized and -4wt. % mineral samples.
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Comparing the two ratios, the undemineralized bone has less of an energy dissipation to
maximum load ratio as the maximum force increases. For the maximum load of 900 DN,
average values for the acid-treated bone compared with that of the undemineralized bone
were statistically very different (>0.999 t-percentile).
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Figure 2-10. Plots of (a) elastic modulus values calculated from the fits to the Oliver-
Pharr (O-P) method and finite element analysis (FEA) simulations, as a function of the
weight(wt) % mineral content estimated from BSE which are also detailed in Table 1.
Student t-tests revealed statistically significant differences in stiffness the
undemineralized bone compared to the other samples. Wt% in the datasets label in the
plot corresponds to the mineral content. (b) Normalized energy loss as a function of
maximum load.
Wt.% Mineral Content E GPa (O-P) E GPa (FEA) ay, GPa (FEA)
58 12.9 + 2.9 9.0 + 0.35 0.24 ± 0.1
37 7.9 + 2.7 4.6 ± 0.7 0.08 ± 0.04
26 3.0 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.6 0.16 ± 0.03
4 3.8 ± 0.7 2.0 ± 0.4 0.11 ± 0.08
0 1.9 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.6 0.07 ± 0.03
Table 2-1. Modulus and yield stress values as calculated by finite element analysis (FEA)
and the Oliver-Pharr (O-P) method for samples of varying degree of mineralization.
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2.3.3 AFM Imaging of Indented Regions
Figure 2-11(a) is a TMAFM image (Q-scope) of the indented region of the
undemineralized bone sample. Residual deformation is clearly visible localized within
the indent region with no apparent deformation of the material away from the indent
region or any signs of brittle microcracks. The surface topographical features have been
flattened within the indent region and there is an appreciable amount of feature
consolidation and material pileup at the edges of the indent region. For the -4 wt.%
sample (Figure 2-11(b)) at 300 jaN maximum load, collagen fibril banding was still
clearly visible in areas within the indent regions, while at a higher maximum load of 700
jtN (Figure 2-11(c)), much of the indented area had lost its characteristic banding
(mechanical denaturation). For the lower maximum load of 300 ^aN, discontinuities and
kinking along the axial fibril direction were visible within the indented region. For both
maximum loads, a tortuous curved, path was visible along the tip apex lines which
appeared to slice through the thickness of the collagen fibrils. At the higher maximum
load of 700 ptN (Figure 2-1 1(c)), a crack was observed to continue outside of the indented
region in the same direction as the tip apex lines. Other similar cracks were observed
outside the indented region and appeared to be due to failure of interfibril interfaces.
Figures 2-12(a) and 2-12(b) are AFM images of the -4% wt.% mineral content samples
deformed to higher loads of 1000 and 7000 jaN, respectively, taken 3 hours post-indent
and show more extensive mechanical denaturation of collagen fibrils, in particular at the
apex of the indent where the greatest pressure is applied. Figure 2-12(b) exhibits an
interesting 3-lobed, amorphous, unbanded region which follows the probe tip apex lines.
Figure 2-11. Tapping mode atomic force microscopy (TMAFM) amplitude images of
residual indentation impressions (taken with a Quesant AFM attached to a Hysitron
nanoindentor), (a) amplitude image of undemineralized longitudinal section of adult
bovine cortical bone at a maximum load of 700 jiN, (b) phase image of H3PO 4-treated
longitudinal section of adult bovine cortical bone at a maximum load of 300 ýIN. The
arrow pointing vertically shows that along the apex lines, the kinked collagen fibrils
maintain their banded structure. The arrow pointing hortizonally shows clearly that under
slight pressure, although a bit distorted, the collagen fibrils preserve their banding
configuration.
Figure 2-12. (a) The arrow shows the path of collagen fibrils that lose their
supramolecular banding structure as the pressure nearing the apex impression increases.
Along the outside, where the force is significantly lower, the fibrils merely flatten out
from the sink-in deformation. The indent was made using -1 mN maximum load. (b)
High resolution tapping mode atomic force microscopy (TMAFM) amplitude image in
air of indentation impressions 3 hours post-indent taken with DI Multimode. The middle
indent region is shown where the arrows mark the apex lines of the indenter. The indent
was made using a -7 mN maximum load.
2.3.4 Elastic-Plastic FEA Simulations of Nanoindentation
The significant amount of residual deformation observed by AFM imaging
(Figure 2-12) is likely due to a combination of viscoelastic and plastic deformation.
Since it was observed by AFM imaging that the indentation impression did not disappear
after a number of hours upon removal of the indentation load, there is a relatively long
recovery time for viscoelastic deformation. In macroscopic uniaxial tension and
compression tests of bone, the onset of plastic deformation is characterized as a distinct
slope change in the stress-strain curve, i.e. the yield stress, Cy, followed by a viscoplastic
region typically with a small amount of strain hardening, depending on the type of bone
[29, 46, 47]. The purpose of the numerical modeling portion of this paper is to use a
simple constitutive model to characterize the nonlinear nano- to micro-mechanical
behavior of bone and to approximate the local material properties such as the elastic
modulus and yield strength. Hence, FEA simulations were conducted using a stress-
strain relation in the form of an elasto-perfectly plastic model, which is intended to
approximate the stress-strain behavior demonstrated in macroscopic mechanical tests
[48]. Here, we refer to "plastic" as residual deformation due to a combination of
permanent and viscoelastic deformation. One justification for using an elastic-plastic
model to describe the nanomechanical behavior of these samples is the long recovery
time observed for deformation. In addition, recent studies [49] have shown that the effect
of time-dependence during typical nanoindentation in cortical tibial bone is minimal as
evidenced by the fact that as the indentation rate was varied by 100x the energy
dissipation due to plasticity varied by < 10%. In this previous work [49], it was also
observed that when the time segment in between loading and unloading held at maximum
load was increased by 100X, the energy dissipation varied by <10%. The elastic-plastic
model thus provides a simple constitutive model with minimal material parameters (two).
Other constitutive models which incorporate large deformation viscoelastic or
viscoplastic behavior require additional two or more material parameters, thus reducing
confidence in the fits.
As the nanoindentation tests conducted in this paper contain ~ 30 collagen fibrils
laterally and - 3 collagen fibrils vertically with the contact area, as a first approximation
the sample was modeled as a homogeneous material. More refined FEA models which
take into account the mechanical properties of the mineral and organic constituents,
anisotropy due to local orientation of the collagen fibrils, viscoelasticity, and structural
heterogeneity are currently under development. Figure 2-13 shows FEA fits to the
averaged nanoindentation data for the undemineralized sample, -4 wt.% mineral content
sample, and the completely demineralized sample, respectively. In general, the elastic-
plastic model captures both loading and unloading behavior reasonably well. The most
important regions for fitting the two parameters were the initial unloading slope and the
residual plastic indentation depth. Figure 2-10 shows the FEA fitted results (square
symbols) for the moduli compared to the O-P method (diamond symbols) as a function of
weight percent mineral content. The FEM simulations predict moduli values 21 - 48%
lower than the O-P method, but display a similar trend with mineral content
Figure 2-13. Plots which show a comparison between the experimental nanoindentation
data and the finite element analysis (FEA) simulations for; (a) undemineralized bone, (b)
partially demineralized bone (-4 wt.%), and (c) fully demineralized bone. Inset represents
contour plots for the simulated plastic strain. (d) Finite element analysis (FEA) fits for the
yield stress, as a function of weight(wt.)% mineral content.
(Table 2-1). From the evidence of pileup shown in Figure 2-11(a), the O-P prediction
most likely underestimates the true contact area, resulting in an overestimation of the
Young's modulus. T-test results revealed the difference between the -0 wt.% and -58
wt.% samples to be statistically significant (percentile > 0.995). Figure 2-13(d) shows
the yield strengths predicted from the FEA simulations as a function of mineral content
and give - 0.30 ± 0.09 GPa for undemineralized bone, and - 0.07 - 0.2 GPa for the
partially demineralized samples. Student t-test shows a > 0.95 percentile statistical
difference for comparisons between the completely demineralized and undemineralized
bone. Figure 2-14 shows the mesh that was formulated in the FEA to carry out the
simulation.
Figure 2-14. The one sixth homogeneous mesh plot for FEA simulation is shown in (a).
(b) A closer view of the finer mesh where the majority of strain occurs.
2.4 Discussion
Coarse positionally-specific nanoindentation experiments in conjunction with
optical microscopy on human femoral and vertebral cortical bone in air at relatively large
loads up to -20 mN and -1 pm depths have been reported in the literature and shown
variations in nanomechanical properties for different types of bone (e.g. interstitial,
osteonal, etc.) [50], with age [50], orientation [24], and location (e.g. distance from
osteonal center) [17, 24]. In a related study, high maximum load indentations (-15 mN)
were performed on articular calcified cartilage and subchondral bone of post mortem and
osteoarthritic femoral heads at locations of varying degrees of mineralization [26].
Modulus values for cortical bone predicted from the O-P method in these studies ranged
between -15-25 GPa, similar to that reported for tensile macroscopic mechanical
properties [51].
2.4.1 Moduli
Values for average moduli estimated by fits to both elastic and elastic-plastic
models for the undemineralized bone (-12.9 GPa, -7 GPa, respectively) are somewhat
less than that experimentally reported by nanoindentation for the same direction for
dehydrated and embedded human tibial cortical bone (16.6-17 GPa) [25]. Here, the
authors apply a simple rule of mixtures correction to take into account osteonal,
interstitial, and void volume fraction and assume a 15% artificial increase in modulus due
to ethanol dehydration (used in the sample preparation process) yielding corrected moduli
values of 14.4-14.9 GPa. These reported values may differ from those obtained in this
study due to additional stiffening from ethanol dehydration, higher maximum loads up to
20 mN covering greater contact areas, faster loading rates of 1 mN/sec, and the different
species of bone used [22-24, 50].
The average moduli value calculated from both elastic and elastic-plastic models
for the undemineralized sample was found to exceed the other samples by up to - 6X
which is consistent with the trend for macroscopic tensile modulus of cortical bone
known increase with the mineral content [52]. XRD studies show that acid
demineralization leads to both an averaged reduction in the mineral crystallite size as
well as the lattice microstrain in bone [53]. Internal porosity is also likely. As in
macroscopic mechanical property measurements, it should be stated that trends with
mineral content observed here are likely to be complicated by other structural and
chemical changes in the distribution and location of mineral, the organic-mineral
interface, and the physiochemical properties of collagen.
2.4.2 Yield Strength
1 1
The yield strengths, y, predicted from the FEA simulations are >> - to - of the
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FEA-determined elastic moduli, E, which are higher than those obtained in macroscopic
mechanical testing tests [29]. For example, a survey of 39 bones from 22 species found
1 1
that s >> IE to--E [29]. , obtained from fits to nanoindentation data have been
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observed to exceed those measured by macroscopic mechanical measurements for other
types of other materials as well [54]. Possible reasons for this observation are a decreased
number of defects as the volume of material deformed becomes small and/or pressure-
induced hardening (increased yield strength) due to the increasing internal resistance for
damage to develop as the pressure increases [55] (discussed further in the next section).
2.4.3 Nanoscale Mechanisms of Deformation and Energy Dissipation
As described in the Introduction section, yielding and the resulting high toughness
of bone has been attributed to a variety of deformation mechanisms that take place at
multiple length scales. Our high resolution AFM images of the partially demineralized
bone (Figures 2-11(b) and 2-12) clearly show that during deformation collagen fibril
lateral curvature and normal flattening can be achieved while still maintaining the
collagen banding structure indicative of the native supramolecular structure. This finding
is consistent with AFM studies on collagen fibrils in tendon [56] and supports the idea of
an adaptable, compliant fluid-like fibril structure [57]. Since collagen fibril-fibril
interfaces appear to remain in-tact during deformation, interlocking fibril adhesion
appears to be particularly efficient and strong. At the resolution of our images, interfibril
shear mechanisms can not be conclusively discerned. Kinking along the axial direction
observed here is also consistent with previous studies[56]. Interestingly, at the highest
applied indentation loads, mechanical denaturation of collagen fibrils is observed (Figure
2-12) taking place close to the junction edge of the two faces of the indenter, which is the
region found to have the highest plastic deformation as revealed by FEA simulations
(Figure 2-13).
In the undemineralized bone samples (Figure 2-11(a)), a dramatic near complete
elimination of surface topographical features is observed which could be indicative of the
pressure induced structural transition of bone mineral previously mentioned[58]. While it
was not possible to observe denaturation of collagen fibrils (since the collagen banding
was not visible in the undeformed sample Figure 2-11(a)), it can not be ruled out as well.
FEA simulations reveal that at an indentation depth of 280 nm (maximum load of 1000
ON) the highest pressure is about 520 MPa, which is close to the pressure required for
phase transition in sintered synthetic dense HA [58]. In addition to the high pressure, the
material is also subjected to high shear stress; the FEA simulation shows the highest
equivalent shear stress to be about 140 MPa, which can initiate plastic deformation of HA
plates, as well as expedite the phase transition due to increased lattice energy when the
material is subjected to shear stress. Although displacement of individual mineral
platelets could not be resolved, the occurrence of extensive mineral viscoplastic
deformation and collagen denaturation suggests that this is likely. Analogously,
micromechanics studies of a rubber filled thermoplastic composite system show that the
plastic deformation of thermoplastic results in the displacement of particles after
unloading [59, 60].
The yielding mechanism is also susceptible to retardation by pressure, which
leads to an increased yield stress observed in nanoindentation. For instance, the slippage
between collagen fibrils and themselves and/or mineral particles is expected to be
retarded by the pressure because of increasing resistance to the relative motions.
Microcracks, if they exist, also are subjected retardation because the applied pressure
tends to close these cracks, requiring a higher stress to propagate the cracks resulting in a
higher yield stress.
As shown in Figures 2-9 and 2-10(b), the partially demineralized bone exhibits
the highest ductility and dissipates the most energy at all maximum forces tested. One
explanation for this result, in particular when comparing to the undemineralized bone, is
the possibility of underlying porosity and voiding, which would relieve triaxial stresses,
and facilitate plastic deformation via for example, increased molecular mobility and
mineral displacement mechanisms. Differences in the collagen supramolecular structure
and water content (which are unknown) are also likely to have a significant impact on the
energy dissipation.
2.4.4 Conclusions
In this paper, a multitechnique experimental and numerical modeling
methodology was employed for studying the nanomechanical properties and detailed
ultrastructural deformation mechanisms of bone. Bovine tibial cortical bone samples of
known and varied mineral content (-58%, -37%, -26%, -4%, and -~0 wt%) were
prepared, characterized, tested by nanoindentation perpendicular to the osteonal axis, and
analyzed in-situ and post-mortem by high resolution AFM imaging. Mineral content was
found to have a significant effect on both the nanoscale mechanisms of deformation and
nanomechanical properties. A 2-6X increase in modulus was observed for the -58 wt.%
sample (-7-12 GPa) compared to the -0 wt.% sample sample. Upon inspection, all
samples exhibited similar values for work of plastic deformation. The yield strength
predicted by FEA simulations was found to have a very slight dependence on the mineral
content. For the partially demineralized samples, collagen fibrils were observed to be able
to withstand forces up to 1 mN and indentation distances up to 400 nm without
significant disruption of the banding structure or interfibril interfaces, suggesting a
compliant, adaptable ultrastructure with highly effective adhesive interfaces. Plastic
deformation was observed in these samples to take place via the nanoscale mechanism of
mechanical denaturation of collagen fibrils at the highest loads tested of 7 mN
corresponding to 800 nm indentation residual displacement. For the undemineralized -
58 wt.% sample, the near complete elimination of surface topographical features
provided evidence for plastic deformation via the mechanism of a pressure induced
structural transition of the mineral component observed at loads as low as 300 pN and
displacements of 100 nm. The FEA elastic-plastic continuum model was able to predict
the nanomechanical behavior of the differently mineralized samples reasonably well on
loading and unloading suggesting applicability at the length scales probed in this study.
While the O-P method yields immediate quick results in a simple and effective manner, it
tended to overestimate the elastic moduli by 21 - 48% as compared to the FEA
simulations at the nanoscale which still require better models for predictive accuracy.
Chapter 3
Nanogranular Origins of the Strength of Bone
This chapter was published as a paper in Nano Letters [61].
3.1 Introduction
The ultrastructural origins of the plasticity of bone and its complex relationship to
damage accumulation and fracture risk are poorly understood. Recent studies [62-64]
have primarily probed tensile modes of deformation, which are relevant, for example, to
avulsion fractures at tendinous and ligamentous insertions and bending fractures in the
diaphyseal regions of long bones [65]. In this study, the focus is on the nanoscale
compressive strength of bone, which is a significant physiological loading condition [15]
and a key requirement in vivo. While day-to-day deformation of bone generally takes
place in the linear elastic regime [66], excessive injurious loads, fatigue, degradation of
biomechanical properties due to age or disease can lead to microdamage [67], and
fracture [68] in vivo at compressive locations such as metaphyseal areas, vertebral bodies,
and the calcaneus [65]. Hence, a fundamental mechanistic understanding of how the
structural design of bone is able to achieve optimal resistance to compressive yield is
critically important for predicting tissue-level fracture, simulating remodeling processes,
and developing clinical approaches to treat biomechanical degradation.
It is known that cortical bone exhibits a macroscopic yield strength in
compression that is greater (-2x) than in tension or torsion [69], which is indicative of
pressure sensitive plasticity. The strength of bone must begin at the ultrastructural level.
At this length scale, plate-like carbonated apatite mineralites exist (-10s of nm in length
and width, 3-5 nm in thickness [12]) that permeate in and around type I collagen fibrils in
an overlapping manner [70]. This chapter explores the possibility of nanogranular friction
from mineral-mineral interparticle interactions as a contributing source of the
compressive yield strength of bone. This hypothesis is based on a number of
experimental observations. First, the inorganic component is known to be a critical
determinant of the macroscopic compressive mechanical properties of bone; the yield
stress [71], maximal stress [72], and failure strength [73] are all known to increase with
increasing mineral content. Second, the fact that mineral content of human bone is
typically above the percolation threshold of 50% packing density (corresponding to
-43% mineral content) [74, 75]. Lastly, previously reported data of the direct
visualization of the ultrastructural plasticity of bone via nanoindentation combined with
high resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging of residual impressions show
the nanogranular structure of contacting mineralites flattened, but still visible, within the
plastically deformed indented region (Figures 2-2(a) and 3-1) [8]. The appearance of the
undeformed mineralites outside of the indent region compared to within suggest mineral
displacement and the possibility of interparticle frictional interactions. These data are
consistent with recent scanning electron microscopy images of collagen fibrils bridging a
crack within a compressed trabeculae [76]. Given that many mineralized fibrils are in
direct contact with each other, deformation away from their unstressed configurations
must involve mineral-mineral displacement. Hence, it is hypothesized that the
ultrastructure of bone is a cohesive-frictional material [77], following a Mohr-Coulomb
pressure dependent strength criterion [78] (i.e. which arises from the pressure dependence
of the density of interparticle contacts).
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Sample Preparation
Adult compact bovine bone from between the tibial metaphysis and diaphysis was
cut down to 1.5 mm thick specimens and polishing to a 0.05 ptm finish. Samples were
rinsed copiously with DI water followed by ultrasonicatation in DI water between
polishing intervals. Samples were then immediately stored in 20'C PBS. Complete
demineralization was accomplished by storage in 0.5 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA) for a minimum of 7 days, where the solution was changed every day. Complete
deorganification was accomplished by heating for 5 days at 400'C and measuring no
eventual weight change. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) also demonstrated no
evidence of residual protein (lack of nitrogen) on the surface of the sample (Appendix).
X-ray diffraction showed minimal change in the degree of crystallinity of the
deorganified bone sample compared with the undemineralized bone (Appendix)
3.2.2 Nanoindentation
Nanoindentation experiments were conducted in ambient conditions using the
Hysitron, Inc. Triboindenter using the Quesant AFM for tapping mode imaging of
residual impressions. Indentations were carried out perpendicular to the long bone axis.
For dual geometry triaxial stresses, load-controlled nanoindentations were performed
using both Berkovich (included angle 142.3', half angle 65.3 °) and Cube Corner (included
angle 90', half angle 54.6') diamond probe tips. Experiments at 1000 and 7000 pN
maximum load were done on different sample locations for each indent.
3.2.3 Incorporation of Mohr-Coulomb Criterion in Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) of Nanoindentation
The nanoindentation of cortical bone was predicted using an elastic-plastic three-
dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) model for two independent triaxial stress
states [79] achieved with two different indenter geometries, Berkovich and Cube Corner,
which incorporated the Mohr-Coloumb pressure dependent strength criterion. In this
case, the strength domain in the principal stress space, cr > .Ii > air, is defined by:
f(o- ) = a, (1 +sin V)- oa- (1-sin)- 2ccosp <I 0
where: c is the interparticle cohesion, which is the finite value of cohesive shear strength
required to cause sliding when the normal stress is zero, and Tp is the internal friction
angle, which provides the failure envelope given by the relationship of the linear slope
between shear and normal stress. This internal friction approaches the "dry" (zero
cohesion) angle of repose, which is measured when a bulk quantity of particles is poured
onto a horizontal surface and is defined as the angle formed by the inclined edge of the
pile and the horizontal plane. The FEA model utilized large deformation theory and
incorporated a rigid indenter with frictionless contacts between the tip and sample. A
modulus of 18 GPa was fixed in the simulations and approximated from the unloading
slope of the nanoindentation data using an isotropic, elastic continuum mechanical half-
space formulation [2]. A Poisson's ratio of 0.3 was also fixed [80]. Two material
properties were reduced from the experimental data; c and qp, which were free fitting
parameters. The difference between the experimental indentation response and the
theoretical predictions were minimized by the quadratic error for values that best fit both
indenter geometries. To reduce computational cost and due to symmetry, only 1/6 of the
tip and the surface were modeled and the corresponding boundary conditions were
applied to ensure the symmetry, i.e. the nodes on the sidewalls were fixed in the
direction normal to the sidewall surface (the nodal displacement in this direction is set to
be zero). The same method that was employed before [8] was used here in order to
approximate the degree of wear for the Berkovich and Cube Corner diamond tips.
3.2.4 Angle of Repose Measurements
The deorganified bone was first ground up with a mortar and pestle and in order
to ensure that the bone sample was completely devoid of organic, the particles were
reheated for 5 days in 350'C. The particles were subsequently ultrasonicated in deionized
water with a Branson Ultrasonics (Danbury, CT) Sonifier 450. The size of the particles
were measured through dynamic light scattering with a Brookhaven Instruments
Corporation (Holtsville, NY) 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer. The ambient angle of repose
was directly recorded by pouring the mineral particles on a flat surface and then
measuring the angle between the edge of the pile and the horizontal surface. The dry
angle of repose was then recorded by placing the pile in a vacuum chamber. As cohesion
through atmospheric hydration occurs between particles, once water vapor is removed
from the surrounding environment, the pile spontaneously falls to a lower angle of
repose.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Residual Indentation Imaging of Nanogranular Morphology
AFM imaging of the residual indentation for both the Berkovich and Cube Corner
geometries reveal a highly granular morphology on the surface of the sample. The
difference between Berkovich and Cube Corner (sharper) geometry is evidenced in the
image shown in Figure 3-1. The undeformed regions away from the residual indent area
are composed of nanogranular topographical features in contact with each other which
have a heterogeneous shape and size distribution (maximum lateral dimension = 51.0 ±
30.7 nm) which is consistent with the known dimensions of mineral particles, as
measured by scanning electron microscopy [70], transmission electron microscopy [10],
small angle X-ray scattering [81].
Figure 3-1. Tapping mode atomic force microscopy amplitude images (Quesant) of a
residual nanoindentation impression in adult bovine cortical bone (- 65 wt.% measured
through back-scattered electron imaging, which probes a depth of -1 ým) immediately
after loading to 7000 ýpN followed by unloading (Hysitron Triboindenter, loading /
unloading rate of 50 ýpN/second) using (a) Berkovich (-850 nm depth) and (b) Cube
Corner (-1.5 Dm depth) geometry. Experiments were conducted with the loading direction
perpendicular to the long bone axis in ambient conditions.
3.3.2 Dual Indentation Frictional Analysis
The predictions of the theoretical fits were compared to nanoindentation force
versus indentation depth data taken on loading of adult bovine cortical bone
perpendicular to the long bone axis for both the Berkovich and Cube Corner geometries
(Figure 3-2). The best fit qp and c values for both indenter geometries was found to be 150
and 100 MPa, respectively (R2 = 0.99). The indentation simulations on loading exhibited
a small elastic region (indentation depths < -10 nm) followed by yield (as assessed by
monitoring the plastic equivalent strain of each element) due to local stress
concentrations at the tip apex. The friction angle that best fits both indenter geometries
translates into a uniaxial compressive strength - to - tensile strength ratio (Y / Yt =(1 +
sin 9)/ (1-sin qi)) of 1.7, which is remarkably close to the known macroscopic ratio -2
[69]. Theoretical fits were also carried out on nanoindentation data taken on fully
demineralized bone (treated for 5 days in 0.5 M EDTA). The modulus was fixed to that
reduced from the unloading slope (-2.3 GPa) and Poisson's ratio was set to 0.3 as
previously, yielding best fit qp and c values for both indenter geometries of 5' and 100
MPa, respectively (Figure 3-3) translating to a compressive strength - to - tensile
strength ratio of 1.2. Figure 3-4 compares all four experimental nanoindentation datasets
on a single plot and shows an increased force for a given depth (i.e. resistance to yield)
for the intact compared to demineralized bone.
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Figure 3-2. Comparison of the predictions of a three-dimensional elastic-perfectly plastic
finite element analyses (FEA) model (ABAQUS) incorporating a Mohr-Coulomb
cohesive-frictional yield strength criterion to averaged nanoindentation data on loading of
intact adult bovine cortical bone in ambient conditions (Hysitron Triboindenter, loading
rate - 50 ON/second) using; (a) Berkovich and (b) Cube Corner probe tips. The two fitting
parameters used were the internal friction angle (qp) and cohesion (c). The best-fit
parameters (R2=0.99) produced the same value for the two different indenter geometries.
(a) Berkovich and (b) Cube Corner FEA meshes are also shown. 8-node linear elastic
brick hybrid elements (C3D8H) were used. The probe tip end radius and truncate height
were approximated from control experiments on a fused quartz sample. Each averaged
force versus depth curve represents 80 individual nanoindentation experiments;
horizontal bars are one standard deviation.
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Figure 3-3. Adult bovine cortical bone was demineralized using 0.5 M
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid treatment for 5 days. Lack of mineral was verified
through X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (no evidence of Ca or P), heat treatment
(400°C to show complete loss of material), and energy dispersive X-ray analysis (no Ca,
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P). A three-dimensional elastic-perfectly plastic finite element analyses (FEA) model
incorporating the Mohr-Coulomb cohesive-frictional strength criterion (described in
Figure 2 caption) was fit to the averaged experimental nanoindentation force versus depth
curve for demineralized bone tested perpendicular to the osteonal axis in ambient
conditions for (a) Berkovich and (b) Cube Corner probe tips (R2=0.99). Each averaged
force versus depth curve represents 80 individual nanoindentation experiments
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Figure 3-4. Plot comparing experimental nanoindentation data on loading in ambient
conditions perpendicular to the long bone axis showing intact (data from Figure 2) and
demineralized (data from Figure 3) bone indented with both Berkovich and Cube Corner
probe tips. Each averaged force versus depth curve represents 80 individual
nanoindentation experiments; horizontal bars are one standard deviation.
3.3.3 Verification of Friction Parameter Through Particle and Angle of
Repose Measurements
The smallest particle size distribution obtained were 914 ± 44 nm (from dynamic
light scattering) and the corresponding angles of repose were found to be Oambient = 32.8 ±
3.10 and vacuum = 18.2 ± 2.50 (number of measurements, n=4). Since Pvacuum < (qambient,
this suggests that the vacuum was effective in minimizing interparticle cohesion likely
due to hydration layers. ,vacuum was found to be statistically independent (p<0.05) of
particle size up to 25 ýtm (Figure 3-6). It was observed that the internal friction angle
obtained from fitting nanoindentation data to the Mohr-Coloumb formulation in intact
bone (-15o) was slightly lower than the measured angle of repose in vacuum ,kacuum
(-18.2o) for the deorganified bone. Hence, rather than introducing additional friction due
to macromolecular shear (as might be expected since V = 5' for the demineralized bone),
the interfacial organic has a slight lubricating effect, which is consistent with
nanomechanical studies which show that certain interfacial organics, in particular
polyelectrolyte macromolecules, can enhance lubrication [82]. This may be a trade-off
effect, in order to counteract the reduction of tensile capacity compared to the cohesive
shear strength (primarily carried by the organic component) due to frictional interactions.
Figure 3-5. Angle of repose experiments performed in ambient environmental conditions
and in vacuum. The deorganified bone (400°C heat treatment where no weight change
after 5 days was recorded) powder is shown (a) before vacuum, ambient conditions and
(b) after vacuum. Angles measured from deorganified bone were compared to one
another and found to be -33' in the ambient state and -18' in vacuum.
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Figure 3-6. Angles measured from deorganified bone were compared to one another and
found to be -33' in the ambient state and -180 in vacuum. The particle size was varied
(-1-25 jtm) and controlled by the degree of sonication (Branson, Sonifier 450) and
measured by a Brookhaven 90Plus Particle Size Analyzer. The angle of repose did not
change significantly for the range of particle sizes measured.
3.4 Discussion
It is interesting to note that c (intact bone) = c (demineralized bone) which may
well suggest that cohesion values quantified by nanoindentation are attributable to the
organic itself, rather than to interfacial mineral-organic bonding [83]. Indeed, cohesion
may arise from collagen crosslinking (which includes intermolecular pyridinoline and
pyrrole linkages arising from linkages between lysine and hydroxylysine aldehyde
residues [84, 85] or noncovalent "sacrificial" bonding in non-collagenous proteins (e.g.
proteoglycans, osteopontin, bone sialoprotein [86, 87]).
Note in Figure 3-1 the absence of pileup and rather the presence of sink-in which
is explained as follows. The ultrastructure of bone has been suggested to possess
nanoscale porosity (-20 nm in size) [88] which is a characteristic of a nanogranular
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material. Hence, when bone is compressed during nanoindentation, there is mostly likely
a plastic contracting behaviour until the material reaches a state (called the critical state, a
concept introduced for granular soils from which all Cam-Clay models derive [89]; at
which it behaves like a cohesive-frictional material in the Mohr-Coulomb sense (i.e. the
state which we model with FEA). In return, the plastic contracting behavior can explain
why we observe sink-in rather than pile-up. This is observed in the AFM images (Figure
3-1): rather than being squeezed out, the particles in the imprint area are higher
compacted than far away. Refined models, currently in development, aim at taking this
contracting behaviour into account, by considering a critical-state Cam-clay type
plasticity model for bone nanoindentation. This refined model, which considers nanoscale
porosity, is expected to shed light on the observable contracting behaviour in
nanoindentation, while it is not expected to change the overall result that bone's
ultrastructure is a cohesive-frictional material. In order to further investigate the
nanogranular friction in bone, angle of repose experiments were performed on ground
and ultrasonicated powders of deorganified adult bovine cortical bone mineral (Figure 3-
5) in a sealed chamber in ambient ((Oambient) and vacuum environments (Pvacuum).
The fact that (p (intact bone) > (p (demineralized bone) (Figures 3-2 and 3-3) and (p
(intact bone) = Pvacuum (deorganified bone) (Figures 3-2 and 3-5) suggest that the
ultrastructural origins of the friction angle arise primarily from mineral interparticle
interactions and that organic frictional contribution (e.g. internal friction arising from, for
example, molecular rotations, stick-slip sliding, and/or barrier-hop fluctuations [90]) is
minimal. Potential interparticle frictional mechanisms cited in the literature that may be
relevant include mechanical interlocking and deformation of surface nanoasperities,
which has been observed directly by scanning electron microscopy for adjacent
aragonite-based nacre tablets (from the inner layer of a gastropod mollusk) [91]. In this
paper [91], it was postulated that inter-tablet shear resistance was enhanced as
nanoasperities were required to "climb" over one another in order for inter-tablet sliding.
Another potential mechanism at even smaller length scales has been studied by atomistic
molecular dynamics modeling and involves mechanical locking due to surface roughness
between atoms, as well as dynamic friction characterized by translational kinetic energy
that dissipates during sliding into internal energy motions [92]. Stick-slip and smooth
sliding between atoms and the transition between the two at atomic length scales could be
relevant to bone mineral interactions as well [93].
The addition of mineral and corresponding frictional interactions results in an
increase in the resistance to plasticity (strength or elasticity domain) in compression at
these small lengths (Figure 3-4), which is the dominating physiological stress state in
bone, and correlates with the correct trend macroscopically [71]. Our interpretation is
consistent with the known structure-function relationships of other mineralized tissues;
for example, human tendon has little to no mineral volume and is loaded predominantly
in tension [94] while ear or whale bones have a considerable amount of mineral (-90
wt.%) and are primarily loaded in compression [74]. Human (as well as bovine) bone
(-60 wt.% mineral) seems to be an intermediate compromise, providing strength in
compression for physiological loading plus some degree of protection for accidental
shear/torsion/bending loading. Mineralization has also been shown to vary with
anatomical site [95], leading to correlated inter-site variation in compressive stiffness
[96] (reflective of mineral content) and yield strength [97].
The macroscopic experimental value of the compressive yield strength of these
adult bovine cortical bone samples was measured perpendicular to the long bone axis as
By (compression) -178 ± 47 MPa (Zwick Allround-Line Mechanical Tester, 0.01 mm/s
load rate), which is 30% less than that calculated from the Mohr-Coloumb friction angle
and cohesion reduced from nanoindentation data (-260 MPa). This comparison suggests
that larger length scale structures serve to weaken, rather than strengthen bone, possibility
due to heterogeneity, porosity, or other defects present.
A number of nanoscale deformation mechanisms have been proposed in the
literature, based on various types of experimental data, including void and crack
formation [98], extension of bridging noncollagenous proteins with sacrificial bonds
during collagen fibril separation [62], and mineralized collagen fibril-matrix shear [63].
Several of these behaviors are expected to be pressure dependent, i.e. consistent with
macroscopic yield. These mechanisms were all observed primarily in tensile modes of
deformation. No distinct microcracking was observed in the direct imaging of the
compressive deformation (Figure 3-1), but it should be noted that very small loads and
lengths scale are being probed and hence, our results do not preclude this mechanism
from taking place at larger deformations. No distinct jumps or discontinuities were
observed in the individual force versus depth curves as well (data not shown) suggesting
the absence of underlying microcracking [99] and a uniform continuum response. The
mineralized collagen fibril - matrix shear mechanism in tension could in fact activate the
mechanism proposed here, mineralite interparticle friction, as well as rupture of
sacrificial bonds in the organic [62]. The results presented here suggest, however, that the
former is more dominant for this particular compressive experimental geometry studied
and is an important factor in the pressure-dependent yield strength of bone.
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Figure 3-7. Visualized schematic description of mineral particles contacted with each
other within and around a collagen fibril.
Chapter 4
Nanoscale Heterogeneity Promotes Energy
Dissipation in Bone as Demonstrated Through
Spatial Force Mapping Indentation Using Atomic
Force Microscopy
Most of this chapter is in revision for publication.
4.1 Introduction
Bone, like many natural materials, is inherently structurally, and hence
mechanically, heterogeneous due to spatial distributions in the shape, size, and
composition of its constituent building blocks. Heterogeneity also arises from a multitude
of different types of biomacromolecules, pores containing fluids of variable viscosities,
and numerous interfaces (e.g. solid-solid, solid-fluid, damage-based) [12, 100]. As a
consequence of the hierarchical nature of bone [9], mechanical heterogeneity is expected
to exist at multiple length scales. Macroscopically, significant variations in mechanical
properties have been observed for different anatomical locations [101], as well as regions
within a particular anatomical location [102], and are thought to develop in response to
distinct loading requirements [103]. At the microscopic level, nanoindentation has further
identified differences in moduli and hardness for specific features such as trabeculae,
interstitial lamellae, and thick and thin lamellae in osteons, which have been attributed to
collagen fibril orientation and anisotropy, as well as variations in mineral content [24,
104]. Heterogeneity at this length scale is also expected to arise from the continual
cellular remodelling processes resulting in a composite of "old" and "young" bone at any
given time. For example, osteonal bone typically undergoes substantial remodelling
whereas older interstitial bone [105] has a higher degree of mineralization [50], leading to
increased stiffness [104]. These studies have ignited speculation on the role of
heterogeneity in strain concentration, fracture risk, adaptation, and damage accumulation
[104, 106-110]. They also raise important issues as to whether heterogeneity is
advantageous or disadvantageous to the mechanical function of bone [100]. Furthermore,
detailed and quantitative studies of the nanoscale mechanical heterogeneity and its
consequences on the structural integrity and proper function of the tissue are largely
unknown.
This chapter shows how mechanical heterogeneity at nanometer length scales was
quantified for the first time. Here, the mechanical response arises from an individual
mineralized collagen fibril within the bone extracellular matrix, which is composed of
plate-like carbonated apatite mineralites (- tens of nm in length and width, and 3-5 nm in
thickness [12]) that permeate in and around type I collagen in an overlapping manner
[62], as well as a small concentration of -200 different types of noncollageneous proteins
(<10 wt.% of total protein) [12]. It has become increasingly evident that the unique
nanoscale properties of bone play a key role in its macroscopic biomechanical function
[61-63, 111], as this is where inelastic (including plastic) deformation and fracture must
first initiate. Furthermore, since osteocytic processes have dimensions that are of the
nanometer length scale [112], nanoscale heterogeneities in material properties of the
surrounding extracellular matrix would be expected to modulate local stresses, thereby
potentially influencing processes such as remodeling, migration, and adhesion.
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Sample Preparation and Characterization
Adult compact bovine bone from between the tibial metaphysis and diaphysis was
cut down to 1.5 mm thick specimens and polishing to a 0.05 gm finish as previously
described [8]. Samples were rinsed copiously with DI water followed by ultrasonicatation
in DI water between polishing intervals. Samples were then immediately stored in 20°C
PBS. Sample preparation did not involve chemical treatment, dehydration, or embedding.
The mineral content measured by back-scattered electron microscopy was found to be
-58 weight (wt.) %. Tapping mode (TM)AFM imaging in ambient temperature and
humidity was employed using a Three-Dimensional Molecular Force Probe (MFP-3D,
Asylum Research, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) on hydrated samples of osteonal bone using a
silicon etched OMCL-AC160TS (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) rectangular cantilever with a
tetrahedral probe tip (cantilever spring constant, k - 56.2 N/m, probe tip end-radius - 15
nm, Fig. 1) at a z-piezo displacement rate of 1 pm/s in ambient conditions. The tip radius
was measured by TMAFM imaging of a gold nanoparticle calibration standard [113].
4.2.2 AFM Probe Nanoindentation
In order to quantify nanoscale mechanical heterogeneity, nanoindentation using a
spatially controlled atomic force microscope (AFM)-based instrument was carried out
with a sharp tetrahedral probe tip (end-radius - 15 nm) in ambient conditions using the
MFP-3D and the same probe tip as that used for TMAFM imaging. This instrument has a
fully three-dimensional closed loop piezoelectric displacement system that ensures
positional accuracies in three-dimensions of < 1 nm. The inverse optical lever sensitivity
and cantilever spring constant calibrations were carried out as previously reported [114].
Displacement-controlled nanoindentation was performed by loading at a rate of 1 pm/s up
to a trigger force of 5 jiN followed by unloading at the same rate. The loading/ unloading
rate was varied from 0.05 - 10 jm/second and no statistically significant differences in
calculated moduli were observed at loading rates between 0.5 - 5 tm/second, indicating
that viscoelastic effects were minimized. The tip contact area function was calibrated
using a sample of glycol methacrylate using a 6 GPa modulus from previous indentation
data taken on a Hysitron Triboindentor. Values for elastic moduli were calculated from
95% - 20% of the initial unloading curve by fitting these data to contact mechanical
theory for an isotropic, elastic half-space [2] for each individual curve. Due to the
assumptions of this model [115] (e.g. isotropy), the modulus is more appropriately
defined as "apparent" in that it reflects relative mechanical stiffness and does not produce
absolute quantitative values. However, the relative spatial differences in stiffness can be
compared.
Grids of indentations [116] over a 2 jim x 2 jim area were performed on adult
bovine tibial cortical bone both perpendicular and parallel to the long bone axis, where
the separation distance between each indent was 100 nm. Experimental histogram
distributions of the modulus taken at a much larger interindent spacing of 1 jtm showed
statistically similar modulus distributions (p<0.05). Cyclic indentations carried out at the
same position showed that the moduli values obtained were reproducible within + 1 GPa.
The maximum indentation depth was - 30 nm at a 5 jtN maximum load corresponding to
an elastic contact radius of - 60 nm (estimated by FEA). Since type I collagen fibrils in
bone have a typical diameter of ~ 150 nm[8], deformation induced by the indent was on
the length scale of an individual fibril. Two-dimensional contour maps of local stiffness
were constructed which enabled the direct visualization of nanomechanical spatial
heterogeneity. These maps were compared with high resolution tapping mode AFM
images of the bone ultrastructure taken of the same area prior to indentation.
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Figure 4-1. Schematic of experiment used to quantify nanomechanical heterogeneity in
bone. (a) Three-dimensional schematics illustrating probe tip geometry and dimensions
from side and back view (left), front view (middle) and bottom view (right) as
determined by scanning electron microscopy. (b) Optical microscopy image of an
individual osteon in adult bovine cortical bone showing Haversian canal, circumferential
lamellae, and the lacuno-canalicular porosity. (c) Schematic of 2 ýpm x 2 ýtm region
probed nanomechanically drawn to scale relative to osteon size; the size of the indented
region is also drawn to scale.
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Figure 4-2. (a) Average indent curves of on undemineralized bone with varying rates
from 0.05 - 10 4tm/second. (b) Calculated modulus as a function of tip velocity
4.2.3 Wavelet Decomposition Analysis
Wavelet Transform (WT) allows localization of both space and frequency,
achieved by dilating and translating a finite wavelet function to capture different
frequency ranges and their spatial locations [117]. The discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
represents a ID sampled data with a limited number of decomposition levels (frequency
scales). A set of low- and high-pass filters is used for decomposing the data into a coarse
approximation and a residual detail. Wavelets also allow particular frequency sub bands
to be isolated within an image, which are treated as 2D signals [1]. The diagram below
(Figure 4-3) depicts a one-level decomposition of a 2D image. Filters are applied in the x-
direction and the results are down-sampled by deleting every other column. This yields
two images of approximately half the size of the original, one containing high-frequency
components of the rows and the other containing low-frequency components. These two
images are then each filtered down the columns using the corresponding filters and
,,
down-sampling the results along the rows. This results in the smoothed approximation,
the horizontal detail, the vertical detail, and the diagonal detail sub images. The process
is repeated on the smoothed approximation sub image to obtain the next level of
decomposition.
1(X) Low-pass filter in the x-direction
h(x) High-pass filter in the x-direction
Figure 4-3. Wavelet decomposition of a 2D image [1]. FLL, fLH, fHL, and fHH represent the
smoothed approximation, the horizontal detail, the vertical detail and the diagonal detail,
respectively.
4.2.4 Finite Element Analysis
Two different virtual mechanical tests were built using the software package
ABAQUS. One is a two-dimensional plane-strain 4-point bend model (40pm wide and
5ptm high) (Figure 4-4) and the other is a two-dimensional plane-stress indentation test
with a 900 included angle and a rounded off tip radius of 140 nm (Figure 4-5). The
bending and indent tests are to illustrate typical load schemes that are predominantly
tensile and compressive, respectively. The modulus maps were incorporated within the
FEA model for both specimens with indents perpendicular and parallel to the long bone
axis by assigning a specific material section to whichever elements spatially coincided
with each particular material region. An elastic limit strain-based von Mises plasticity
constitutive law was used to model the energy dissipating inelastic deformation and to
obtain a local yield stress value as described in the main manuscript text, The elements in
the area immediately to the right and left of the 2 pm x 2 pm heterogeneous region were
assigned the experimentally measured average homogeneous value of modulus and
corresponding yield stress (based on the criterion discussed previously). The elements in
the bottom portion were assigned only the purely elastic average homogeneous modulus
value. The bending simulation was displacement controlled with the bottom two
boundary conditions (spaced 20 pm apart) displaced 2.5 ptm while the two fixed regions
are at the end. 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements (CPE4) were used in
this study and the mesh was highly refined in the heterogeneous mapped region. There
were 9424 elements in the 600 nm notched specimen; 3116 of those elements were within
the heterogeneous region. The number of yielded elements was tracked through the
equivalent inelastic strain and the reaction force in the vertical direction was measured at
the fixed points. Energy dissipation was calculated by integrating the area between the
loading and unloading force-displacement curves up to 2.5 prm displacement. The indent
simulation was also displacement controlled, using 4-node bilinear plane stress
quadrilateral elements (CPS4) with a highly refined heterogeneous region. The entire
sample is 10 pm wide and 10 ptm deep. There were 5200 elements in total and the
indenter penetrated to -900 pN maximum force. Energy dissipation was calculated by
integrating the hysteresis area under the force-displacement curve. The number of yielded
elements was tracked through the equivalent inelastic strain.
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Figure 4-4. Two-dimensional notched four-point bend FEA model geometry showing
dimensions and mesh. Modulus maps for adult bovine cortical bone were superimposed
in a 2 pm x 2 pm heterogeneous region ahead of the notch.
Figure 4-5. Two-dimensional compressive indent FEA model showing dimensions and
mesh. Modulus maps for adult bovine cortical bone were superimposed in a 2 pm x 2 pm
heterogeneous region ahead of the notch.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Nanomechanical Property Contour Maps
The ultrastructure of osteonal bone viewed perpendicular to the long bone axis
showed a nanogranular morphology of a dense array of mineralites (Figure 4-6(a)) with
an average maximum lateral dimension - 56.0 ± 36.2 nm and a peak-to-valley height <
10 nm (measured from corresponding height images). Distinct type I collagen fibrils and
their characteristic 67 nm periodicity were not observed due to the dense array of
mineralites present. However, as reported previously [8], AFM imaging after partial
demineralization, using a one second etch in ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, reveals a
packed surface of type I collagen fibrils with varying degrees of orientation within the
sample plane, the correct 67 nm banding, and a mean diameter of - 151 ± 17 nm. The
stiffness map (Figure 4-6(b)) corresponding to the area imaged in Figure 4-6(a) exhibits a
distribution with values ranging from 26 GPa (appearing black) to 2 GPa (appearing
white) with an averaged apparent modulus value of 8.55 ± 3.7 GPa and coefficient of
variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) of 0.43. A curved region of lower
stiffness appears diagonally across the mapped region (length - 1.8 ýpm) while higher
stiffness regions appear horizontally across the top of the mapped region. Smaller
localized variations and gradients occur throughout the map as well. Multiple mapping
experiments were carried out on different samples. While the fine details of the stiffness
fluctuations of each map varied, the stiffness distribution and coefficient of variation
were highly reproducible. Assuming a helicoidal collagen fibril arrangement [118] and
transversely isotropic properties of individual collagen fibrils [119], variations in
collagen fibril orientation are not expected to play a major role in the observed
heterogeneity since the loading axis is perpendicular to the collagen fibril axis. Other
possible sources of observed heterogeneity include nano- to microscale organic-
inorganic compositional variations, underlying porosity, and/or damage (e.g. cracking).
Compositional fluctuations are known to exist down to - 1 jpm, as revealed by
microRaman spectroscopy [120]. Porosity at the length scales probed here include
canalicular channels (diameters ranging from 80 to 710 nm) [112] and hypothesized
collagen-apatite porosity associated with space between collagen fibrils and apatite
mineralites (- 20 nm) [88].
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Figure 4-6 The ultrastructure and nanomechanical spatial heterogeneity of of bone
stiffness. a, Tapping mode atomic force microscope (TMAFM) amplitude image
perpendicular to the long bone axis. b, Two-dimensional contour map of modulus
reduced from nanoindentation data [2] for the area shown in a. c, Individual
nanoindentation curves at different locations within modulus map b; moduli (GPa) *
12.5, 0 10.5, A 5.4, U 4.2. d, TMAFM amplitude image parallel to the long bone axis. e,
Two-dimensional contour map of modulus for the area shown in d. f, Individual
nanoindentation curves at different locations within modulus map e; moduli (GPa) *
24.2, 0 18.1, A 15.8, 1 5.7.
Apparent modulus data taken with the loading axis parallel to the long bone axis
show less heterogeneity (coefficient of variation of 0.37) and increased mean stiffness
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(-12.9 ± 4.8 GPa) (Figures. 4-6(d-f)) compared to the perpendicular orientation (by
factor of - 1.5). This trend is consistent with macroscopic tissue level data [102] and
collagen fibril anisotropy (increased stiffness along fibril axis compared to transverse
directions) [119]. A large curved region is observed with increased stiffness (thickness -
250 nm) in the upper left hand side of the map, as well as the lower right hand side
(distance between high stiffness regions -1.5 iim). Figure 4-7 provides 3-D visualization
of the nanoscale stiffness data with the vertical direction corresponding to the stiffness
magnitude comparing the parallel and perpendicular orientation directions. While the
coefficient of variation for the contour map perpendicular to the long bone axis is greater,
the differences in peak-to-valley modulus values are more apparent for the map from
indents taken parallel to the long bone axis in the 3-D visualizations. Assuming the spiral
model for collagen fibril orientation [121], this occurrence may arise from off-axis
loading of collagen fibrils, as opposed to in-plane loading in the perpendicular
orientation. If the heterogeneity observed was solely due to collagen fibril orientation, a
more-or-less continuous stiffness gradient would be observed, which does not appear to
be the case here. Thick and thin lamellae have been measured to be approximately - 5-7
and 1 p~m in width, respectively [122], with the thin lamellae being - 10% softer than the
thick ones [104]. No distinct patterns were observed that could be conclusively associated
with such features. Hence, the fluctuations observed must be partially originating from
smaller length scale features.
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Figure 4-7 Three-dimensional graphic illustrations of modulus maps shown in Figure 2-
6(b) (top) where loading was carried out perpendicular to the long bone axis and Figure
2-6(e) (bottom) where loading carried out parallel to the long bone axis. The vertical axis
corresponds to stiffness where the highest vertical topography corresponds to the
maximum value and lowest topography corresponds to minimum value.
The mechanical heterogeneity described above for the AFM-based
nanoindentation experiments is much more pronounced compared to depth-sensing
microindentation performed on the same specimens. The coefficients of variation for
micro-scale indentations (Berkovich geometry at 500 pN maximum load, interindent
spacing of 5 ltm) both perpendicular and parallel to the long bone axis were 0.25 and
0.26, respectively. This is approximately a factor of two less than the nanoscale data
presented here suggesting a scale-dependent homogenization effect. Other studies have
reported microscale coefficients of variation values of 0.12 (bone perpendicular to the
long axis)7 and 0.15 (bone parallel to the long axis) [104].
4.3.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform Analysis
The modulus maps were analyzed quantitatively using the discrete wavelet
transform [123] where decomposition of spatial frequencies creates a coarser
approximation of the image. Details can be associated with a "pseudofrequency" that
identifies the length scales of the patterns removed at spatially specific regions. Figures
4-8(a) and 4-8(b) depict the first level approximations of the original images
corresponding to indents perpendicular and parallel to the long bone axis, respectively.
The diagonal details for those corresponding maps were removed to obtain the coarser
image (Figures 2-8(c) and 2-8(d)). The detail images show primarily the random features
that prevail at the high spatial frequencies. However, they also capture specific patterns
associated with the high modulus areas. One can observe high modulus peaks that
coincide with the larger high modulus domains (more apparent with the image parallel to
the bone axis, Figure 2-8(d). The first level of decomposition thus appears to remove the
local high modulus peaks leaving broader regions of stiffness. The characteristic length
scale given by the pseudo(spatial)frequency analysis, identified as - 156 + 28 nm,
corresponds almost exactly to the experimentally measured mean diameter of an
individual collagen fibril [8].
long bone axis long bone axis
Figure 4-8. Quantitative analysis of nanomechanical property maps using discrete
wavelet transform. a, Level 1 approximation for modulus map given in Figure 4-6(b)
(loading axis perpendicular to the long bone axis). b, Level 1 approximation for modulus
map given in Figure 4-6(e) (loading axis parallel to the long bone axis). c, diagonal
details corresponding to a. d, diagonal details corresponding to b.
4.3.3 Finite Element Analysis: Tensile Predominance Via 4-Point Bend
In order to better understand how nanoscale mechanical heterogeneity influences
larger length scale biomechanical properties, finite element simulations were performed
using the experimentally determined fine-scale heterogeneity and local mechanical
property variations extracted from AFM-based indentation experiments. The
experimentally measured heterogeneous nanoscale stiffness maps were directly
incorporated into a highly refined region of finite elements just ahead of a notched 4-
point bend mesh (Figure 4-4), so as to capture the localization of strain in a region with
nanoscale structural nonuniformity. Inelasticity was also incorporated into the 4-point
bend mesh as follows. Inelastic deformation was first assessed during individual
indentation experiments by constructing an axisymmetric 2D FEA simulation with an
equivalent tip apex angle of 23.5', i.e. the same indentation volume versus depth as for
the AFM probe tip, that assumed a perfect Mises plasticity constitutive law, as well as a
modulus evaluated from the unloading slope [2]. For each force vs. depth indentation
curve, various trial yield stress (cGy) values were chosen to determine the optimal value at
which the simulated data that fit the experimental curve. This best-fit value was then used
to calculate the corresponding equivalent (elastic) limit strain at the yield point as given
2(1 + v)-rby; =2(1 +) . The E, values were found to be - 0.04 + 0.02 for specimens tested
3E
parallel to the long bone axis and - 0.044 ± 0.02 for specimens tested perpendicular to
the long bone axis. These observations suggest that a constant elastic limit strain criterion
is a reasonable first order approximation. Therefore, taking the above average value of
3EE. The
-- ,, the local yield stress value, cry, can be obtained conversely using; r 2( + v)The
energy dissipative inelastic deformation is incorporated here since a finite residual depth
is observed after unloading of the indentation curves (Figures 4-6(c) and 4-6(f)).
Figure 4-9 shows the progression of equivalent strain (defined as the time integral
of -2/3 multiplied by the magnitude of the inelastic strain rate) during two virtual 4-
point bend FEA simulations (displacement-controlled). The first (right column)
incorporated the heterogeneously mapped data from Figure 4-6(b) (loading axis
perpendicular to the long bone axis). The second (left column) was a control which was
an elastic-perfectly plastic simulation with purely homogeneous mechanical properties
(set to the volume averaged mean value of modulus measured experimentally in Figure 4-
6(b) and the volume averaged mean value of yield stress obtained from the strain-based
yield criterion). The measured inelastic strain in the vicinity of the notch is continuously
greater for the heterogeneous case than the homogeneous from 1.5 - 2.5 ptm
displacement. The inelastic strain develops irregularly ahead of the notch and extends - 2
times further for the heterogeneous material compared to the homogeneous one at 2.5 Ptm
displacement. Nonuniform notch opening and blunting took place in the heterogeneous
case, as compared to a more uniform shape change for the homogeneous.
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Figure 4-9. Snapshots of equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-point bend FEA virtual
simulations comparing homogeneous to heterogeneous case for loading up to 2.5 ýpm.
This particular dataset employed heterogeneous data with the loading axis perpendicular
to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)).
Figure 4-10 shows the equivalent plastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA
simulations at 2.5 jtm displacement for the same nanoindentation data (Figure 4-6(b))
where the heterogeneous map ahead of the notch is rotated by 0', 900, 1800, and 2700 in
the plane defined by the long bone axis (in the plane of the paper). Figure 4-11 shows the
same data except instead of being rotated, the modulus maps were shifted up and down
300 nm. While the fine details of the inelasticity pathways are different for different
rotations, all simulations show heterogeneous diffuse deformation over a greater area
compared to the homogeneous material. There is a less than 10% variation in plastic
strain in the entire deformed area for a complete rotation over 3600 as well as the 300 nm
displacement shift.
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Figure 4-10. Equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA virtual simulations
which incorporated the heterogeneous nanoindentation data taken with the loading axis
perpendicular to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)) where the 2 pm x 2 pm mechanical
property map is rotated in the plane of the long bone axis (the plane of the paper) by 00,
900, 180', and 270'. There does not appear to be any difference in the overall inelastically
strained area even though the distribution varies.
Long bone axis
Figure 4-11. Equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA virtual simulations
which incorporated the heterogeneous nanoindentation data taken with the loading axis
perpendicular to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)) where the 2 pm x 2 pm mechanical
property map is (a) shifted 300 nm down, (b) not shifted at all, and (c) shifted up 300 nm
in the plane of the long bone axis (the plane of the paper). There does not appear to be
any difference in the overall inelastically strained area even though the distribution
varies.
The effect of varying the size of the notch was also explored. Figure 4-12 shows
the results of incorporating notch sizes of 300 nm, 600 nm, and 1200 nm. Figure 4-13
gives the quantified inelastically strained area for these different cases. Even though in
general, with greater notch size, there appears to be a greater inelastic area, the inelastic
100
area for the heterogeneous case is greater than for the homogeneous case no matter what
the notch size is.
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Figure 4-12. Equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA virtual simulations
which incorporated the heterogeneous nanoindentation data taken with the loading axis
perpendicular to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)) where the 2 pm x 2 pm mechanical
property map is placed in close proximity to a (a) 300 nm notch, (b) a 600 nm notch (as
presented thus far), and (c) a 1200 nm notch in the plane of the long bone axis (the plane
of the paper). There appears to be greater inelastically strained area with greater notch
size.
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Figure 4-13. The inelastically strained area is plotted in this graph as a function of force
for FEA virtual 4-point bend experiments incorporating the homogeneous and
heterogeneous maps in the 2 ptm x 2 ýtm region of interest for notch sizes of 300 nm, 600
nm, and 1200 nm.
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Similar FEA simulations were carried out for mechanical property maps where
indentations were performed parallel to the long bone axis. The inelastically strained area
was less than that for indents taken perpendicular to the long bone axis, which is as
expected because the plastic stiffness is greater in the parallel direction (Figure 4-14). In
general, the overall behavior is similar to that already demonstrated for superimposed
mechanical property maps that were rotated (Figure 4-15), shifted up and down 300 nm
(Figure 4-16), and for different notch size specimens (Figure 4-17).
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Figure 4-14. The equivalent inelastic strain is given here for 4-point bend FEA
simulations where both the homogeneous and heterogeneous mechanical property maps
are superimposed at the notched region for indents taken both (a) perpendicular and (b)
parallel to the long bone axis. There appears to be a significantly greater inelastically
strained area for the heterogeneous case where property values are recorded
perpendicular to the long bone axis.
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Figure 4-15. Equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA virtual simulations
which incorporated the heterogeneous nanoindentation data taken with the loading axis
parallel to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(e)) where the 2 pm x 2 pm mechanical property
map is rotated in the plane of the long bone axis (the plane of the paper) by 0', 900, 1800,
and 270'. There does not appear to be any difference in the overall inelastically strained
area even though the distribution varies.
Figure 4-16. Equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA virtual simulations
which incorporated the heterogeneous nanoindentation data taken with the loading axis
parallel to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)) where the 2 pm x 2 pm mechanical property
map is (a) shifted 300 nm down, (b) not shifted at all, and (c) shifted up 300 nm in the
plane of the long bone axis (the plane of the paper). There does not appear to be any
difference in the overall inelastically strained area even though the distribution varies.
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Figure 4-17. Equivalent inelastic strain for the 4-pont bend FEA virtual simulations
which incorporated the heterogeneous nanoindentation data taken with the loading axis
parallel to the long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)) where the 2 pm x 2 pm mechanical property
map is placed in close proximity to a (a) 300 nm notch, (b) a 600 nm notch (as presented
thus far), and (c) a 1200 nm notch in the plane of the long bone axis (the plane of the
paper). There appears to be greater inelastically strained area with greater notch size.
The deformed area as a function of applied force is given (Figure 4-18(a)) for
cases both perpendicular and parallel to the long bone axis for both heterogeneous and
homogeneous cases. For tests perpendicular to the long bone axis, the inelastically
deformed area was - 3 times greater for the heterogeneous than the homogeneous case at
390 CiN maximum force. For tests parallel to the osteonal axis, the inelastic deformation
area was - 2 times greater for the heterogeneous case at 610 jtN maximum force. In
general, for a 2.5 ptm displacement, the plastic strain region corresponded to an increased
applied force for stiffer modulus values, on average. A comparison between maps taken
with different loading orientations showed similar energy dissipation (Figure 4-18(b)),
which was - 2x greater for the heterogeneous map compared to the homogeneous case.
Also, as the notch diameter was increased, there was a slight increase (-10%) in the
plastic strain region for heterogeneous and homogeneous cases in both orientations (data
not shown).
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Figure 4-18. a, The inelastically deformed area is plotted as a function of force for each
set of tests, both perpendicular and parallel to the long bone axis comparing the
homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. The heterogeneous plots are averages of the
rotated and shifted contour mapped regions, indicated by standard error bars. b, Energy
dissipation bar plots for each set of simulations, both perpendicular and parallel to the
long bone axis comparing the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. The heterogeneous
plots are averages of the rotated and shifted contour mapped regions, indicated by
standard error bars. A unit thickness of 1 pm in the two-dimensional model is used to
compute the energy dissipation.
4.3.4 Finite Element Analysis: Compressive Predominance Via Indent
A similar two-dimensional FEA nanoindentation model was also built with
compression as the chief loading mechanism (Figure 4-19). Here, similar to the bending
case, the modulus map was superimposed onto a fine mesh with a 900 included angle
indentation geometry to demonstrate that the same trends are observed as with the 4-point
bend simulations. Figure 4-20(a) shows that the simulated force versus indentation depth
curves for the homogeneous stiffness map exhibit a smaller deformation for a given load
compared to the heterogeneous material (Figure 4-6(b)) for loads larger than -250 jIN.
The energy dissipation given by the curves were 114 pJ and 162 pJ for the homogeneous
and heterogeneous cases, respectively (for 850 p.N max load). The inelastically deformed
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area for the heterogeneous case was markedly greater than the homogeneous (Figure 4-
20(b)), consistent with the results obtained from the 4-point bending simulations. This
result further suggests that even though heterogeneity at the micro- and macro-scale may
have deleterious effects, leading to fracture and interfacial instabilities [124], inelastic
heterogeneity at the nanoscale offers an advantageous mechanism for ductile energy
dissipation.
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Figure 4-19. Finite element analysis (FEA) is shown of the effect of nanomechanical
spatial heterogeneity on compressive loading. A Two-dimensional indentation FEA
model shows snap shots of equivalent inelastic strain for an indentation virtual simulation
comparing homogeneous to heterogeneous case for loading up to -850 ýtN. This
particular dataset employed heterogeneous data with the loading axis perpendicular to the
long bone axis (Figure 4-6(b)). A unit thickness of 1 pm in the two-dimensional model is
used to compute the energy dissipation.
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Figure 4-20. a, The force-depth curves are plotted for the homogeneous and
heterogeneous cases. b, The inelastically deformed area is plotted as a function of force
comparing the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases.
4.4 Discussion
One previous study reported finite element analysis of a perfectly elastic
heterogeneous microstructure based on mean tissue-level experimental data. In that
work, the apparent elastic modulus decreased nonlinearly with increasing coefficient of
variation (artificially induced in the simulation). In addition, a marked increase in the
number of failed elements (determined by an elastic limit strain criterion) was observed
with increasing heterogeneity [125].
Strain-controlled micro- and macro-scale failure of bone has also been studied
experimentally using four-point bend specimens with rounded notches [64]. As noted in
that work the inelastic constitutive response of bone is presently not fully understood. In
compression, nanogranular friction and intraorganic cohesion are thought to be major
contributing factors to the inelastic resistance of bone initially [61]. Other mechanisms
are likely come into play at higher strains due to the effects of collagen fibril shear [63]
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and denaturation [8], crack initiation/propagation [64], and sacrificial bond rupture [62].
While bone is known to exhibit significant tension-compression asymmetry, plasticity
models involving the von Mises yield criterion are typically employed to capture, at least
approximately, the strain fields in bone undergoing inelastic deformation. In the spirit of
developing detailed quantitative trends for relative assessments of the role of structural
heterogeneity from the nano- to the micro-scale, invoked here as in earlier studies, is a
plasticity analysis in our finite element model with the full realization that comprehensive
constitutive models for inelastic deformation of bone have not yet been developed.
In summary, herein proposes a new energy dissipation mechanism for bone
arising from nanomechanical heterogeneity by recourse to experimental results that
provide high-resolution, spatially specific nanomechanical tests in conjunction with
detailed computational simulations of locally inelastic deformation. These results provide
compelling evidence for enhanced ductility and energy dissipation through nanoscale
structural heterogeneity. They also suggest that hierarchical mechanical heterogeneity at
multiple length scales provides redundant protection against catastrophic failure. This
concept is generally applicable to a broad class of natural materials (e.g. nacre, dentin,
ganoine) since nanomechanical and hierarchical heterogeneity is expected to be
ubiquitously present. In addition, since osteocytes are continually sampling their
mechanical environment [126], deformation spread out over greater spatial areas due to
nanomechanical heterogeneity may facilitate damage detection in the extracellular matrix
and improved remodeling responses. The heterogeneous nanomechanical patterns
measured experimentally in turn would cause corresponding local heterogeneous strains
when loaded macroscopically. Such strains are expected to be amplified by the softer
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surrounding pericellular matrix of osteocytes [127], further affecting cellular processes.
Lastly, heterogeneous local strains are also expected to influence interstitial fluid flow
which has been shown to be critical to the proper maintenance of metabolic activity
[128].
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Chapter 5
Nanoindentation Based Bone Fiber Composite
Model
5.1 Introduction
Finite element analysis (FEA) can be used to give structural-mechanical insight
into the relative contribution of individual constituents found in bone. A previous study
[80] incorporates nanoindentation data, AFM imaging, and FEA together in assessing
nanoscale mechanical properties as well as mechanisms of deformation as a function of
mineral content in adult bovine tibial cortical bone tested perpendicular to the long bone
axis [8]. FEA was used primarily to estimate the elastic stiffness as well as yield stress of
the sample approximated as a homogeneously isotropic material.
As first approximated, bone is not a homogeneously isotropic material. In fact, it
is highly heterogeneous on virtually every length scale [107, 125]. Although it is micro-
and macro-scopically orthotropic, it has been thought to be considered as a mineralized
foam matrix whose individual constituents are inherently isotropic in nature[129]. The
arrangement of these basic components (i.e. apatite, collagen, proteins) into
microstructural features ultimately give rise to the highly anistropic mechanical behavior
in bone [74, 130]. It is the goal of this study to use nanoindentation FEA to incorporate
an intermediate level of structure between that of microscopic features and individual
building blocks in bone into continuum modeling. High resolution TEM images show
different structures indicative of fibrils that are surrounded by a highly mineralized
matrix [131, 132]. There is a distinct extra-fibrillar matrix which is made up of
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hydroxyapatite, non-collagenous proteins and water along with an intra-fibrillar matrix
which is made up of the three mentioned materials plus type I collagen. High resolution
SEM also gives evidence of mineralized fibrils align in a particular direction at the
nanoscale[62].
In this chapter, the nanoindentation data gathered previously is used in
conjunction with more complex finite element analysis (FEA) simulations, taking into
account the orthotropic nature of bone as well as the mineralized fibril structural nature.
Elastic and plastic potentials were incorporated in the material model for orthotropic
indentation simulations. Inspired by high resolution TEM and SEM, a more complex
FEA model was also built up integrating three different regions of interest. There is 1) an
outer homogenous area with an inner fibrillar core that has two separate regions, 2) the
intra-fibrillar and the 3) extra-fibrillar. Each of the three regions are assigned material
elastic-perfectly plastic properties based on estimations of the relative proportions of
mineral, organic, and water. These values are approximated primarily through wet tissue
density and water content as a function of a large number of neutron diffraction studies
performed on a wide range of mineralized tissues.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Orthotropic Elastic-Plastic Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of
Nanoindentation
A three dimensional elastic-plastic model was built by FEA using the software
package ABAQUS (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc.) and solved numerically using the
elastic modulus and yield strength as the two fitting parameters. To reduce computational
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cost and due to symmetry, 1/2 of the tip and the surface were modeled and the
corresponding boundary conditions were applied to ensure the symmetry, i.e. the nodes
on the sidewalls were fixed in the direction normal to the sidewall surface (the nodal
displacement in this direction is set to be zero). The same The indenter was modeled as a
rigid surface with Berkovich geometry (inclined face angle = 24.70, apex angle 77.10)
having a tip radius of 180 nm and truncate height of 4 nm. The mesh, made up of 8-node
linear C3D8H brick elements, was refined in the vicinity of the contact region where
large gradients in stress and strain prevail. Several mesh densities were analyzed and an
optimal mesh was finally chosen for use in all simulations which contained 25,392 nodes
and 23,034 elements. The element size increased with increasing distance from the
indentation axis and surface. Figure 5-1 shows the assembly that was formulated in the
FEA to carry out the simulation. Large deformation theory and frictionless contact
between the indenter and material were assumed throughout the analysis. Elastic
constants were taken from ultrasonic velocity tests [133] and variations were made
independently one at a time from 1-10 GPa in the indent and non-indent directions. When
a variation was made in one of the directions, all of the other direction moduli were fixed.
The elastic modulus values used from Rho, 1996 were as follows: El = 11.7 GPa, E2 =
12.2 GPa, E3 = 20.7 GPa, v13 = 0.237, V23 = 0.231, V12 = 0.42, G13 = 5.17 GPa, G23 = 5.7
GPa, and G12 = 4.1 GPa. In addition, orthotropic plasticity potentials were incorporated in
the material model as well centered around 1 GPa. The simulations were displacement
controlled down to 200 nm depth.
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Figure 5-1. Symmetric half space finite element model mesh used for anisotropic
nanoindentation simulations.
5.2.2 Fiber Composite Elastic-Plastic FEA of Nanoindentation: Three
Different Approaches for Intact and Partially Demineralized Bone
A similar half space assumption was incorporated into another type of model,
which takes into account structural variation within the bone extracellular matrix. The
mesh was also made up of 8-node linear C3D8H brick elements, refined in the vicinity of
the contact region. The mesh that was used in this case included 36,735 nodes and 33,936
elements. Using the high resolution TEM images previously shown as motivation, a fiber
composite model was developed where fibrils are surrounded by a highly mineralized
matrix. As the extrafibrillar matrix is made up of HA, non-collagenous proteins, and
water, the fibrillar matrix is made up type I collagen in addition to these three
constituents. There are three different regions of interest which are an outer
homogenously isotropic volume that surrounds a biphasic inner fibrillar core that
includes two separate regions, one that is fibrillar (each fibril is 150 nm in diameter) and
another that is extrafibrillar. Each of these regions would have distinct material property
values assigned to them based on the varying proportions of ultrastructural constituents.
The major assumptions that comprised the model were based on of neutron diffraction
experiments taken by Lees on a wide variety of mineralized tissues[134]. From these
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data, as a function of the wet tissue density (1.9 g/mL), it is possible to estimate the
relative volume proportions of non-collagenous protein matrix (-17%) grouped together
with water, the intrafibrillar volume (-55%), and the volume of hydroxyapatite in the
extrafibrillar space (-70%). Type I collagen was also considered to be 90% of the organic
as well[7]. Figure 5-2 gives a diagram for the FEA model.
Composed of Inner fibrillar core
36 Fibrils
VT = Vext + Vfib
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Figure 5-2. This fiber-composite model consists of an outer homogeneous region that
surrounds a more refined inner fibrillar core which is comprised of a 55%/45%
intrafibrillar/extrafibrillar volume. The three material properties are the outer
homogeneous region, the intrafibrillar volume, and the extrafibrillar volume.
The modulus for the collagen is taken to be Eco = 2 GPa based on tensile property
measurements taken previously [135, 136]. Nanoindentation measurements taken on type
I collagen directly, which chiefly probes compressive stresses, gives a modulus value of
2.9 ± 0.6 GPa (Appendix D), which is reasonably close to the 2 GPa assumption. The
modulus for hydroxyapatite was taken to be EHA = 100 GPa [12], which is realistic for
ceramic materials. The modulus for the non-collagenous protein matrix was taken to be
ENCP = 3.2 GPa, which is higher than expected, but there is little to no previous
experimental measurement besides what is taken from hydrostatic experiments conducted
on bone fluid[137]. This matrix is not a significant portion of bone as it makes up roughly
-10% of bone.
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Three different models were taken into account in attempts to estimate the values
in the different regions for modulus in the intrafibrillar, Efib, and extrafibrillar, Eext, space.
Two of them were standard upper and lower bound approximations based on fiber
reinforced composite structures. The upper bound calculation is as follows:
Efb = Evfb + Efib+ v + Ec vfibfib col col HA HA NCP NCP
E, = E v • + Enc•,
et =HAVHAENCP NCP
where vfib and vext refer to the volume percentage in the intra- and extra-fibrillar space,
respectively. Using these equations, Efib = 8.4 GPa and Eext = 70.2 GPa. The lower bound
calculation uses an inverse method as follows:
fib fib fibfib Ecol + A ENCP
HA VNCP
-+
E, EHA ENCP
where Efib = 2.2 GPa and Eext = 10.0 GPa. The last method is using the Guth theory of
filler reinforcement[138], where in a softer nanostructure that is packed with small rigid
particles, the overall modulus can be estimated based on the volume fraction of rigid
particles (hydroxyapatite) and the modulus of the solvent (organic):
E cb =Eco[, 1+ 2.5v i +14.1~vi2
Eco, = Ec, 1 + 2.5v + 14. l(v )2
where Efib = 2.4 GPa and Eext = 30.9 GPa. Using these 3 different calculations, yield
stress values for the intra- and extra-fibrillar regions can be fit to the experimental
nanoindentation data shown before. The outer homogeneous isotropic region can be
determined with the same method as previously described in the previous chapter.
Lastly, this model was also extended to the partially demineralized bone sample
where mineral was leached out using H3PO4. From neutron diffraction spacing
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experiments, it was shown that with decreasing mineral content, the spacing between
tropocollagen molecules tends to increase, which ultimately results in an increase of fibril
diameter [134, 139]. From these data, a 4% mineral fiber-composite model was built up
with the intrafibrillar space taking up 96% of the total volume. The difference between
the relative volume proportions for intact and partially demineralized bone are shown in
Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3. A comparison is made of the volume proportions for intrafibrillar and
extrafibrillar space in (a) intact bone and (b) partially demineralized bone.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Isotropic and Orthotropic Material Input
Results from incorporation of isotropic and an orthotropic material models are
shown here in Figures 5-4 and 5-5, respectively. There is even stresses and residual
plastic deformation for the isotropic case (Figure 5-4), which was used previously
(Chapter 2). In the FEA that incorporated the orthotropic material model, the stress
distribution of a typical simulation to 200 nm indentation depth is shown in Figure 5-5.
Mises stresses were as high as 800 MPa at high deformation regions. The residual
stresses and plastic deformation as shown from a top down view in Figures 5-5(b) and 5-
5(d) are asymmetric, showing a greater degree of stress on two lobes of the indentation
impression. The force-depth results reveal that changes in the non-indent directions only
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begin to affect the results when adjustments of -10 GPa were made (Figure 5-6). Yield
strength was also found to play a large role in the overall indent behavior, similarly to
that in the isotropic case. When fixing the non-indent direction parameters and fitting for
E3 and yield stress, results similar to that for the isotropic case were generated (Figure 5-
7) as values for E3 and yield stress were 10 GPa and 200 MPa, respectively.
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Figure 5-4. FEA indentation results incorporating isotropic elastic constants for the bone
model are given here. The stress distribution is spread out evenly throughout the material
as given from a (a) side and (b) top down view. The plastic equivalent strain is also
relatively even in distribution shown in the (a) side and (b) top down views as well.
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Figure 5-5. FEA indentation results incorporating orthotropic elastic constants for the
bone model are given here. The stress distribution is spread out unevenly biased toward
the right side of the material as shown in the (a) side and (b) top down views. The plastic
equivalent strain is also relatively biased in distribution shown in the (a) side and (b) top
down views as well.
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Figure 5-6. Indentation results using ultrasonic velocity measurements for all of the
orthotropic elastic constants. When modulus values were varied in the non-indent
directions + 2 GPa, little change in the overall force-depth behavior occurred. Change
only started to occur when a variation of 10 GPa was incorporated.
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Figure 5-7. Indentation result matching the initial unloading slope and residual depth of
deformation from experimental nanoindentation curves to the orthotropic FEA analysis.
Given that values were fixed in the non-indent direction, behavior for the simulation was
similar to that for the isotropic case.
5.3.2 Fiber-Composite Model: Undemineralized Bone
The inner fibrillar core for one of the fiber-composite FEA simulation results for
undemineralized (intact) bone is shown in Figure 5-8. The stress distribution during
indentation is shown in Figures 5-8(a) and 5-8(b). The V2 space symmetry is extended to
the complete model where the view is top down in Figures 5-8(b) and 5-8(d). The plastic
strain is shown in Figure 5-8(c) and 5-8(d). Upon inspection, indentation deformation is
directly visualized as fibrils are pushed outward as stresses were built up near the
indenter tip apex lines. At an indentation depth of 150 nm Mises stresses, were as high as
900 MPa. Even though much physical deformation occurred to the intrafibrillar regions,
the stresses were distributed primarily to the extrafibrillar spaces surrounding the fibrils.
The highest compressive pressures were also where tip apex lines are localized, which is
where the greatest degree of deformation occurred as well. The top down visualization
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shows a stratification of stresses and deformed strains that follows the periodic fibril
spacing designed into the model. The soft underlying fibrillar structures are accentuated
in the surface deformation behavior, easily visualized by the plastic strain. When the
entire sample simulated was set to an isotropic homogeneous material model (similar to
that presented in a previous chapter), the outer homogeneous region would be set to 9
GPa and 250 MPa for the modulus and yield stress, respectively.
For the upper bound approximation (Figure 5-9), as the moduli were previously
determined, the yield stress yielding the best fit for the extrafibrillar and intrafibrillar
regions were 190 MPa and 120 MPa, respectively. The initial unloading slope is
noticeably greater for the FEA simulation and the residual depth is -20 nm off from the
experimental average. For the lower bound approximation (Figure 5-10), as the moduli
were previously determined, the yield stress yielding the best fit for the extrafibrillar and
intrafibrillar regions were 450 MPa and 120 MPa, respectively. The initial unloading
slope is noticeably less for the FEA simulation and the residual depth is -5 nm off from
the experimental average. For the Guth model approximation (Figure 5-11), as the moduli
were previously determined, the yield stress yielding the best fit for the extrafibrillar and
intrafibrillar regions were 300 MPa and 100 MPa, respectively. The initial unloading
slopes between the experimental average and the FEA simulation are similar and the
residual depth is -20 nm greater for the model. The initial power law slopes for both the
Guth model and lower bound approximation match fairly well with a slight offset.
In addition, the direction orientation at which the indent occurred was varied in
that the Berkovich indenter was also set to indent parallel to the fibrillar axis. The stresses
and plastic strain were recorded and the distributions are shown for the /2 space
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symmetry and full top down views in Figure 5-12. The stresses revealed in Figures 5-
12(a) and 5-12(b) are dispersed in and around the fibrillar regions with concentrations
that build up at the interfaces between intra-fibrillar and extra-fibrillar. Similar to the case
where indentation is perpendicular to the fibrillar axis, the extra-fibrillar matrix takes up
the bulk of the loading. Plastic strain deformation in Figures 5-12(c) and 5-12(d) are
localized following the tip apex lines as well. The softer fibrillar locations are easily
recognized in both types of 3-D plots.
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Figure 5-8. Stress visualization of the indentation result in the 3-direction on the inner
fibrillar core using FEA is shown here for the intact bone. As the indenter moves forward
into the material perpendicular to the long bone axis, fibrils are deformed and displaced
outward. Stresses are concentrated particularly at contact points and interfacial regions
throughout the matrix. Mises stress and plastic strain contour distributions are shown for
(a) (c) side profile and (b) (d) top down views, respectively.
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Figure 5-9. Upper bound approximation matching the experimental indentation average
to the FEA simulation is shown here. Given the high moduli values for both the intra- and
extra-fibrillar spaces, the initial unloading slope and residual depth were difficult to
match sufficiently well.
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Figure 5-10. Lower bound approximation matching the experimental indentation average
to the FEA simulation is given here. The lower moduli values for both the intra- and
extra-fibrillar spaces gave rise to a more amenable fit compared to the upper bound
solution for the initial unloading slope and residual depth. The initial unloading slope is
noticeably less than for the experimental data. The power law relation upon loading is
also quite satisfactory.
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Figure 5-11. The Guth filler reinforcement approximation is shown here matching the
experimental indentation average to the FEA simulation. The lower moduli values for
both the intra- and extra-fibrillar spaces gave rise to reasonable modulus fit to the initial
unloading slope in the experimental data. The residual depth is -20 nm greater than the
experimental data, which is expected. The power law relation upon loading is also quite
satisfactory.
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Figure 5-12. Visualization of the plastically deformed area when indented parallel to the
long bone axis. Mises stress and plastic strain contour distributions are shown for (a) (c)
side profile and (b) (d) top down views, respectively.
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5.3.3 Fiber-Composite Model: Partially Demineralized Bone
The model was also extended into indentations of the partially demineralized
bone as well. Stresses and plastic strains are given for the 96% fibrillar volume space in
Figure 5-13. Stresses given in Figures 5-13(a) and 5-13(b) reach nearly 4 GPa, which is
-4x greater than that for the intact undemineralized case. Stresses are also concentrated in
the extra-fibrillar regions which are sparsely divided throughout the matrix. The plastic
strain given in Figures 5-13(a) and 5-13(b) also not only show increased deformation
along tip contact points on the sample, but also a less degree of strain for stiffer extra-
fibrillar regions that take up more stress. Intra-fibrillar regions in this case, displace much
more readily than the extra-fibrillar.
Only the Guth model approximation was performed in this case, the results shown
in Figure 5-14. As the moduli were previously determined, the yield stress yielding the
best fit for the extrafibrillar and intrafibrillar regions were 300 MPa and 120 MPa,
respectively. Similar to the previous model, the initial unloading slopes between the
experimental average and the FEA simulation are similar and the residual depth is -20
nm greater for the model. The initial power law slopes for both the Guth model and lower
bound approximation also match fairly well with a slight offset.
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unloading slope in the experimental data. The residual depth is -20 nm greater than the
experimental data, which is comparable to the intact bone data. The values for yield stress
are similar to that for the intact bone.
5.4 Discussion
Micro- and macro-scopically, bone is an orthotropic material, but as the
ultrastructural units are considered, it becomes more and more challenging to break down
the components that lead to structural variation at the nanoscale. The extrafibrillar matrix,
in general, is considered to behave isotropically[74], yet the manner in which
tropocollagen molecules are oriented in collagen fibrils naturally gives rise to anisotropic
structural features. The triple helical twist made up of a repeating tri-peptide pattern
makes up a nano-staggered formation which ultimately forms a structure that is
physically stronger in one direction than its amorphous gelatin counterpart. There is still
much room for fundamental understanding of the contributions of separate nanoscale
constituents to structure-function and mechanical properties. The following is a
discussion of the results and their implications for furher insight into this highly complex
composite material.
5.4.1 Orthotropic Material Modeling
Modeling bone as an orthotropic material is a natural first step in understanding
its compressive deformation behavior. Values of modulus were used from ultrasonic
velocity tests [133] and applied to the nanoindentation experimental and simulation
model used here. The results in this study demonstrate that variation of up to 10 GPa in
the non-indent directions minimally affect the nanodeformation behavior. It is variation
of properties chiefly in the direction of indentation that ultimately have the most
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significant affect on the force-depth response. In this model, the yield strength was
modeled as an anisotropic material, but with plastic potentials applied throughout the
structure. In this respect, if the stiffness is greater in a particular direction, then the yield
strength would also be greater in proportion to that stiffness. The relative potentials
between directions were not modified, but as the base yield stress was changed, the force-
depth behavior would differ significantly as well. Because the principal is similar to that
for the isotropic case, overall yield strength naturally plays a large role in the overall
indent behavior. In order to explore the role of yield stress through adjustment of plastic
potentials, further study would be required.
5.4.2 Fiber-Composite Structural Modeling: Anisotropy Refinement
This is the first time that a fiber-composite FEA model was developed to gain
insight into the structural peculiarities of the nanoindentation behavior of bone as the
simulations were inspired from TEM imaging of bone and other commonly found
mineralized tissues such as mineralized turkey tendon and dentin [131, 132, 139]. While
there are still several aspects of bone that have yet to be taken into account (i.e.
ultrastructural heterogeneity, orientation of individual constituents, frictional behavior
and rate/time dependence) the results demonstrate a further need for study and
understanding of bone at the nano- to micro-scale level.
Visualization of the simulated indentation of the intact bone perpendicular to the
collagen axes (Figure 5-8) reveals definite anisotropic behavior both in the overall stress
and plastic strain contours in contrast to the completely isotropic model where stress and
plastic strain are symmetrically observed in each of the three indentation lobes (Figure 5-
4). Similar to the orthotropic model (Figure 5-5), stresses are concentrated over to one
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side of the indent and are generally striated in the direction of the fibrillar space.
Although the orthotropic model does not specifically show the heterogeneous stress
behavior, the overall result is consistent in that there is preferential stresses flow in the
direction of the fibrils. A related effect occurs when comparing the visualized plastic
strain deformation for the 55% fibrillar volume simulation perpendicular to the long bone
axis to the orthotropic model. The orthotropic model only captures the general directional
behavior of plasticity whereas while collagen fibrils are sure to run through the bone
matrix, the intact bone model shows a higher likelihood for fibril deformation beneath the
surface.
5.4.3 Fiber-Composite Structural Modeling: Exploring Orientation
The direction of indentation is also a useful way to further explore mechanical
structure-function relationships. Results from the simulations are highly variable
depending on whether or not indentation is conducted perpendicular (Figure 5-8) or
parallel (Figure 5-12) to the long bone axis. The layered stress and plastic strain
distributions are evident from both sets of visualizations showing that even though
ordered behavior can be captured through these independent test directions, different
aspects of the overall structure are revealed. Plots of the force-depth curves for FEA
simulations of both indentations for the exact material properties are given in Figure 5-15
showing that the overall force-depth deformation behavior is the same. This surprising
result, considering that there is anisotropy at length scales below and above this particular
one, suggests the need for higher degrees of sophistication to be added to the model.
Although the visualization of stresses and plastic strains serve to provide further insight
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into mechanical behavior at the nano- to micro-scale, it is expected that the indentation
direction parallel to the fibrillar (long bone) axis would yield a stiffer and stronger result.
This could be due to the fact that althoughthe extrafibrillar matrix is, for the most part,
homogeneously isotropic at this length scale, the intrafibrillar matrix is expected to still
exhibit a high degree of anisotropy. The simple fact that coiled molecules are aligned
along the fibrillar axis such that higher mechanical integrity would occur in that direction
indicates that such behavior should be incorporated into the model. The simplest way for
this implementation would be to use an orthotropic material model, similarly used before
except for the entire material, for the fibrillar region only. Another way would be to
incorporate a new constitutive material model or include higher order degrees of
structural complexity into the model (coils of mineralized collagen fibrils within the
intrafibrillar space), which is advised to be taken into account further into the future.
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Figure 5-15. Force-depth plots comparing the FEA indentation simulations of the fiber-
composite model for testing both perpendicular and parallel to the fibrillar axis.
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5.4.4 Fiber-Composite Structural Modeling: Demineralized Bone
A comparison was also made to the structure-mechanical behavior of intact and
partially demineralized bone (Figure 5-13) with a slight amount of mineralized extra-
fibrillar matrix scattered throughout the matrix. In this case, because the extrafibrillar
space is only 4% of the volume, it is reasonable that only a small portion of indented
material will retain most of the stresses. In general, the behavior is quite similar to that
for the intact bone indentation. The intrafibrillar region does not take up much of the
stresses, yet deform much more readily compared to the extrafibrillar space. In this case,
the fibrillar space is in immediate contact with the indenter rather than simply dwelling in
the underlying material. As a result, the deformation occurs almost exclusively in the
intrafibrillar zone.
It is interesting to see that using the same set of material parameters using the
Guth model approximation for the modulus values, for both the intact and partially
demineralized bone, yields the closest possible fit to the experimental average curve. This
result serves to support both the model and experimentation (especially sample
preparation) because it shows that the intrafibrillar and extrafibrillar space delineations
are, in fact, a viable natural design option for bone as well as giving evidence that the
manner in which mineral is leached from the material (methods given in Chapter 2) do
not significantly alter the mechanical properties of the matrix.
5.4.5 Further Direction in Structural Modeling in Bone
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The work presented in this chapter complements that presented on nanoscale
heterogeneity in Chapter 4 in helping to proceed on to the next level of structural
complexity in bone. The link between nanoscale and microscale mechanical deformation
is at an interface that is still largely unexplored. Understanding the lack of knowledge in
this particular field, there is a wide array of possibilities available in structure-function
research in bone. A possible next step would be to incorporate the heterogeneity found
from AFM probe indentation into the larger scale FEA model (isotropic and fiber-
composite) in order to see whether or not the overall behavior is captured reasonably
well. Since bone is a viscoelastic material, incorporation of time dependent behavior such
as creep and relaxation studies would be beneficial [140]. Lastly, fracture and crack-
propagation modeling are also important areas that naturally follow from existing
experimental work [64].
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Chapter 6
Effect of Mineral Content on Nanoscale
Interactions of Adult Bovine Tibial Cortical Bone
Using High Resolution Force Spectroscopy
6.1 Introduction
The intermolecular forces (i.e. electrostatics, van der Waals, hydrogen bonding,
etc.) that exist in bone are expected to play a significant role in determining its
morphology, structural integrity, interaction with bone fluid and its constituent
biomolecular species as well as synthetic bone implant materials [12]. There has been
little progress made in understanding the interface between HA and collagen as the
interfacial strength between organic and inorganic has yet to be measured [63]. The
collagen framework is thought to directly or indirectly orient and control crystal growth,
suggesting that it could be a perfect interface (chemically and structurally) [12]. Much of
the interfacial bonding between the mineral and organic phases of bone are due to the
strong adsorption affinity of HA for organic material involving electrostatic interactions
between the cationic sites of the mineral (calcium) and the anionic domains of proteins
(carboxyl groups) at the interface from electrical double layer effects [141]. Anionic and
cationic chemisorption also occurs through direct bond formation between adsorbing
species and the mineral apatite surface [141]. Other types of interactions between mineral
and organic such as van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic binding may
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occur as well. Noncollagenous proteins, which play a vital role in bone resorption and
formation although being 10% of the organic [142], are generally anionic [143] and have
a high affinity for the calcium binding site mineral [141]. Phosphate and flouride ions
significantly affect adhesion between mineral and organic which is further suggestive that
electrostatics play a large role in function as well as mechanical properties [141, 144-
146]. Pulsed fluid flow through the lacuno-canalicular network is also a significant
source for electrical potential generation [147, 148]. Indeed the dynamics of surface
charge distribution is an area of considerable interest in bone restorative therapies as
application of electrical currents/fields is a possible route to manipulate the surface
energy in bone such that mediated growth could occur [149].
Understanding of the macromolecular mechanisms of biomineralization in bone is
an area of significant interest that is widely applicable to a wide range of materials
applications, both biological in origin and synthetic. Type I collagen soaked in
supersaturated simulated body fluid has been observed to nucleate hydroxyapatite (HA)
crystals, particularly in highly carboxylated regions [150]. In biological systems, it is
thought that Ca-P granules are extruded out of cellular vesicles originating from
mitochondria into the extracellular space which then selectively (i.e. through space,
charge, electrochemical configurations) become lodged in collagen fibril hole zone
regions [151].
Although the macromolecular organization of type I collagen is considered to be a
major factor in facilitating bone mineralization [152, 153], a considerable amount of
evidence points to noncollagenous proteins (NCPs) having a significant role in regulation
of bone remodeling. The fact that type I collagen is present in many connective tissues
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that do not mineralize, suggests that NCPs may play a role in bone mineralization
regulation [153]. One study in particular details the discovery and characterization of
osteonectin which has been shown, through radioactive labeling and immunological
assays, to selectively bind to type I collagen, apatite crystals, and free Ca+2 ions in
solution [154]. The collagen-osteonectin-HA complex also has been observed to nucleate
mineral deposition from metastable balanced salt solution (0.1 M NaCI, 0.05 M Tris-HC1,
2-3 nM CaI2/nM osteonectin). The study hypothesizes that after osteonectin is bound to
collagen fibrils, mineralization proceeds primarily through ion binding followed by
mineral nuclei formation, phase transitions, crystal formation, and epitaxial growth.
Further study through circular dichroism has shown that osteonectin has an irregular
structure lacking significant f-helical content which may serve to hold Ca+2 ions in a
specific configuration such that nucleation may occur in the presence of free ions or
collagen [155]. The presence of osteocalcin has often been observed in normally and
pathologically mineralizing bone, implicating its role in tissue maintenance [154, 156].
When Ca+2 ions are bound to osteocalcin, a major conformational change occurs as it
adopts a highly 0-helical conformation (30% increase from the unbound state) [156].
Osteocalcin has several periodically spaced has 0-carboxyglutamic acid residues, which
have a high affinity for hydroxyapatite [156, 157]. Bone sialoprotein is a highly anionic
phosphorylated glycoprotein which is a readily nucleates HA formation particularly due
to two a-helical polyglutamic acid regions that instigate a hydroxylation, tyrosine
sulfation, and serine/threonine phosphorylation [158, 159]. Electrostatic effects in bone
sialoprotein is also believed to be significant, particularly in long range interactions
which have a stabilizing effect for the formation of short range low affinity complexes
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[159]. In teeth, which is highly similar in composition to bone, phosphophoryn has been
shown to bind both specifically and reversibly, to collagen monomers and fibrils,
enhancing uptake of Ca+2 onto fiber surfaces. This, in turn, localizes Ca+2 binding which
leads to the growth of collagen oriented calcified HA crystals [160]. In general, a
substantial amount of evidence points to phosphoprotein involvement in the regulation of
calcification along with extracellular fluid, pressure gradients, and collagen
macromolecules which lead to crystallites of Ca-P that are highly organized, parallel to
the long axes of the collagen fibrils [151].
Until recently, the majority of surface charge values have been performed through
zeta potential measurement, which is performed by electrophoresis on dilute colloidal
suspensions [161], and has been shown to vary with several environmental factors.
Change in zeta potential magnitude has been found to be directly related to periods of
bone growth or turnover from heightened activity such as ion exchange and development
of fluid pressure gradients leading to stress generated electrical potentials [162, 163]. Net
surface charge measured through zeta potential have also shown strong correlation
between positive ionic forces and tissue adherence [164]. Zeta potential is defined as the
electrical potential of the double layer at the boundary which separates the stationary
fluid layer (also called the Stern surface, slip plane, and hydrodynamic shear plane) made
up of rigidly bound counter-ions that are tightly bound to the solid from the diffusive
layer of fluid that is highly mobile relative to the surface. The Stern surface is typically a
few molecular diameters from the surface. When a particle moves in a liquid under
electrophoretic influence, the mobility that is measured is directly related to the zeta
potential. Although zeta potential experiments are the predominant methodology for
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surface charge measurement, the physical grinding of bone into particles inherently
affects the natural electrochemical properties of bone by reducing the diffusion
boundaries into fragments that expose portions of the matrix that previously may have
been compartmentalized into custom-designed localities [165]. In general, zeta potential
measurements are averaged bulk measurements highly variable depending on pH [166],
steeping time [167], solution concentration [168], chemical cross-linking [168],
composition [166, 169, 170], and particulate geometry [163, 165]. If the surface charge is
directly measured as in the technique presented here, zeta potential can be calculated
from the nonlinear PB equation. Another measure of electrical charge found to be directly
proportional to zeta potential is through streaming potentials [167], which is the pressure
gradient generated from fluid flow past fluid filled walls [147, 168].
In general, the magnitude of surface charge calculated at 0.01 M IS is consistent
with zeta potential measurements which are found in other reports to vary from -5 to -75
mV [148, 163, 171-173]. Because zeta potential measurements vary with such a wide
variety of parameters, it is difficult to make direct comparisons in magnitude of surface
charge to zeta potential calculations. For this reason, when performing zeta potential
experiments, it is important to make relative comparisons instead of absolute.
With the development of novel methodology, further progress in achieving a
fundamental understanding of the nanoscale intermolecular interactions of the organic
and inorganic components in bone can now occur. High resolution force spectroscopy
(HRFS) allows for direct measurement of forces between a nanosized probe tip
functionalized with SAMs which are molecules of uniform structure, charge, and
chemistry as a function of separation distance from the sample in fluid. This data on
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approach can be compared to electrostatic double layer theory, and the surface charge
density (D) can be estimated numerically. Here we measure, for the first time, normal
electrostatic double layer forces between a SAM functionalized probe tip and bone of
varying mineral content. Here, we particularly focus on the realm of electrostatics, where
surface charge densities and London Dispersion forces are recorded as a function of bone
mineral content.
The results presented here will be discussed in the light of zeta potential
measurements and synthetic bone implant materials. The extent to which bonding
between mineral and organic constituent phases in bone (whether due to chemical or
mechanical linkages) relates to interfacial rupture/crack initiation is thought to be
essential for understanding the mechanistic origin of bone disease such as osteoporosis
[174, 175]. In orthopedic implants that trigger apatite precipitation, it is thought that bone
deposition is instigated by enhanced bioactivity on the surface of the biomaterial which is
brought about by a variety of factors including electrostatics, interfacial bonding, protein
adsorption, peptide sequence recognition, cell adhesion, and other physiochemical
mechanisms.
6.2 Materials and Methods
6.2.1 Sample Preparation
Samples of adult compact bovine bone were taken from the proximal tibial
metaphysis and cut down to 1.5 mm thick specimens using a diamond-impregnated
annular wafering saw (ISOMET 5000; Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) running at 400-600 rpm
with constant phosphate buffered saline (PBS, IS=0.15M, pH7.4) irrigation. Longitudinal
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sections (cut parallel to the long bone axis) were polished down in 2-3 minute intervals
using a metallographic polishing wheel (MODEL 920, South Bay Technology, San
Clemente, CA) at -100 rpm and adhesive papers with successively smaller A120 3 particle
grit sizes; 9 ýtm, 3 p.m, 1 glm, 0.3 pm, 0.1 pm, and 0.05 gtm (South Bay Technology).
Samples were rinsed copiously with DI water followed by ultrasonication in DI water
between polishing intervals. Samples were then immediately stored in 20*C PBS.
Demineralization etches were performed using 40% H3PO4/60% DI water for 0, 1, 10,
40, and 120 seconds, followed by at least 48 hours of rehydration time in PBS during
which time the collagen fibrils were allowed to refibrillate [28, 31].
6.2.2 Sample Characterization: AFM, SEM, GSE, BSE, Contact Angle
Measurement
Tapping mode (TM)AFM imaging in ambient temperature and humidity was
employed using a 3-Dimensional Molecular Force Probe (MFP-3D, Asylum Research,
Santa Barbara, CA) on hydrated samples using a silicon etched OMCL-AC160TS
rectangular cantilever with a tetrahedral probe tip (cantilever spring constant -56.2 N/m,
probe tip end-radius -15 nm, resonance frequency 0 - 300 kHz, front angle = 340, side
angle = 300) in ambient conditions. For imaging, the cantilever was driven just below o
using a scan rate of 2 Hz and maximum sampling size of 512 x 512 pixels. The images
reported gave information regarding sample height, amplitude, and phase. The height
image is the surface topography tracked by the piezo. Amplitude consists of cantilever
frequency variation which is reflective of surface topography where light areas are
regions of high topography and darker areas of regions of lower topography. Phase
imaging is cantilever oscillation phase lag from the signal at which the cantilever is
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driven. This information is generally used to measure properties of different materials
based on which is reflective of viscoelasticity, adhesion, and friction. Light areas are
regions of high phase lag and darker areas of regions of lower phase lag.
An environmental SEM (ESEM, Philips/FEI XL30 FEG-SEM, Netherlands) was
employed for sample characterization in a water vapor environment for uncoated bone
samples. Fully demineralized bone [176], dense, phase-pure hydroxyapatite [177],
undemineralized bone, and partially demineralized bone using various etch times were
mounted on the same metal base. Electron acceleration was set to 20 kV with a 184 pA
operating current. The working distance was set to 9.6 mm and the water vapor was at
0.4 Torr. Contrast and brightness levels were adjusted and held so that electron images
would appear optimally for all samples, allowing for feasible gray level calibration using
BSE detection. A gaseous secondary electron (GSE) detector was also placed in the
chamber so that regular secondary electron emissions could be detected to form images
of the samples as well. Mineral content for the different samples were estimated using
mean gray level BSE images [36, 37, 178-181].
Advancing contact angles were also measured for each of the samples to measure
the relative degree of hydrophobicity. At least 3 different droplet angles were recorded
for each sample.
6.2.3 HRFS: Cantilever Probe Tip Functionalization
HRFS experiments were performed with Si 3N4 cantilever probe tips that were
Au-coated[182] and chemically functionalized with alkanethiol SAMs terminated
with a COO- end group (11-mercaptoundecanoic acid, HS-(CH 2)10-COOH, Aldrich).
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The Au-coated cantilever probe tip was cleaned in 02 plasma for 10 seconds right
before placing it in 1 mM SAM solutions in ethanol solvent. A planar silicon substrate
that was Au-coated and cleaned with Piranha solution (3:1 ratio of H2SO 4 and H20 2)
was also placed in the solution for control experiments to be run. After 20 hours the
cantilever and planar substrate were both rinsed with 100% ethanol and stored in
deionized water.
6.2.4 HRFS: Probe Tip End-Radius Measurements
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM-6060, Peabody, MA) was
employed after all HRFS experiments were finished in order to measure the cantilever
probe tip end-radius. A magnification of 75,000x was used and the tip radius was
determined by drawing a circle on the SEM image inside the rounded tip point and
comparing the radius to the image scale bar. The radius was measured to be 85 nm.
6.2.5 HRFS: Force Measurements on Approach and Retract
HRFS experiments were conducted using the MFP-3D, to measure force, F
(nN), vs. tip-sample separation distance, D (nm), on approach and retract (F-D curves)
with V-shaped, "D" cantilever (Thermomicroscopes, Sunnyvale, CA). The instrument
is placed on an anti-vibration table (Hertzan) and housed in an environmental
isolation chamber so as to minimize instabilities due to the ambient background noise.
In order to obtain the F and D quantities, the two values that need to be measured are
the deflection of the cantilever, and the position of the chip. The deflection of the
cantilever is recorded by a photodiode that tracks the position of the laser spot off the
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backside of the reflective cantilever surface. The piezoelectric position of the chip is
recorded by a linear variable differential transducer (LVDT). The deflection
multiplied by the spring constant of the cantilever gives "force" and the difference
between the LVDT and the deflection gives "distance". In order to calibrate the spring
constant of the cantilever an inverse optical lever sensitivity (InvOLS) can be
calculated by performing a force pull over a 1 pm approach and retract distance on a
very hard surface in order for the instrument to determine the relation between
cantilever deflection and voltage signal. The hard surface was freshly cleaved mica
and the InvOLS measured was 28.3 nm/V. The spring constant was determined
through a fit to thermal vibrations at the highest resonance frequency peak to be 0.042
N/m. HRFS experiments were carried out in aqueous electrolyte solutions having ISs
of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 3 M NaCl at pH 6. A 20 minute equilibration time was
allowed between changes in solution with the order of experiments going from low to
high IS so as to avoid salt contamination. Control HRFS experiments were performed
on Au-coated silicon substrates [182] functionalized with the same COO- terminated
SAM to determine surface charge per unit area of the SAM for subsequent HRFS
probing of bone samples. Approximately 20 individual HRFS probes were performed
and averaged at each of three random locations on each sample of interest.
6.2.6 Electrostatic double layer theory
Force curves on approach were fit to the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek
(DLVO) theory involving an iterative numerical process of finding the best solution to
the full nonlinear electrostatic double layer theory based on a Poisson-Boltzmann
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formulation of a surface of constant charge per unit area [183]. The Poisson-Boltzmann
equation gives an expression for the electrical potential, D(V), between two charged
planar surfaces in an electrolyte solution. For a monovalent 1:1 electrolyte, the solution
takes the form:
V2D 2FC sinh(l FD
E, RT
Where F is the Faraday constant (96,500 C/mol), Co is the bulk concentration of ions
(mol/m 3), Dw is the dielectric permittivity of water (6.9x10 -10 C/N m2), R is the universal
gas constant (8.314 J/mol K), and T is the absolute temperature (K). Constant charge
boundary conditions were used such that the electric field at the substrate and probe tip
surfaces were related to the surface charge per unit area, i.e. VDisubstrate = Bsubstrate/Ow and
VDOtip = -Otip/w. Constant charge boundary conditions on both bounding surfaces are
employed because in the experiments, neither the probe tip nor the substrate is
electrically connected to any source that would cause them to maintain a constant
potential. The Newton numerical method on finite differences was used to solve the full
nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation by minimizing the residual error difference of the
two nonlinear terms given a reasonable initial guess. To calculate the surface charge of
the COO- terminated SAM probe tip, HRFS experiments were conducted using the COO-
terminated SAM probe tip vs. the COO- terminated SAM planar substrate that was
incubated in the same conditions. The data were compared to the electrostatic theory
assuming that the two surfaces had the same surface charge density and Dcoo- was
estimated to be -0.02 C/m 2 where the fixed parameters in the analysis were Rnp and the
IS. The probe tip of known 0 was then used to test the bone samples in varied IS solutions
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and this experimental data were fit to the theoretical solution using the bone surface
charge as the only free fitting variable.
The van der Waals force upon approach was accounted for in the form of a
Hamaker constant given by:
ARFDW (D)= 6D6D2
where A is the Hamaker constant, R is Rnp, and D is the tip-sample separation. At 3 M
IS, where electrostatics are effectively screened out, it is appropriate to assume that in a
chemically non-reactive surface, the major component of the force on approach will be
from London Dispersion effects. From the above relation, the averaged approach curve
for each type of sample was fit and the Hamaker constant was iteratively calculated.
For 0.001-0.1 M IS, HRFS data on "approach" (i.e. probe tip advancing towards
surface) for the bone surface showed a nonlinearly increasing net repulsive force for D >
~5 nm and infrequent jump-to-contacts for D < -5 nm. Jump-to-contact distances for
individual force curves and power law fits at high salt concentrations (3M), where
electrostatic forces are largely screened out, were both used to determine the Hamaker
constant.
6.2.7 Position Sensitive HRFS
Force curves upon approach were also recorded at pre-determined locations on
the sample surface. The same COO SAM cantilever that was used for spectroscopy was
also used to image immediately beforehand using both contact and TMAFM in 0.01 M
aqueous IS solution. For optimal imaging using TMAFM, the drive frequency was offset
7% from the second resonance peak (D -28 kHz). TMAFM and contact mode imaging
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were employed for two different positional length scales (1.5 and 5 pm scan sizes)
respectively. Nine locations were specifically chosen for force pulls to be taken
corresponding to chosen points on each of the images.
6.2.8 Retraction pull-offs
Adhesion forces and distances upon retract from the surface were also recorded
and plotted as a function of IS. The adhesion force is considered to be the difference
between the forces at different pull-off peak events. The adhesion distance was recorded
from the distance at which a pull-off event occurred. The adhesion force was normalized
by the tip radius so that an overall energy density value can be obtained for the sake of
comparison to other HRFS experiments.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 TMAFM Imaging
The surface morphologies of the undemineralized bone as well as one of the
partially demineralized samples are represented from TMAFM images (Figure 6-1). The
granular type roughness (Figure 6-1(a)) is fairly evident for the 57 wt.% sample without
any evidence of the characteristic collagen fibril banding structure. An amplitude images
of the 32 wt.% sample (Figure 6-1(b)) reveals well formed fibrillar structures typical of
type I collagen (-67 nm axial periodicity and -180 nm fibril width) on the surface.
TMAFM images for the other 3 partially demineralized samples had similar
morphologies to that of the 32 wt.% sample. The deorganified sample exhibits a similar
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morphology (Figure 6-1(c)) to that of the undemineralized sample without any evidence
of the characteristic collagen fibril banding structure
Figure 6-1. Tapping mode(TM) AFM amplitude images perpendicular to the long bone
axis taken in ambient conditions of adult bovine tibial cortical bone. Samples imaged
were of (a) undemineralized (57 wt.% mineral content) bone (maximum lateral
dimension 56.0 ± 36.2 nm and a peak-to-valley height 9.7 ± 2.8 nm), (b) partially
demineralized (32 wt.% mineral content) bone (fibril diameter 176 ± 46 nm), and (c) heat
treated deorganified (100 wt.% mineral content) bone (maximum lateral dimension 49.3
± 32.0 nm and a peak-to-valley height 10.7 ± 3.5 nm).
6.3.2 HRFS on Approach
Typical individual F-D curves are given at each mineral content at 0.01 M IS in
(Figure 6-2) which all show repulsive nonlinear forces on approach of the probe tip to the
bone surface. The repulsion observed at higher IS solutions are considerably less in
magnitude and range than lower IS solutions. There is a small attractive "jump-to-
contact" observed for -15% of the samples. An individual curve for which there was a
jump to contact observed is also shown (Figure 6-2). For the different types of samples,
with any given individual force curve, the repulsion starts from 5-15 nm away.
Normalized Force/Radius values on the right y-axis allow for energy comparisons to be
made with tips of varying radius.
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Figure 6-2. Typical individual high resolution force spectroscopy curves upon approach
for adult bovine cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long bone axis with 57 wt.% mineral
content in 0.01 M aqueous NaCl solution, pH = 6.5. The probe tip was functionalized
with a COO--SAM (surface charge per unit area, acoo- - -0.02 C/m2).
Force curves averaged for the 57 wt.% undemineralized sample are shown for
0.001 M, 0.01 M, 0.1 M, and 3 M IS (Figure 6-3). At 3 M IS, the overall force becomes
attractive, presumably due to electrostatics being screened out from the high aqueous salt
concentration. The trend for variation of mineral content at 0.01 M IS is also shown
(Figure 6-4). In general, the repulsion starts at 10 nm for each sample and there does not
appear to be large statistical differences between the average curves.
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Figure 6-3. Averaged high resolution force spectroscopy data on undermineralized -57
wt.% adult bovine cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long bone axis upon approach at
0.001M, 0.01M, 0.1M, and 3M NaCl ionic strength and pH 6.5. The probe tip was
functionalized with a COO--SAM (surface charge per unit area, crcoo- - -0.02 C/m2). At
each ionic strength condition, a total of n=20 experiments were carried out at 3 different
sample locations and hi-lo bars represent one standard deviation.
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Figure 6-4. Averaged high resolution force spectroscopy data upon approach for adult
bovine cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long bone axis at 0.01M and pH 6.5 for
samples of 100%, 57%, 32%, 17%, and 4% wt. % mineral content. The tip was
functionalized with a COO--SAM (surface charge per unit area, Gycoo- - -0.02 C/m 2). For
each mineral content, a total of n=20 experiments were carried out at 3 different sample
locations and hi-lo bars represent one standard deviation.
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Contact angle measurements (Figure 6-5) indicate a slight increase in
hydrophilicity as the mineral content decreases. The values that were calculated for
Hamaker constant on average are Aowt.% = 135 zJ A4wt.% = 181 zJ, A17wt.% = 181 zJ, A32wt.%
= 109 zJ, A57wt.% = 153 zJ, and Aloo1t.% = 41 zJ. A plot of the calculated Hamaker constant
as a function of mineral content is also given (Figure 6-6). The trend appears to steadily
decrease as mineral content increases. Typical individual F-D curves are also given at
each mineral content at 3 M IS (Figure 6-7) along with the "Derjaguin approximation" fit
for the Hamaker constant. Although there is no expectation for the force to be repulsive,
the fits coincide very well with the experimental data from 3-10 nm.
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Figure 6-5. Plot of the advancing contact angle measurements using deionized water
versus weight % mineral content of adult bovine cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long
bone axis are shown here. There is a slight linear correlation of contact angle with
mineral content as evidenced by the statistical difference between the mineral content
data points at 0% and 100% mineral (p < 0.01).
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Figure 6-6. Hamaker constants versus % mineral content of adult bovine cortical tibial
bone perpendicular to long bone axis calculated from jump-to-contact distances in
nanomechanical data measured at 3M ionic strength and pH = 6.5 using a COO--SAM
functionalized probe tip (surface charge per unit area, cycoo- - -0.02 C/m2). There were no
statistically significant differences observed besides that for the deorganified sample (p <
0.05).
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Figure 6-7. Averaged high resolution force spectroscopy data on approach (the number of
experiments, n-20 at 3 different sample locations for each curve) was for adult bovine
cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long bone axis for different mineral contents at
0.01M and pH = 6.5 using a COO--SAM functionalized probe tip (surface charge per unit
area, ocoo- - -0.02 C/m 2) compared to Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek predictions.
The Hamaker constants were fixed to the average values calculated from the jump-to-
contact distances at 3M. The tip radius and surface charge per unit area were also fixed
parameters. The surface charge per unit area of the surface was left as the only free fitting
parameter.
Numerical estimations of surface charge from DLVO theory are given (Figure 6-
8). The corresponding Hamaker constant was incorporated in the numerical fit
(performed in MATLAB) and for each type of sample, the theoretical fit matched up very
well given the standard deviation bars at a range greater than 3 nm. The surface charge
density values were numerically fit to become cowt.% = -0.02 C/m 2, G4wt.% = -0.026 C/m 2,
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17wt.% --= -0.015 C/m 2, 32wt.% = -0.012 C/m 2, G57wt.% = -0.015 C/m 2 . These values were
plotted as a function of mineral content at 0.01 M IS (Figure 6-8). There was no surface
charge calculated for the deorganified sample because of numerical inaccuracies at
separation distances <3 nm.
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Figure 6-8. Surface charge per unit area plotted versus % mineral content for adult bovine
cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long bone axis at 0.01M and pH = 6.5 from fits to
Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek theory to nanomechanical data. .There is a
statistically significant difference in the 4 wt.% sample with all of the other samples (p <
0.01). The 0 wt.% sample also shows statistical differences with the more mineralized
samples as well (p < 0.05). The fits were performed with average, high, and low values
(n=3) for each sample from approach curves for surface charge. The hi-lo bars represent
one standard deviation for these three fits.
Position sensitive data was also recorded as images were taken in both tapping
and contact mode AFM shown (Figure 6-9) for the two different positional length scales.
The TMAFM images given (Figure 6-9(a)) were used for a small 1.5 pm scan size.
Contact mode images for a larger 5 pm scan size are also shown (Figure 6-9(b)). The
positions that force pulls were taken at are given by targets which are the amplitude and
deflection images respectively. The images taken in aqueous ionic solution appear to
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have similar surface morphologies compared to that of the same undemineralized bone
taken in air. Averaged force-distance curves for each of the 9 positions plotted on top of
one another upon approach are all shown for both sets of images (Figure 6-10). The
surface charge behavior appears to be similar for both positional length scales. On a log
y-axis, the repulsion begins at approximately -5 Debye lengths away from the surface,
indicating significant electrostatic repulsion in the system.
Figure 6-9. Contact mode AFM (a) deflection image of undemineralized (57 wt.%
mineral content) adult bovine tibial cortical bone perpendicular to the long bone axis
taken in 0.01 M IS aqueous solution at pH 6.5 using a probe tip that was functionalized
with a COO-SAM shown with the positions of the force spectroscopy experiments
located in the deflection image given by the 9 black numbered targets. Tapping mode
AFM (b) amplitude image of the same sample where the positions of the force
spectroscopy experiments are located in the amplitude image signified by the 9 white
numbered targets displayed.
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Figure 6-10. High resolution force spectroscopy data upon approach to undemineralized
(57 wt.% mineral content) adult bovine tibial cortical bone perpendicular to the long bone
axis taken in 0.01 M IS aqueous solution pH 6.5 using the same cantilever probe tip
functionalized with COO SAM that was used to image (Fig. 9), at each location specified
for the (a) 5 pm (1.5 Om spacing between sets of 20 experiments at each location) and (b)
1.5 pm (500 nm spacing between sets of 20 experiments at each location) scan sizes.
6.3.3 Adhesion
Upon retract (probe tip moving away from the surface), long-range, nonlinear
attractive events were frequently observed for the partially demineralized bone but rarely
for the undemineralized sample. Typical F-D curves upon retract are shown (Figure 6-
11). There are what appear to be larger scale pull-off events with smaller "saw-toothed"
behavior littered throughout the retraction. The larger scale regions appear to be localized
around 100 and 150 nm from the surface. Plots of the radius normalized adhesion force
and pull-off distance show that there is little variability with IS in adhesion.
Corresponding frequency histograms of the adhesion force and pull-off distance are given
(Figure 6-12). The distribution of retraction events appear to be fairly regular with a
minimal degree of bimodality in (Figures 6-12(a) and 6-12(f)).
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Figure 6-11. Typical nanomechanical data upon retract from the surface of adult bovine
cortical tibial bone perpendicular to the long bone axis ( 4 wt.% mineral) at 0.01 IS and
pH. The adhesive events are localized around two general regions about -100 nm and
-150 nm from the surface.
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Figure 6-12. The frequency histograms are plotted at 0.001 M (n = 445), 0.01 M (n =
869), and 0.1 M (n = 326) ionic strengths for pull-off distance (a), (c), (e) and normalized
adhesion force (b), (d), (f) on the 4wt.% mineral content bone sample. There appears to
be a regular distribution for these values around the averaged values shown in the insets.
For ~4wt.%, the average maximum attractive Force/Rnp was -12.4 ± 7.7 mN/m,
-7.7 ± 4.1 mN/m, and -11.0 ± 4.6 mN/m for 0.001 - 0.1 M IS, respectively. The results
were minimally statistically different (p < 0.01). Detachment distances were -182 ± 111
nm, -194 ± 141 nm, and -209 ± 100 nm. These values were statistically insignificant for
0.001-0.01M IS comparisons, p > 0.1, and were on the order of the contour length of
individual collagen molecules. Pull-off events were rarely observed (<5%) for
undemineralized bone (57 wt.%) but were very frequent (-90%) for the 4 wt.% sample.
Mineral Content Contact Hamaker Surface Charge Calculated Zeta
(wt.%) Angle Constant (zJ) (-Cim 2) Potential (-mV)
100 69.2 ± 6.7 41 ± 33 n/a n/a
57 59.2 ± 4.7 153 ± 116 0.015 + 0.0075 62
32 56.7 + 9.2 109 + 85 0.012 ± 0.003 52
17 60.7 + 8.7 181 + 130 0.015 + 0.004 62
4 52.2 ± 8.2 181 ± 100 0.026 ± 0.003 92
0 49.8 ± 7.1 135 + 85 0.02 ± 0.01 77
Table 6-1. Calculated values for Hamaker constant, surface charge, and its corresponding
zeta potential estimated by chemically specific high resolution force spectroscopy for
adult bovine cortical tibial bone perpendicular to long bone axis at 0.01M and pH = 6.5
for various mineral contents.
6.4 Discussion
In this paper, recently optimized nanomechanical techniques were used to
measure inter-molecular forces with extremely sensitive precision. Nanosized cantilever
tips of known chemistry and geometry were used to probe different samples of bone with
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varying mineral contents. This study presents a controlled way of assessing surface
potential and charge, which can also be carried out as a function of nanoscale position.
Although not likely to largely influence electrical potentials, mineral content, however, is
known to play a significant role in the nanoindentation (inelastic and cohesive-frictional)
behavior of bone at these length scales [178], thus revealing the dual nature at the
nanoscale of the two major components in bone. The exact function of surface charge and
van der Waals forces in bone function is still an open question as related to the biological
processes in cell activity and orthopedic implant stability.
6.4.1 Approach
The HRFS experimental data reveals that much of the intersurface interaction is
dominated by electrostatic double layer forces as the net repulsion typically begins at
distances that are -5 Debye lengths away from the surface. At 0.01 M IS where the
Debye length is 2.96 nm and most of the electrostatic fits performed (and presented), this
check is confirmed as repulsion begins at distances >10 nm. At high IS (3 M), on the
other hand, the net force is purely attractive, which is expected due to the large number of
counter-ionic charge screening. Hamaker models fit very well to the experimental data
between 3 to 6 nm where attractive forces were shown to be dominant with charge
screening. At distances less than 3 nm, in general, contact between the probe tip and
surface would ensue giving rise to infinitely large repulsion forces. At distances greater
than 10 nm, van der Waals forces were not sensed between the two surfaces. The trend of
Hamaker constants 41 and 181 zJ at varying mineral contents exhibited definite statistical
significance between the 100 wt.% specimen and the rest of the samples (p<0.005). But
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when comparing the rest of the samples with each other, there were only slight statistical
differences using the paired t-test between the different values (p<0.05). This result
suggests that much of the van der Waals forces are tied directly to the organic phase in
bone tissues. It is possible that there is an optimal degree of mineralization in conjunction
with organic material that gives rise to greater surface attraction due to spatial positioning
and ordering between consituents. A more detailed and controlled study would be
required in order to probe these surface heterogeneities. Typical Hamaker constant values
are 69 and 52 zJ for COO- and S03- monolayers respectively [182, 184], implying that
bone has a more diverse surface structure as opposed to the different SAM surfaces
where hydrophobic carbon layers attract one another when polar components are charge
shielded. HRFS using a COO- SAM on glass/Ti/Au/C160H/HOH/C16OH/Au/Ti/ Si3N4
[184] was measured to be 34 zJ, which is 4.5x less than that measured for the
undemineralized bone sample surface.
All of the different bone samples with varying mineral contents exhibited a net
negative surface charge per unit area ranging from -0.012 to -0.026 C/m 2. The DLVO
model fit the experimental data extremely well for distance greater than 3 nm and would
increasingly differ from the data with decreasing tip sample separation distances less than
3 nm. This deviation is presumed to be due to the increasing nature of non-uniform
permittivity and the ions taking up more space at smaller separation distances. Overall,
the trends using the paired t-test for each of the difference values at various mineral
contents exhibited slight statistical significances (p>0.01) but there was no direct
correlation of surface charge to mineral content. This finding indicates that the surface
charge does not largely vary with mineral content. This gives rise to the possibility that
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the organic phase, rather than the mineral component, dominates the nanoscale
interactions in these samples. Zeta potential measurements, which will be discussed in
more detail later on confirms the overall net negative surface charge found in bone.
While the actual origin for the overall negative charge in bone is still an area of
investigation, there are several reasons why nature could have designed bone to be
negatively charged. One possibility for why bone is negatively charged is because the
surface glycocalyx of most cells found in nature are negatively charged due to the large
number of polypeptides that migrate through the fluidic predominantly lipid membrane.
Several of these proteins are used for recognition so it is possible that even though bone
does not serve the same purpose as typical cells found throughout the body, it is a
material that cells readily will attach to, migrate along, and proliferate on. It is thought
that electrostatic charge is a vital element to cell-cell and cell-surface detection and so
bone naturally will display these characteristics. Surfaces that are shown to exhibit blood
compatibility are also negatively charged [185, 186] which is a category under which
bone would obviously lie. HA formation is thought to occur more readily on negatively
charged surfaces in simulated body fluid (SBF) as well, attracting positive Ca+2 ions to
the surface initiating apatite precipitation [185, 187, 188]. If the electrostatic potential is
governed by the organic, then the negative charge implies that the amino acid side chains
have a tendency to have low pKa values.
As more and more mineral was removed, there appeared to be minimal change in
the surface charge. This result implies that the mineral has little influence on the surface
charge of bone. Changes due to the mineral removal such as creation of underlying
voiding or pore-structural alterations could also contribute to surface charge
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measurements. Where before, there was little methodology developed for directly
measuring surface charge [185], here we present an approach that allows for further study
(e.g. dynamically monitoring surface charge, species specific measurements, precipitation
observations) to be done.
The question then becomes where this highly negative charge originates from.
The chief molecular constituents found in bone include tropocollagen polypeptides,
hydroxylation through hydroxyl-hydroxylysine linkages, noncollagenous protein (NCP)
organic, and hydroxyapatite mineral. The triple helical intertwining of tropocollagen
makes up -88 wt.% of the organic material in bone with -75% of the groups being
neutral (predominantly glycine and hydroxyproline) at pH 6.5 [189]. Similarly, -12.6%
are positive and 12.1% are negatively charged, making collagen predominantly neutral.
Hydroxylation bonds are covalent in nature, which are neutrally charged as well [190].
The mineral hydroxyapatite (Calo(PO 4)6(OH)2), which is composed of calcium
phosphate, calcium carbonate, calcium fluoride, calcium hydroxide and citrate is likely to
be neutral at pH 6.5 as well [152]. In contrast, noncollagenous proteins are highly
negatively charged in nature [143], making them to be the most likely source for
electrostatic behavior in bone. The data presented here not only gives further evidence
that NCPS are negatively charged, but also supports evidence that NCPs play a large role
in bone metabolic function [142].
6.4.2 Comparison to zeta potential
Even though it is inferred that the surface charge does not depend on mineral
content, the surface charge measured for phase pure HA using the same technique came
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out to range from -0.0037 to -0.072 [188], which is similar to that of overall bone albeit
slightly greater in magnitude. This result could be due to inherent differences in
processing and ion ordering between synthetic HA and naturally occurring HA. Another
caveat to the comparisons is that PB theory does not include a potential drop in the
immobilized liquid layer flush against the surface which actually moves with the particle
in zeta potential electrophoresis. The surface charge model used in this paper would
appear to represent more accurately the electrostatic interaction of a biological
macromolecule or cell approaching a surface as the effective charge at the slip plane is
what the mobile species usually feels inside the more diffused double layer.
Several studies have indicated that the electrokinetic behavior of bone tissue is
dominated by the ultrastructure found in the organic phase leading to an overall negative
charge at physiological conditions [165-167, 191, 192]. It was also found that the more
negative the zeta potential is in magnitude, the greater the induction of bone growth is in
correlation [149]. This negative charge is thought to arise from poverty in hydroxyl and
phosphate groups at the surface [193]. As a result the electromechanical behavior of bone
can be traced back to the interrelationship between collagen fibrils and the mineral
particularly as the channel vasculature in bone varies functionally from region to region
[191]. Furthermore, interactions between particular ions in solution have been found to
have profound effects on the electrical potentials in bone [165, 168, 169, 173]. Separate
phosphate and fluoride ion exposure after detergent treatment was shown to reduce the
mechanical properties of intact but not demineralized samples while NaCl would not
mechanically alter either one. The reason for this phosphate and fluoride ion occurrence
is when the surrounding vasculature has been removed (from the detergent), due to a
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competition with the negative organic domains for calcium binding sites, a partial
debonding results between mineral and organic constituents, affecting the mechanical
behavior [145]. Fluoride ions are found to exchange irreversibly with the surface
hydroxyl ions as they become a part of the crystal HA, but phosphate ions exchange
reversibly as organic constituents are found to reestablish linkages with the mineral phase
immediately [146]. IR spectra studies reveal that the mineral phase is unaffected by either
phosphate and fluoride treatment [146]. Conversely, the excellent bonding of
hydroxyapatite to bone is thought to be due to native calcium phosphates that cyclically
precipitate and grow epitaxially on the bone surface, allowing for a collagen incorporated
granular bonding layer between the two surfaces [163, 173, 194].
6.4.3 Position sensitive HRFS
The spatially dependent experimental results shown previously (Figures 6-9 and
6-10) indicate a relative uniformity along the surface at length scales less than 5 Pim wide
with force pulls at distances 1.5 [m and 500 nm apart. With such complex structure in
bone, it would be expected to see intermolecular force heterogeneity throughout the
material. At the distances probed, it is surprising to see an overall homogeneous nature to
the force-distance behavior. This result suggests a consistent distribution of charge
throughout the length scale that was probed. It would be worthwhile to probe length
scales significantly larger in order to capture charge allotments throughout the
hierarchical complexity. Some regions in particular that would benefit from such analyses
would be along and through microcracks, osteocyte lacunae, circumferential lamellae,
and osteonal and interstitial bone.
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6.4.4 Retract adhesion
Upon retract, there were a significant amount of pull-off forces from the samples
with exposed collagen fibrillar structures. There was no statistical difference between
adhesion forces or pull-off distances at 0.1 to 0.001 M IS (p<0.005). The maximum
adhesive force normalized with radius is 0.0375 nN/nm. This value is typical of non-
covalent interactions (e.g. hydrophobicity, London Dispersion forces, ionic, or hydrogen
bonding). The average normalized adhesive force is 10.4 nN/nm. A previous study that
compared the adhesion of the most abundant protein found in humans, human serum
albumin (HSA) to an Au as well as CH3 and COO- SAM surfaces gave values of 21, 26,
and 1.9 nN/nm respectively [184]. HSA was measured to exhibit a surface charge of -
0.0064 C/m2, which is comparable to our bone surface charge. The CH3 and COO- SAM
surfaces are opposite in terms of polarity and it appears that the bone surface adheres
nonspecifically somewhere in between that of nonpolar and polar behavior. The averaged
pull-off distance of 195 nm is on the order that of the length of tropocollagen molecules
(-300 nm), which is an expected result as the major protein component in the partially
demineralized samples is collagen.
6.4.5 Summary and Conclusions
From directly measuring the intermolecular forces available in bone using precise
nanomechanical methodology, the surface charge does not appear to vary significantly
across a range of mineral contents. This result highlights the dual nature of the organic
and inorganic components found in bone. Where mineral content significantly affects
mechanical behavior, the electrostatic potential is minimally influenced. This is a
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surprising result when held in comparison to synthetic phase pure HA, which is shown to
exhibit a surface charge comparable to that measured here. It would be worthwhile to
further examine the intermolecular and morphological differences between natural and
synthetically produced HA. From numerous pull-off instances indicative of collagen
fibrils being extracted from the surface, a more precise study concerning the interaction
between mineral and collagen would also be beneficial.
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Chapter 7
Structural and Nanoindentation Studies of Stem
Cell-Based Tissue Engineered Bone in an Ectopic
System Construct and a Non-Union Fracture
Repair
Part of this chapter was published as a paper in Journal of Biomechanics in 2006 [195].
7.1 Introduction
Treatment of massive bone defects presents a major challenge in orthopaedic
medicine as current methods through prostheses or transplantation do not provide long
term stability and function. Current methods of treating massive bone loss mainly depend
on artificial prostheses, which fail in the long term and often result in the loss of function
and morbidity. Gene therapy offers a promising avenue to an efficient biological therapy
for regenerating massive bone defects. In particular, Mesenchymal Stem Cell (MSC)-
based tissue engineering has been reported to be an innovative and efficient approach for
regenerating bone tissue in vivo [196-208]. The expression of an osteogenic growth
factor from the BMP family like BMP-2, BMP-6 and BMP-9 by MSCs exerts a paracrine
effect on the host MSCs and an autocrine effect on the engineered MSCs [198, 209].
Thus, enhanced bone formation is achieved by both the host MSCs and the engrafted
engineered MSCs. The implantation of genetically engineered MSCs overexpressing the
BMP-2 osteogenic gene in vivo has led to bone regeneration and fracture healing in
various models including radius and calvaria non-unions, and spinal fusion. In spite of
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the extensive research performed on genetically engineered stem cell-based bone tissue
engineering during the last decade, no knowledge of the intrinsic structural and
nanomechanical properties of such bone tissue exists. In order for this approach to be
optimized for clinical settings, a thorough multiscale analysis of the chemical and
physical properties needs to be systematically carried out.
New nanoscale methodologies, applied in particular to bone, such as atomic force
microscopy imaging [8, 19, 70, 210, 211] high resolution force spectroscopy [21, 62,
212], and nanoindentation [8, 16, 17, 21, 26] enable a window into the fine details of
structure and mechanical behavior at extremely small length scales. In some cases,
micro- and macroscopic assays, which yield averaged quantities over larger length scales,
may not be sensitive enough to identify the underlying differences between two different
sample populations and hence, nanoscale studies are desirable. In addition, nanoscale
methodologies are useful when the volume of material available is too small for larger
scale analyses, for example with tissue-engineered bone formation in critical sized
defects and mouse models. The accuracy of biomechanical properties reduced using
traditional engineering beam theory applied to whole bone bending tests on mouse bone
has also been questioned [213]. Nanoindentation studies, in particular, have focused on
differences between cortical and trabecular bone [23], variations as a function of distance
from the osteonal center [17] and through the femoral cortex [214], anisotropy [25],
viscoelasticity and time-dependent plasticity [49], and variations due to mineral content
[8, 26]. More clinically relevant studies are starting to appear including nanoindentation
properties of aged bones [50, 215, 216] the senescence-accelerated mouse as a model for
senile osteoporosis [213, 217], and rat osteopetrotic mutations [110].
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Here, for the first time, a report is given of the comparison of the nanoindentation
properties and nanoscale deformation mechanisms of tissue-engineered bone derived
from genetically engineered MSCs that were implanted ectopically in mice in vivo to
native femoral bone adjacent to the transplantation site. Nanomechanical analysis was
also performed on an orthotopic site, a non-union fracture in the radius bone, which was
repaired using genetically engineered MSCs overexpressing the BMP-2 gene. Other
supplementary techniques were employed to further interpret the nanoscale data
including; back-scattered electron (BSE) microscopy to estimate mineral content, Raman
spectroscopy to identify chemical bonds, energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses for
elemental analysis, histology and micro-computerized tomography (ýtCT) scans for
morphology and quantitative analysis. Such multitechnique investigations that combine
new nanotechnological methodologies with traditional characterization tools will be
crucial for the advancement of gene therapy and tissue engineering platforms towards the
clinical settings.
7.2 Materials and Methods
7.2.1 Genetically engineered MSCs expressing BMP2
The genetic engineering of MSCs to express inducible rhBMP-2 has been
described in detail previously [200]. Briefly, Cells from the C3HIOT1/2 MSC line were
transfected with a ptTATop-BMP2 plasmid vector that encodes for both a tetracycline
transactivator and rhBMP-2. The inducible human BMP-2 expression vector, ptTATop-
BMP2, has a bidirectional promoter (TATA sequence) and consists of six tetracycline
operators flanked by two transcriptional units with opposite orientations. In this vector,
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the level of the transactivator, which activates the bidirectional promoter, as well as the
expression of hBMP-2 can be regulated by doxycycline, a derivative of tetracycline,
yielding higher levels of gene expression as well as a greater frequency of inducible
clones. The engineered MSCs were grown in DMEM supplemented with 2mM L-
glutamine, 100units/ml penicillin, 100units/ml streptomycin, and 10% FCS (Biological
Industries, Kibbutz Beit Haemek, Israel). Doxycycline was supplemented to the culture
media in order to prevent cell differentiation before implantation.
7.2.2 In vivo ectopic bone formation
For transplantations in vivo the BMP2 expressing MSCs were transplanted in the
following manner: After trypsinization, aliquots of approximately 3x10 6 cells were
seeded on pre-cut, biodegradable fiber mats (3x3 mm) fabricated by the process of
electrospinning[209]. Briefly, the solution of poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLAGA, 50:50)
in a mixture of DMF and THF (35 wt.%) was loaded into a glass syringe with a capillary
nozzle. The polymer solution was then electrospun at an electric potential of 30 kV and
at a working distance of 30cm under ambient conditions to develop fibers having
diameters in the range of 4-8plm. Prior to transplantation, C3H/HeN female mice age 6-8
weeks (n=10) were anesthetized using ketamine-xylazine mixture, injected intra-
peritoneal, and the skin of the thigh muscle was swabbed with isopropyl alcohol (70%),
and chlorhexidine gluconate (0.5%). The skin and muscle were cut and the cell-seeded
scaffolds were transplanted. Ectopic bone formation was monitored using in vivo
fluoroscopy (Premier Encore Fluoroscan, Hologic, MA, USA) once in two weeks.
Doxycycline was not supplemented to the mice drinking water in order to induce BMP-2
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expression, which would lead to bone formation. Four weeks post transplantation, when
the formation of substantial bone tissue was verified by fluoroscopy, the mice were
sacrificed.
7.2.3 In vivo orthotopic bone formation
After trypsinization, aliquots of approximately 2x106 cells were seeded on pre-cut,
collagen I biodegradable scaffords and transplanted in vivo in 2.5 mm radial defects in
immunocompetent mice. Prior to transplantation, C3H/HeN female mice age 6-8 weeks
(n=10) were anesthetized using ketamine-xylazine mixture, injected intra-peritoneal, and
the skin of the thigh muscle was swabbed with isopropyl alcohol (70%), and
chlorhexidine gluconate (0.5%). The skin and muscle were cut and the cell-seeded
scaffolds were transplanted. Orthotopic bone formation was monitored using in vivo
fluoroscopy (Premier Encore Fluoroscan, Hologic, MA, USA) once in two weeks.
Doxycycline was not supplemented to the mice drinking water in order to induce BMP-2
expression, which would lead to bone formation. Eight weeks post transplantation, when
the formation of substantial bone tissue was verified by fluoroscopy, the mice were
sacrificed.
7.2.4 Micro-Computerized Tomography (tCT)
A quantitative morphometric analysis of the bone formation, in intramuscular
transplants, was undertaken using tiCT scanning (micro-CT40, Scanco, Switzerland).
Mice were sacrificed and the transplanted leg was dissected and subjected to micro-CT
scan in vitro at a resolution of 20 jtm. The bone tissue was segmented from marrow and
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soft tissue using a global thresholding procedure. In addition to the visual assessment of
structural images, morphometric indices were determined from the microtomographic
datasets using direct 3D morphometry [218, 219]. The ectopic bone volume was
computed by contouring the ectopic bone image and the bone density was calculated
according to the ratio of bone volume to total tissue volume.
7.2.5 Bone sample preparation
Following ex vivo pCT scanning, bone samples were dissected from the sacrificed
animals, rinsed with PBS, and embedded in glycol methacrylate using a JB-4 embedding
kit (Electron Microscopy Sciences, PA, USA) in vacuum, according to the manufacturer
protocol. Samples were prepared without chemical fixation, demineralization etches, or
alcohol dehydration and stored in aqueous solution to ensure maximum hydration and as
close to physiological conditions as possible. Blocks were cut with a diamond
impregnated saw (Buehler) and then polished on A120 3 paper (South Bay Technologies)
from 9-0.05 ptm grit size. For histology, the bones were fixed in 4% buffered formalin
for 24 hours and decalcified in 0.5M ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid for three weeks.
Samples were then passed through ethanol grade and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin
blocks were sectioned into 50m thick sections using an automated microtome (Leica
RM2165, Germany) and stained using hematoxilin-eosin (H&E) and Masson's Trichrome
stains.
7.2.6 BSE, Raman Spectroscopy, and EDX
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A low vacuum electron detection ESEM (Philips/FEI XL30 FEG-SEM, Hillsboro,
Oregon, USA) was employed in back-scattered mode a water vapor environment to
image uncoated samples (electron acceleration =15 kV, operating current =180 [1A,
working distance =10.0 mm, water vapor =0.3 Torr, depth resolution -3 ýtm, spatial
resolution -10 ptm). Mineral contents were calculated directly from grayscale pixel
values which directly correlate with average atomic number and mineral content (Skedros
et al., 1993). Raman spectroscopy (Kaiser Hololab 5000R, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA,
depth resolution -ltm, spatial resolution -50 [tm) was carried out at 785 nm utilizing
coherent CW Argon/Ion and Ti/S Lasers using a 100 ipm diameter optical fiber to
maximize throughput. Elemental composition analysis was obtained via energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) through a sapphire EDX detector (EDAX, Mahwah,
New Jersey, USA, depth resolution -3 ýtm, spatial resolution -10 ýtm) with LEAP+
crystals for optimal light element performance.
7.2.7 Nanoindentation
Load-controlled nanoindentation experiments were conducted in ambient conditions
using a Hysitron, Inc. (Minneapolis, Minnesota USA) Triboindenter and a Berkovich
(trigonal pyramid) diamond probe tip following a protocol previously reported[8]. Each
experiment involved a four segment load function; a 3 second hold at zero load, a
constant loading rate of 50 pN/sec until the maximum set peak load was reached, a hold
of 20sec,' and finally a constant unloading rate of 50 tIN/second. Values for elastic
1 To ensure that creep effects were kept at a minimum, the variation in elastic modulus was calculated
(Oliver and Pharr, 1992) for three different experiments; 1) the hold period was varied between 10 to 90
sec., 2) after the hold period, the sample was unloaded to 20% of the maximum force and reloaded back to
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moduli were calculated from 95-20% of the initial unloading curve by fitting these data to
contact mechanical theory for an isotropic, elastic half-space (O-P method[2]). 2 Hardness
(H=maximum load/area at maximum load) values were calculated from both the O-P
contact area at maximum load and from contact areas measured by AFM imaging of
residual indents immediately after indentation. 3 A 3-way ANOVA statistical analysis as
performed on 2500 indents using SYSTAT software package (Point Richmond, CA, USA)
which takes into account the different types of bone (femoral and engineered), animal (6
different animals), and maximum loading (500, 1000, and 7000 ýtN). Residual indents
were imaged within a 20 minute time period after indentation using a Quesant Q-Scope
350 and Si3N4 Wavemode NSC16 cantilevers in tapping mode as previously reported[8].
There were 6 pairs tested with -50 indents per sample at each maximum load, where the
indents were spaced 7 ptm apart creating a grid 60x60 p.m in size (-40% of the total
femur cross-section-1500m). Tests were conducted parallel to the cortical long bone axis
for the femoral bone and in the cortical-like surface region for the engineered bone.
the maximum force for several cycles, and 3) the loading/unloading rate was varied by 2 orders of
magnitude (the limit of the instrument). All three series of experiments found that the variation in elastic
moduli was < 10%.
2 It is important to note that indentation moduli reported here as estimated by the O-P method should be
regarded as "apparent" or "effective" since this model neglects plasticity, viscoelasticity, pileup, and
anisotropy (Oliver and Pharr, 2004) and the fact that they are known to vary with length scale (Malzbender,
2005). Recently, more advanced theoretical approaches have started to be developed which are continuum
mechanical in nature such as anisotropic elastic and elastic- perfectly plastic finite element analysis (Fan et
al., 2004; Tai et al., 2005), poro-micromechanical models (Hellmich and Ulm, 2005), and two-phase
composite formulations (Oyen and Ko, 2005). These models will be explored in future studies but for the
purposes of this paper, i.e. to compare an experimental model and a control, the O-P method is sufficient
(Tai et al., 2005) and also has the advantage of enabling the analysis of a larger amount of data (>2500
indentation curves) to get a more accurate statistical distribution in a reasonable period of time.
3 The hardness calculated by the O-P method represents resistance to total deformation (elastic,
viscoelastic, plastic) while the AFM calculated hardness represents resistance to plasticity. The O-P
hardness has a tendency to underestimate the contact area, hence overestimate the hardness (Oliver and
Pharr, 2004).
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 gCT Analysis of Ectopic and Orthotopic Bone at Implant Sites
p~CT scans shown in Figure 7-1 indicate significant growth of ectopic bone in
between the femur and tibia at the transplantation site. Quantitative analysis performed
on the scanned engineered bone tissue indicated that the average bone volume reached
21.84±2.61 SE mm 3 (n=6). The bone density (bone volume normalized by the total tissue
volume) was calculated to be 0.19±0.0051 SE (n=6). 2D images demonstrate that the new
bone tissue is composed of distinct compact (Figure 7-1(c)) and trabecular regions
(Figure 7-1(d)), as indicated by the degree of porosity on the outer rim and the inner
region, respectively. The outer and inner surfaces of the cortical -like region can be
visualized using 3D reconstruction images (Figure 7-1(a) - outer aspect; Figure 7-1(b) -
mid section showing inner aspect). All implants formed an oval-shaped structure
following the initial 3D structure of the scaffold on which the cells had been seeded prior
to implantation. These images highlight the powerful osteogenic potential of genetically
engineered MSCs, which can induce robust bone formation within a short period of time.
[tCT scans of orthotopic bone shown in Figure 7-2 indicate substantial growth of
engineered bone indicative of fracture healing at the transplantation site. Quantitative
analysis performed on the scanned engineered bone tissue indicated that the average bone
volume reached X SE mm3(n=6). The bone density (bone volume normalized by the total
tissue volume) was calculated to be X (n=6). These images highlight the powerful
osteogenic potential of genetically engineered MSCs, which can induce robust bone
formation within a short period of time.
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Figure 7-1. 3D (a and b) and 2D (c and d) ViCT imag es of femoral and genetically
engineered bone (the latter indicated by arrows). 3x10" BMP2 expressing MSCs were
implanted in the thigh muscle of C3HI/HeN mice. Four weeks post implantation the mice
were sacrificed and the legs were subjected to piCT scans at 20pm resolution. Images
obtained by piCT demonstrated the formation of new bone tissue within the implantation
site. The new tissue had an outer cortical-like surface (c) and an inner compartment
showing cancellous-like features (d Engineered bone was formed as an oval-shaped
structure following the initial shape of the polymeric scaffold on which the cells were
seeded. The outer (a) and inner (b - mid section) surface of the cortical-like region can
be visualized using a 3D reconstruction of the pCT scans.
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Figure 7-2. 3D pCT images of (a) native radial and (b) a radial defect filled with
genetically engineered bone. 3x106 BMP2 expressing MSCs were implanted in a 2.5 mm
radial defect of C3H/HeN mice. Eight weeks post implantation the mice were sacrificed
and the areas of interest were subjected to piCT scans at 20pm resolution. Images
obtained by pCT demonstrated the formation of new bone tissue within the implantation
site.
7.3.2 Histological Analysis
H&E staining of 5pm sections of the newly formed engineered bone four weeks
post implantation validated the results obtained by giCT scans (Figure 7-3). A dense
region of bone was seen at the outer aspect of the implant resembling compact bone. In
the inner compartment of the implants more sparse bone trabecules were evident (Figures
7-3(b-d)) surrounded by bone marrow. Thus, the inner compartment showed resemblance
to native trabecular bone tissue. The presence of collagen within the new engineered bone
trabecules was further demonstrated by a positive Masson's Trichrome staining (Figures
3(e) and 3(f)).
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Figure 7-3. Histological evaluation of genetically engineered bone. Following ViCT
scans; bone samples were fixed in formalin and processed for histology. Hematoxilin-
Eosin staining of 5pm paraffin sections demonstrated the formation of an outer region of
dense bone tissue, surrounding an inner compartment containing a cancellous-like inner
portion (a). Higher magnifications showed the presence of bone marrow within in the
new bone (b, c, d). Masson's Trichrome staining indicated that the engineered bone was
composed of collagen fibers stained with green color (e, f). EB=engineered bone;
M=muscle; BM=bone marrow. (b is a 10x magnification of the inlet in a; c is the
magnification of the inlet in b; d is the magnification of the inlet in c).
7.3.3 Surface Morphology and Topography of Ectopic and Orthotopic
Bone
A BSE image of the femoral cortical bone (view down the long axis, Figure 7-4(a))
shows a relatively uniformly mineralized structure (as reflected by the image grey scale)
over -1/10 of the entire femoral cross-section with uniformly shaped and oriented
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lacunae and canaliculi. The genetically engineered bone (Figure 7-4(b)) shows a similar
degree and uniformity of mineralization as the femoral bone, but with larger lacunae that
are more nonuniform in orientation and shape. Canaliculi were also observed. The
femoral bone and engineered bone samples were found to exhibit -5% and -10%
porosity, respectively, as calculated from the lacunae visible in the BSE images. The
distributions of weight percent mineral content (Figure 7-5) measured from BSE image
analysis were found to be statistically similar (p<0.001) for genetically engineered
(61.2±3.3wt.%) and femoral bone (64.6±2.0wt.%). Smaller scan size BSE images (Figure
7-6) reveal that the smaller length scale nanostructure for both the femoral and
engineered bone are similar as well.
BSE microscopy for orthotopic samples indicate that the relative mineral content
proportions in both types of bone to be similar (-50-60 weight %). Scanning electron
microscopy images show lacunae from the engineered bone similar in size, shape, and
orientation to that of the surrounding native bone. A BSE image of the native radial
cortical bone (view perpendicular to the long axis, Figure 7-7(a)) shows a mineralized
structure (as reflected by the image grey scale) randomly distributed lacunae and
canaliculi. The genetically engineered bone (Figure 7-8(b)) shows a similar degree and
uniformity of mineralization as the radial bone as well lacunae and canaliculi in
orientation and shape. The femoral bone and engineered bone samples were found to
exhibit ~5% and -10% porosity, respectively, as calculated from the lacunae visible in
the BSE images. After a 1 second demineralization etch in 40vol.% H3P04), banded
fibrillar structures were visible via TMAFM in both types of bone (Figure 7-8).
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Figure 7-4. Environmental back-scattered scanning electron microscope images at 500x
magnification of (a) femoral and (b) genetically engineered bone. The femoral view
orientation is along the long bone axis and the genetically engineered bone is the outer
cortical-like surface. Elongated pores are visible with an average aspect ratio of 3.4±1.0
and average maximum dimension of 9 ± 2pm that correspond well with the typical size of
osteocyte lacunae (Currey, 2002). The maximum dimension of these pores is highly
oriented within the section circumferentially. Closer inspection reveals the presence of
channels emanating from the lacunae (a), which are presumably canaliculi. Osteons are
not observed since mouse cortical bone does not undergo Haversian remodeling in the
same manner as larger animals (e.g. bovine, human, etc.) (Bianco and Robey, 2000). BSE
images of the cortical-like outer shell of the genetically engineered bone (b) shows a
similar degree and uniformity of mineralization as the femoral bone, but with larger pores
that are more nonuniform in orientation and shape with an average aspect ratio of 2.4±1.0
and average maximum dimension of 13±5tpm where both of these parameters were
statistically different from the femoral bone (p<0.01). It this section, we observe two
larger, more circular pores surrounded circumferentially by elongated pores in the central
portion of the section, and elongated pores with their long axes aligned parallel to the
outer edge of the section. Canaliculi were also observed.
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Figure 7-5. The distributions of weight percent mineral content measured from BSE
image analysis of 4x4 ýtm square regions separated by 7 p.m each (total analysis size
40x40 pm) for the genetically engineered and femoral bone.
Figure 7-6. Environmental back-scattered scanning electron microscope images at 2000x
magnification of (a) femoral and (b) genetically engineered bone. The femoral view
orientation is parallel to the long bone axis. Heterogeneities in mineral content are visible
and darker streaks throughout, whose dimensions are consistent with canaliculi. The
femoral bone appears to have small localized regions of high mineral content and
oriented striations running throughout the entirety of the image. While some regions
appeared anisotropic, completely oriented striations were not observed in the engineered
bone.
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Figure 7-7. Environmental back-scattered scanning electron microscope images at 500x
magnification of (a) native radial and (b) genetically engineered bone. The view
orientations were perpendicular to the long bone axis for both types of bone. Elongated
pores are visible with an average aspect ratio of 2.5 ± 1.0 and average maximum
dimension of 9 ± 2g.m that correspond well with the typical size of osteocyte lacunae[3].
Closer inspection reveals the presence of channels emanating from the lacunae, which are
presumably canaliculi. Osteons are not observed since mouse cortical bone does not
undergo Haversian remodeling in the same manner as larger animals (e.g. bovine, human,
etc.)[4].
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0Figure 7-8. Upon a 1 second demineralization etch using 40vol.% H3PO4, AFM images
of the (a) native radial and (b) genetically engineered surfaces show the presence of
fibrillar structures suggestive of collagen.
7.3.4 Chemical Analysis
Raman spectra for the cortical and cortical-like regions of the femoral and engineered
bone, respectively, showed similar structural compositions (Figure 7-9) and peaks
characteristic of the mineral and organic phases. The increase in intensity for the amide I
band in the engineered bone has been suggested to be due to an increase in non-reducible
pyridinoline cross-link content in collagen (Nalla et al., 2005). An EDX analysis
comparison indicates elemental composition and relative mineral content proportions in
both types of bone to be similar as well (Figure 7-10). The Ca/P ratio for the femoral and
engineered bone were found to be 0.77 and 0.70, respectively.
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Figure 7-9. Raman spectra for the femoral and genetically engineered bone (a) between 0
and 3500 cm~' and (b) expanded region between 1400 and 1700 cm-1. The notable peaks
at 1080, 960, 595, and 435 cm'~ correspond to typical phosphate and carbonate bonding(Carden et al., 2003; Tarnowski et al., 2002) from the mineral phase. The most prominent
peak at 960 cm'~ which corresponds to the phosphate ion P-O vU symmetric stretch, is
observed in both bone materials. (b) Peaks at 1445 and 1655 cml' specify the presence of
a CH 2 wag and amide I bond, respectively, from the organic phase.
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Figure 7-10.
bone.
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectra for both femoral and genetically engineered
7.3.5 Nanoindentation
Force vs. indentation depth data for one pair of femoral and genetically engineered
bone were averaged and plotted together (Figure 7-11). The genetically engineered bone
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(E-19.8±5.6GPa, H-0.9±0.4GPa) was statistically less stiff and had a lower average
hardness than the femoral bone (E~27.3±10.5GPa, H-1.0±0.7GPa) (n=2449, p<0.0005,
Figure 7-12), as calculated from the O-P method. Statistical differences between animals
as well as maximum loads were observed for both modulus and hardness values
(p<0.0005). The modulus and hardness values were found to increase with decreasing
maximum load. The distribution of calculated modulus and hardness values (Figure 7-13)
for both types of bone appear multimodal at lower maximum loads and homogenize and
narrow at higher maximum loads. The engineered bone exhibited a broader distribution
in elastic moduli. Hardness values calculated via AFM imaging of residual indents (n=6)
were 0.7±0.2 and 0.8+0.3, for the femoral and engineered bone respectively (not
statistically different, p>0.01 which is likely due to the small number of datapoints
available). Force vs. indentation depth data for one pair of femoral and genetically
engineered bone in the non-union defect model were averaged and plotted together
(Figure 7-14). When the data between native radial and engineered bone is compared
altogether, the genetically engineered bone (E-18.5±4.5GPa, H-~0.8±0.2GPa) is
statistically less stiff and has a lower average hardness than the radial bone
(E-~19.6±4.OGPa, H-0.9±0.2GPa) (n=1850, p<0.001) by -6%, as calculated from the O-P
method. Although the pooled data shows an overall difference, when comparisons are
made between individual pairs of bone within each mouse, there is considerable variance
in the statistics (Figure 7-15). For modulus tests at 1000 jtN maximum load, the only pair
that exhibited a significant difference is for animal 6. Subsequent modulus tests at 7000
jiN showed statistical pair differences in mice 1, 5, and 6 (p<0.001). For hardness tests,
the only two pairs that showed statistical similarity were for tests at 1000 ýtN maximum
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load in mice 1 and 2 (p<0.001). In general, the modulus and hardness values were found
to increase with decreasing maximum load. The distribution of calculated modulus and
hardness values (Figure 7-16) for both types of bone appear to have a wider distribution
at 1000 gtN maximum loads as compared to 7000 jtN loading. Stiffness values exhibited
a more bimodal distribution in the engineered bone as compared with the native radial
bone.
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Figure 7-11. Typical nanoindentaion data on loading and unloading using a Berkovich
probe tip comparing femoral and genetically engineered bone from one particular mouse
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at maximum loads of (a) 500, (b) 1000, and (c) 7000 piN at a loading rate of 50 pN/sec.
There were >50 indents for each averaged curve where each indent was spaced 10 Im
apart. The horizontal error bars represent ± standard deviation and are typical for the
entire loading curve (i.e. vary by < 5% with load). The femoral view orientation is
parallel to the long bone axis and the genetically engineered bone is the outer cortical-like
surface.
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Figure 7-12. Apparent (a) moduli and (b) hardnesses reduced from nanoindentation data
via the Oliver-Pharr method (Oliver and Pharr, 1992) for 6 different bone sample pairs
(i.e. 6 difference mice) with >50 indents for each set of data.. The femoral view
orientation is parallel to the long bone axis and the genetically engineered bone is the
outer cortical-like surface. Hi-lo bars represent one standard deviation.
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Figure 7-13. Histograms of calculated modulus and hardness values for femoral and
engineered bone in animal 3 at the three different maximum loadings.
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Figure 7-14. Typical nanoindentaion data on loading and unloading using a Berkovich
probe tip comparing native radial and genetically engineered bone from one particular
mouse at maximum loads of (a) 1000 and (b) 7000 pN at a loading rate of 50 pN/sec.
There were >50 indents for each averaged curve where each indent was spaced 10 uim
apart. The horizontal error bars represent ± standard deviation and are typical for the
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Figure 7-15. Histograms of calculated (a and b) modulus and (c and d) hardness values
for femoral and engineered bone in animal 4 at the two different maximum loading.
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Figure 7-16. Apparent (a) moduli and (b) hardnesses reduced from nanoindentation data
via the Oliver-Pharr method (Oliver and Pharr, 1992) for 6 different bone sample pairs
(i.e. 6 difference mice) with >50 indents for each set of data.. The test orientation is
perpendicular to the long bone axis for both types of bone. Hi-lo bars represent one
standard deviation. Data was paired up and analyzed with to the student t test according
to the comparison between native radial and engineered bone within the same mouse. The
"*" pairs indicate a statistical difference with p<0.001.
7.3.6 TMAFM Imaging of Residual Indents
TMAFM images (Figure 7-17) show clear residual viscoelastic plastic deformation
localized within the indent regions and a granular morphology away from the indent
region for both samples. Flattening of these surface topographical features was observed
within the indent region for both samples. The femoral bone exhibited pileup along the
edges of the indent (-100nm in height) while the genetically engineered bone did not
(Figure 7-17(b) and 7-17(d)). Along the edge of the engineered bone indent impression,
microcracks were observed that were not apparent in the femoral bone (Figure 7-17(e)
and 7-17(f)). The average maximum lateral dimension of the topographical features away
from the deformed region for the femoral and engineered bone were 158 ± 80 and
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145±60nm, respectively which were found to be statistically different (Figure 7-18,
p<0.05). The peak-to-valley height values, for the femoral and engineered bone, were
measured to be 34 ± 13 and 34 ± 15 nm, respectively which were not statistically
different (p<0.001). The appearance and dimensions of these features are slightly greater
than that of previous studies of mineral particles in bone as determined by TMAFM [18],
SAXS [220] and X-ray diffraction [10, 13, 14, 81]. This observation is likely due to
assemblies of crystallites adhering together to form larger surface morphological features
as individual platelets were not isolated from each other by chemical means. TMAFM
images of radial defect model are similar to that for the ectopic system in Figure 7-17,
showing clear residual inelastic deformation localized within the indent regions and a
granular morphology away from the indent region for both samples (Figure 7-19).
Topographical features were observed to have maximum dimensions of -204 ± 48nm and
-196 ± 65nm, for the engineered and native bone respectively.
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Figure 7-17. TMAFM amplitude images and section profiles are given of the residual
impressions after loading and unloading to 7000 piN using a Berkovich probe tip at a
loading rate of 50 pN/sec. The (a) femoral view orientation is parallel to the long bone
axis and (b) the genetically engineered bone is the outer cortical-like surface. Amplitude
images are reflective of abrupt surface topographical changes. Sectioned line scans
through corresponding height images (not shown) show significant pileup for the (c)
femoral bone, but a negligible amount for the (d) engineered bone. Signs of crack
formation is not evident for the (e) femoral bone but is suggestive for the (f) engineered
bone along the edge of the indent impression.
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Figure 7-18. Histograms of the (a) peak to valley height and (b) lateral dimensions of
nanoscale topographical features as measured from line scan profiles of AFM height data
obtained for 4 different sample images (number of datapoints for each type of bone ,
n-50). The femoral view orientation is parallel to the long bone axis and the genetically
engineered bone is the outer cortical-like surface. Hi-lo bars represent one standard
deviation, insets are mean ± one standard deviation.
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Figure 7-19. TMAFM amplitude images are given of the residual impressions after
loading and unloading to 7000 p.N using a Berkovich probe tip at a loading rate of 50
pN/sec. The (a) native radial and (b) genetically engineered bone view orientations are
perpendicular to the long bone axis. Amplitude images are reflective of abrupt surface
topographical changes. A rough granular surface topology is indicated for both types of
samples as well as a relatively flattened in region within the indented portion.
7.4 Discussion
Nanoindentation has shown to be a viable technique for quantifying the
bio(nano)mechanical properties of small volumes of tissue engineered bone produced in
vivo. Table 7-1 compares structural and nanomechanical data obtained from mice
femoral and genetically engineered ectopic bone. While the two types of bone were found
to have similar mineral contents, overall porous microstructures showing lacunae and
canaliculi, chemical compositions, and nanoscale topographical morphologies, apparent
elastic moduli reduced from nanoindentation data were found to be statistically different
with the femoral bone (indented parallel to the bone long axis) being -1.4x stiffer than
the engineered bone. The average value obtained for the femoral bone (-27 GPa) is
slightly lower than that reported in the literature for femoral mouse cortical bone loaded
in the same direction using nanoindentation which was found to be -31 GPa [213] and
43.5 - 35.2 GPa [216] and may be due to the effects of alcohol and/or dehydration used in
these studies [214]. O-P calculations showed that the femoral bone was -1.1x harder than
the engineered bone, and hence exhibited a greater resistance to total deformation (the
sum of elastic, viscoelastic, and plastic). Since mineral content and nanoscale
morphology were statistically similar for both types of bone, these parameters can not be
responsible for these material property trends.
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This study is also carried one step further in assessing a system that mimics a
massive non-union bone defect in a weight-bearing site. Mineral content, chemical
structure, and elemental composition were found to be similar for the genetically grown
bone compared to its corresponding native control. In contrast to before, nanoindentation
data showed that the native bone had more statistical similarities to that of the engineered
bone. The apparent elastic moduli of the radial bone reduced from nanoindentation data
were found to be -6% statistically stiffer (indented perpendicular to the bone long axis)
than the engineered bone. O-P calculations showed that the radial bone was -12% harder
than the engineered bone, and hence exhibited a greater resistance to total deformation
(the sum of elastic, viscoelastic, and plastic). It was mentioned before that since mineral
content and nanoscale morphology were statistically similar for both types of bone, these
parameters are not expected to be responsible for these material property trends. It is
quite possible that differences could arise from; 1) variations in the overall organization
and interactions between the organic and mineral constituents and/or 2) variation in the
composition and/or supramolecular structure of the organic component. One recurrent
possibility of variation could result from differences in age (i.e. the radial bone is 14 - 16
weeks old and the ectopic is 8 weeks old). A likely source affecting the similarity in
mechanical properties is the difference in loading condition. Even though the radius is not
as weight-bearing as the neighboring ulna, the engineered bone would most certainly
receive some load, stimulating cell migration and subsequent orientational bone growth.
Ongoing nanotechnological studies provide a promising pathway to further investigate
both of the above hypotheses, including; high resolution tapping mode AFM imaging as a
function of acid demineralization [8] and chemically and spatially specific high
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resolution force spectroscopy[221]. Lastly, the engineered bone also exhibited a more
heterogeneous distribution of material properties likely because the overall structure
seems to exhibit a lesser degree of regularity than the radial bone.
Femoral Engineered p
Mineral Content (BSE, wt%) 64.6 ± 2.0 61.2 ± 3.2 >0.01
Lacunae aspect ratio (BSE) 3.4 ± 1.0 2.4 _ 1.0 <0.01**
Lacunae maximum dimension (BSE, Om) 9 ± 2 13 ± 5 <0.01**
Porosity (BSE, %) 5 10
Ca/P Ratio (EDX) 0.77 0.70 -
Maximum dimension of topographical features (AFM, 158 ± 80 145 ± 60 >0.01
nm)
Peak-to-valley height of topographical features (AFM, 34 ± 13 34 ± 15 >0.01
nm)
Apparent nanoindentation moduli, E (GPa)* 27.3 ± 10.5 19.8 ± 5.6 <0.0005**
Hardness, H, measured by nanoindentation (GPa)* 1.0 ± 0.7 0.9 ± 0.4 <0.0005**
Hardness calculated from AFM residual indent (GPa) 0.7 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.3 >0.01
Table 7-1. Summary comparison of the structural and nanomechanical properties of
femoral and genetically engineered bone. For O-P estimated elastic moduli and hardness
values, a 3-way ANOVA statistical analysis as performed on 2500 which takes into
account the different types of bone (femoral and engineered), animal (6 different
animals), and maximum loading (500, 1000, and 7000 ýtN). All other statistical tests were
unpaired student t-tests carried out on pooled datasets (*indicates calculated by O-P
method, **indicates statistical difference between femoral and engineered bone
samples).
The Raman-suggested increase in collagen crosslink density for the engineered
bone relative to the femoral would be expected to result in an increase in modulus, and
hence can not be responsible as well. Hence, other origins could be; 1) variations in the
overall organization and interactions between the organic and mineral constituents and/or
2) variation in the composition and/or supramolecular structure of the organic
component. Such variations could result from differences in age (i.e. the femoral bone is
10-12 weeks old and the ectopic is 4 weeks old) and/or loading conditions (i.e. the
femoral bone is weight bearing while the ectopic is non-weight bearing). Ongoing
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nanotechnological studies provide a promising pathway to further investigate both of the
above hypotheses, including; high resolution tapping mode AFM imaging as a function
of acid demineralization [8] and chemically and spatially specific high resolution force
spectroscopy[222]. Lastly, the engineered bone also exhibited a more heterogeneous
distribution of material properties likely because the overall structure seems to exhibit a
lesser degree of regularity than the femoral bone.
Direct visualization of the nanoscale mechanisms of deformation via in-situ high
resolution tapping mode AFM imaging was achieved. Generally, both samples exhibited
similar viscoelastic plastic deformation at the length scales studied in this paper.
However, fine differences in the residual indent area (smaller for the engineered bone),
pile up (smaller for the engineered bone), and fracture mechanisms (microcracks for the
engineered bone) were observed with the genetically engineered bone behaving more
brittle than the femoral control. Viscoelastic / plastic deformation at this length scale may
arise from a variety of mechanisms including; mineral particle displacement, underlying
porosity and voiding which would relieve triaxial stresses, collagen fibril slippage,
collagen denaturation, debonding of mineral-organic interfaces, crosslink scission, crack
formation and propagation, deformation and structural phase transformation, viscous
stretching of the organic component, and rupture of self-healing sacrificial bonds. Again,
further nanomechanical studies will be able to shed insight into which deformation
mechanisms may be dominant.
Coupled with the appropriate chemical analyses, the nanomechanical methods
presented here have been shown to probe and measure the fine nanoscale details not
accessible by traditional biomechanical techniques and have great potential for evaluation
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of optimization of site-specific bone formation and healing for the treatment of fracture
and disease induced defects. Future studies in this area include nanoindentation of the
trabecular-like regions in the engineered bone, the rate dependence of nanoscale
properties, the temporal evolution of bone remodeling, and the effects of mechanical
loading of bone formation and adaptation, and at different implantation sites including
critical-size: bone defects in flat and long bones. The long term goal is to employ such
nanomechanical methodologies as an optimization tool in the field of bone tissue
engineering in general, for example via implanted cell number, transgene duration of
expression, and scaffold design and composition. Such an optimization process will be
crucial to the advancement of the tissue engineering strategy, described in this study,
towards human clinical trials.
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Chapter 8
Nanomechanics of Bone Defect Repair using
Chitosan Glutamate Paste
8.1 Introduction
It is important for synthetic bone graft materials to be osteoconductive in order to
function properly. Plaster of Paris (POP) and chitosan glutamate have been shown to be
both biocompatible and osteoconductive. In order to be effective, synthetic bone graft
materials also must contain agents that exhibit osteoinductive properties. Processed bone
tissues (e.g. demineralized bone matrix, DBM), bone cells, and bone morphogenic
proteins (BMP) are frequently used as osteoinductive agents. The material used in this
study delivers bone cells grown form bone marrow as the osteoinducive agent. The same
paste material can also be used to deliver other osteoinductive agents such as BMP,
DBM, morcellized cancellous bone, and other biomolecules to aid in bone growth. The
paste can be delivered through arthroscopic devices after combining with the patient's
own cells. Currently, a number of products are being marketed as a synthetic bone graft
material where the majority of them use processed bone tissues or DBM derived from
bone tissues or collagen. Inorganic fillers include HA, tricalcium phosphate, carbonate
apatite, and calcium sulphate. The paste can also be used to deliver other therapeutic
drugs including cancer drugs to the affected site.
8.2 Materials and Methods
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The animal models were based on the previous work studying the healing of bone
defects in mice [223, 224]. Four rats were studied by filling the 4 mm gap with a paste of
CH-G (0.125 g) and POP (0.5 g) mixed with 1 ml of media containing osteoblasts grown
from bone marrow (about 106/ml). The other three rats had the control paste of CH-G
with hydroxyapatite (HA) of the same composition as the CH-G and POP that also
contained 1 ml of osteoblasts cell suspensions. Small metal plates stabilized the fracture.
Sacrifice points were made at three, six, and nine months. There were three different
groups, the operated control (plate only and no paste), the experimental group (plate and
paste), and the unoperated control (no plate). Undecalcified histological sections were
stained by modified Goldner's Trichrome and decalcified sections were stained by
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E). Nanoindentation and microCT (as described previously
in chapter 7) were also performed on the samples after their respective experimental time
periods.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Histology and microCT Imaging
Images from the histology of the different systems are shown in Figure 8-1. In
general, when comparing the plated and unoperated control systems, the bone growth did
not reach a point where it was comparable to that of the unoperated control. However,
when comparing both of the plated system with and without the paste inserted, there
appeared to be significantly more bone growth in the system where the paste was applied.
This data is corroborated in Figures 8-2 and 8-3, which show microCT images of the
same plated samples. In general, the bone growth of plated samples did not reach the
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point of that of the unoperated control, yet there was more bone growth visible in the
plated system with paste than without.
Unooerated control
Figure 8-1. Histologically sectioned images of undecalcified sections stained with
Goldner's trichrome stain are given after a 3 month study showing the results from the 3
different types of experiments; implanting plate with paste, a plate without paste, and an
unoperated control.
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Figure 8-2. The microCT image here is of a 3 month study where there was plate and
Figure 8-3. The microCT image here is ot a 3 month study where there was plate and no
paste inserted into the defect region, showing significantly bone growth compared to the
image previously.
8.3.2 Nanoindentation
The force vs. indentation depth data for three pairs of unoperated and plated (with
paste) systems were averaged and plotted together (Figure 8-4). The data for the systems
yield statistically similar modulus and hardness values as calculated from the O-P method
(n-1000, p < 0.05). For the first set of data, for 7 mN maximum load, the unoperated
control gave property values E -17.3 _ 0.98 and H -0.86 ± 0.08 GPa and the plate/paste
system gave property values E -20.3 ± 2.3 and H -0.76 ± 0.12 GPa. For 1 mN maximum
load, the unoperated control gave property values E -22.0 ± 2.2 and H -0.97 ± 0.15 GPa
and the plate/paste system gave property values E -23.6 ± 4.3 and H -0.73 ± 0.15 GPa.
For the second set of data, for 7 mN maximum load, the unoperated control gave property
values E -21.7 ± 1.9 and H -0.88 ± 0.11 GPa and the plate/paste system gave property
values E -19.2 ± 1.8 and H -0.81 ± 0.08 GPa. For 1 mN maximum load, the unoperated
control gave property values E -26.1 ± 3.4 and H -1.15 ± 0.20 GPa and the plate/paste
system gave property values E -22.7 ± 3.1 and H -0.94 ± 0.17 GPa. For the third set of
data, for 7 mN maximum load, the unoperated control gave property values E -20.4 ± 1.3
and H -0.92 ± 0.07 GPa and the plate/paste system gave property values E -20.8 ± 1.9
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and H -0.83 ± 0.11 GPa. For 1 mN maximum load, the unoperated control gave property
values E -23.5 ± 2.8 and H -1.1 ± 0.17 GPa and the plate/paste system gave property
values E -21.5 ± 3.4 and H -0.88 ± 0.19 GPa.
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Figure 8-4. Nanonindentation curves at 7 and 1 mN maximum load for 3 different sets of
data comparing the unoperated control to the plated system with paste.
8.4 Discussion
In general, the results of this study show that bone growth appeared to be greater
for the defect system where paste was implanted with the plate as opposed to having no
paste implanted at all. This is illustrated through the histology and microCT images of the
systems showing the relative amount of bone growth for each. The extent of bone healing
for the plated system with paste did not equal that of the unoperated controls.
Nanoindentation data, on the other hand, showed promising results in that the intrinsic
mechanical properties extracted from probing the local surface experimentally were
similar comparing the unoperated control to that of the plated system with the paste.
There is a strinkingly similar behavior of POP compared to that of HA, which has proven
to be a very desirable osteoconductive material. The paste of POP and CH-G also appears
to be a better paste from general handling considerations. The concept of delivery of cells
cultured from patient's own bone marrow is inherently more appealing than other
processed bone tissues (e.g. demineralized bone matrix or bone morphogenic proteins)
because bone cells may be more potent than the processed bone tissues. Although the
paste system presented here looks to be promising for orthopaedic regenerative therapies,
it must be kept in mind that the data presented here are only preliminary experiments to
illustrate a proof of concept. More rigorous studies that include more statistically
significant mechanical tests and animal models should be performed in the future.
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Appendix A
Macroscopic Mechanical Testing and
Visualization
Macroscopic compressive tests were carried out in directions parallel and
perpendicular to the long bone axis and the results are presented here. The specimens
were rectangular parallelpiped in shape with the cross sectional area -2 mm x -2 mm and
the length -5 mm. Modulus was computed from the stress-strain curve as the slope of the
initial linear regime. The yield stress and yield strain were calculated from the stress-
strain curve as the point of stress and strain at which plasticity was incipient. Stress-strain
curves are shown in Figures A-1 and A-2. Values of modulus, yield stress, and yield
strain were 8.7 ± 2.5 GPa, 178.0 ± 46.6 MPa, and 0.035 ± 0.0077, respectively for tests
perpendicular and to the long bone axis. For tests parallel to the long bone axis, values of
modulus, yield stress, and yield strain were 15.4 ± 4.3 GPa, 254.6 ± 13.0 MPa, and 0.025
± 0.0048, respectively. SEM images of the compressed samples were also taken, showing
microscopic fibrillar deformation (Figure A-3).
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0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08Strain
Figure A-1. Stress strain curve of bone compressed perpendicular to the long bone axis.
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Figure A2. Stress strain curve of bone compressed parallel to the long bone axis.
Figure A3. SEM image of fracture surfaces of a partially demineralized bone surface
under compressive loading. Adhesive fibril bridging is evident between lamellar layers.
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Appendix B
Supplementary Characterization: X-ray
Diffraction (XRD), X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS), Energy Dispersive X-ray
Analysis (EDX)
Bone samples were further analyzed through standard materials characterization
techniques. XRD involves measurement of the pattern that arises from diffracted X-rays
through the lattice of atoms in the hydroxyapatite material, which is useful for examining
the crystallinity of the mineral phase in bone (Figure B-1). The diffraction pattern of a
phase pure HA sample shows distinct mineral peaks showing a high degree of
crystallinity. Regular undemineralized bone, on the other hand, has a relatively poor
crystallinity. The deorganified (from heat treatment) bone sample shows a similar degree
of crystal structure to that of the regular bone, suggesting that preparation did not alter the
chemical structure in any significant way.
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Figure B-1. X-ray diffraction patterns of phase pure HA, undemineralized bone, and
deorganified bone samples.
XPS is based on the photoelectric effect where the ejection of excited photonelectrons
from the solid surface is recorded, giving information on the materials surface
composition. This technique is useful for studying chiefly the organic phase of the bone
(Figure B-2). The deorganified bone sample shows no nitrogen content on the surface,
indicating that the heat treatment successfully removed all traces of protein organic from
the material. Undemineralized and demineralized bone, on the other hand, show strong
nitrogen peaks, as expected.
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Figure B-2. X-ray photoelectron spectra of undemineralized
demineralized, and deorganified bone samples.
bone, partially
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EDX involves an electron beam striking the atoms of the sample surface causing X-rays
to be emitted with varying energies depending on the material composition. This method
is useful for determining the relative elemental composition on the sample surface,
especially higher elemental numbers (Figure B-3). No aluminum or silicon was recorded
on the sample, indicating that polishing particles were not left on the surface of the bone.
The undemineralized bone had strong calcium and phosphorus peaks and the partially
demineralized sample had weak calcium and phosphorus peaks, both as expected.
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Figure B-3. Energy dispersive X-ray analyses of undemineralized bone, partially
demineralized, and deorganified bone samples.
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Appendix C
Collagen Fibril Deformation
Deformation characteristics were also experimentally observed for pure type I
collagen derived from rat tail tendon. A wire stripper was used to pull collagen fibrils out
of a rat tail and stored in PBS. In order to remove proteoglycan debris, fibrils were
subsequently digrested in -% trypsin at 370C for 24 hours. Afterwards, fibrils were
placed on a freshly cleaved mica surface, ready for analysis. Images of the residual
impression indented with the Hysitron nanoindenter are shown in Figure C-1. Force-
depth curves are shown in Figure C-2. Partially demineralized bone samples were
indented using a stiff AFM cantilever probe tip followed by imaging with the same probe
tip in tapping mode (Figure C-3).
K\\
--Figure C-. AFM image of residual impression p
Figure C-1. AFM image of residual impression from collagen fibril indent.
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Figure C-2. Force-depth curves corresponding to collagen fibril indentation.
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Figure C-3. AFM images of
using a sharp AFM probe tip.
residual impressions from single collagen fibril indentation
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Appendix D
The Effect of Various Chemical Treatments on
Bone
A thorough literature search was conducted, investigating the effect of common
chemical treatments on bone. In addition, SEM images were also taken of ethanol treated
bone. Ethanol is commonly used to dehydrate biological samples, which may, in fact,
have a more deleterious effect on the bone material.
D.1 Demineralization
Phosphoric acid appears to disrupt intermolecular bonds of the collagen fibril, but
exposure to water for periods greater than 24 h promotes re-assembly of the collagen
molecules.
Reference Treatment Sample Experimental Result
Method
Breschi, et al. 35% H3PO4 15, dentin immunogold <15s similar antigenicity
2003[225] 30, 60 sec. labeling/antibody >15s reduction in
binding antigenicity, 15s - collagen
fibrils visible without
causing structural
modifications that inhibit
antibody binding
Ritter, et al. 37% H3PO4 60 s dentin Amino acid no significant change in aa
2001[226] composition (strong and crosslink composition
cation exchange
column on HPLC)
Cross-link
(deoxypyridinoline
and pyridinoline
detection through
fluorescence and
radioactivity)
Tai, et al, 2005[8] 37% H3PO4 10- cortical bone AFM, SEM correct banding structure
120s, 48 hrs
rehydration
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Feninat, et al. 17% H3PO4 Caries-free AFM correct banding structure
1998[28] human molar
dentin
Eliades, et al 10% citric acid, dentin AFM, FTIR collagen denaturation,
1997[227] 10% maleic acid smear layer removed,
intertubular roughness
increased, decrease in
amide I carbonyls,
irreversibly adsorbed
thickeners
Oyarzun et al., 35% H3PO4 Human dentin Immunohistochemistr GAGs and peritubular
2000[228] y; ultrastructural proteoglycans were
histochemistry preserved; Loss of GAG
and proteoglycan anionic
sites.
Lewandrowski, et 1.875, 3.65, Human tibia Diffusion mass Planar and cylindrical
al., 1996 [229] 7.3% HCI diaphysis transfer modeling to geometries applicable
predict based on differing
demineralization rates geometries
Natsir et al., 1999 1, 3, 5, 10% Dentin Woessner's assay Collagen fiber structures
[230] tannic acid determines the still intact
dissolved
hydroxyproline in
dentine powders,
SEM
Okamoto et al., 0.5 M EDTA, 7 Dentin Trypsin digestion, Dentin collagen treated
1991 [231] M H3PO4 and collagen hydroxyproline assay with tannic acid less
1% tannic acid susceptible to trypsin
solubilization, more
susceptible to enzymatic
degradation without tannic
Feninat et al., 37% H3PO4 15 Dentin TMAFM Collagen banding
2001 [232] sec. observable
Perdigao et al., 37% H3PO4 15 Dentin SEM Different demineralized
1996 [233] sec., regions observed, regions
glutaraldehyde of denatured and intact
collagen fibrils
Marshall et al., 1.76M 0.025M, Dentin AFM, etching rates Etching rate much faster for
1997 [234] 0.0001M H3P04 measured from depth lower pH (higher
and up to 30 change concentrations)
min.
Lewandrowski et 0.5 M HCI and Rat bone grafts Bone densitometry Bone growth was enhanced
al., 1997 [235] laser perforation and histology through partial
demineralization and laser
perforation
Farid et al., 1978 0.8 N HCI 1000 year old Carbon-dating Statistical uncertainty in
[236] whale rib dating
Urist and Strates, 0.006 - 0.6 N Rabbit Histology, ash weight Morphogenetic structure
1970 [237] HCI, 6 hours, 15 compact tibial survives degradation in
days bone HC1, dissolution depends on
concentration of acid
Lewandrowski et 0.5 N HC1 Human fibulae Flexural rigidity Rigidity dependent on
al., 1995 [238] mechanical tests reduction of cortical
thicknesses by
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demineralization depths.
Schajowicz and 7.5% HCI and Articular Histochemical HNO3 and HCI, rapid loss
Cabrini, 1954 HNO3 cartilage, staining of cartilage metachromasia,
[239] endochondral destruction of cartilage
ossified tissue tissue
Vandersteenhoven 0.6 N HCl Diaphyseal Histology of Calcification occurred in
and Spector, 1983 cortical rat implanted site the cartilage and osteoid
[240] bone and within implanted matrix
Danilchenko et al., 0.1 N HCI Bovine XRD More imperfections in the
2004 [53] femoral bone crystallite surface due to
mineral dissolving in acid
Table D-1. Effect of acids on bone.
Reference Treatment Sample Experimental Method Result
Dickson and maintains molecular
Jande, 1980 integrity
[241]
Carvalho et al., 6days 0.5 M EDTA Human molar Tensile testing and No significant changes in
2000 [242] and storage for 48 dentin TEM UTS or E after storage;
months Intact fibrillar structure
Sasaki et al., 0.5 M EDTA Bovine mid- AFM Well formed collagen
2002 [243] diaphyseal fibrils
femora
Fois et al., 0.5M EDTA Human mid- Thermally stimulated Viscoelastic response
2001 [244] diaphyseal creep spectra (apply comes from organic
femoral bone torque to sample at a
given temperature,
quench to lower temp
to freeze orientation
and remove stress,
linearly increase temp
and measure anelastic
deformation recovery)
Olsson, 2000 EDTA Whale rib Radiocarbon dating EDTA treatment can yield
[245] reliable ages given the
proper sample treatment
Lewandrowski, 0.5 N HCl Rat tibial cortical SEM Visualized diffusion
et al., 1997 bone kinetics of "shrinking
[235] core" from advancing
demineralizatoin
Makarewicz, et 2 N HCI Cortical bone Diffusion studies "shrinking core" reaction
al., 1980 [246] model applies well to
demineralization.
Wang et al, 0.5 M EDTA, then Human HPLC, Tensile test Collagen denatured
2002 [247] 70C demineralized showed least stiffness, No
bone significant changes in
hydroxylysylpyridinoline
and lysylpyridinoline
crosslinks.
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Catanese et al., 0.5 M EDTA Human and Tensile test E and UTS of
1999 [248] bovine cortical deminearlized bone are
bone heterogeneous among
different sites
Farid et al., EDTA Tusk Carbon dating As long as EDTA is
1978 [236] completely removed,
EDTA treatment yielded
reliable dating results.
Kumagai et al., 0.1 M EDTA Spinal cord and Immunohistochemistry Immunoreactivity the
1989 [249] dorsal root for peptide antigen same as when bone tissue
ganglia removed mechanically
Kiviranta et 15, 8, 4% EDTA in Rabbit bone Atomic absorption Concentration of EDTA
al., 1980 [250] 1, 3, 5 days spectrophotometry correlates with rate of
calcium extraction
Nikiforuk and 34% EDTA Rat bones x-raying specimens at 1/7t the velocity of
Sreebny, 1953 different intervals, demineralization of acid
[251] radio=opacity solutions, useful for
measurements histochemical, chemical
and histologic studies,
protein not destroyed
easily and no #)2 bubbles
developed
Charman and 15% EDTA, 8 N Adult rat head Staining with Alcian The epithelial lining of the
Reid, 1972 formic acid blue, haematoxylin and nasal cavities, glands
[252] eosin overlying cartilage and
turbinates, nuclear
chromatin, basophilia, and
acidophilia had good
staining, tissue remained
intact., bone cellular detail
preserved
Table D-2. Effect of EDTA on bone
Progressive demineralization etches with phosphoric acid have also shown that re-
fibrillization occurs when placed in water for >1 day using AFM studies to observe
collagen banding structure. (Feninat) Storage in PBS for up to 48 months of EDTA
treated samples (0.5 M) did not cause any significant alterations of mechanical properties
or structure of collagen fibrils as measured through tensile testing and TEM.
D.2 Deproteination
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Reference Treatment Sample Experimental Result
Method
Daumer et al., 11202, HOCI/OCI Collagen type I UV Absorbance and Oxidation of amine
2000 [253] (human bone) and Fluorescence, Gas groups and decrease in
II (Human articular Chromatography, pyridinoline crosslinks
cartilage) Mass Spectrometry
Saboia et al., 36% H3PO4 15 Human non-carious Marginal Reduced microleakage
2002 [254] sec. and 10% molars microleakage
NaOCI 60 sec. measurement from
tracer agent after
surrounding
specimen with
restoration.
Broz et al., 1997 5.25% NaOCl Bovine cortical Instron three-point NaOCI treated specimen
[255] bone from mid- flexure mechanical cracked and spalled along
diaphyseal region tests outermost surface;
Structural framework of
HA crystallites
compromised
Toledano et al., 35% H3PO4 15 s, Cary-free human Contact angle Increase in surface
1999 [256] 5% NaOCl 2 min. molar dentin measurement, roughness and wettability
roughness
profilometry
Carter et al., 5% NaOCI Human cortical Immunostaining, Structural changes to
2002 [257] bone TEM rhomboidal plates. The
inorganic phase changes
in morphology and
immunohistochemistry.
Table D-3. Effect of hypochlorite on bone.
5.25% NaOC1, pH balanced to 7.0 with HCI was used to deproteinate cortical
bone samples which were then kept frozen until testing. The treatment produced discrete
regions of mineralized and chemically altered tissues as observed through optical
microscopy. Mechanical behavior and material properties of the mineralized cores of the
NaOCl-treated samples were also significantly altered. Three-point flexure measurements
indicated that elastic stress decreased with immersion times. The anorganic layer
thickness would also increase with the structure becoming increasingly brittle. The
micro-hardness in anorganic bone regions from NaOCl treatment would drop. From
either reaction kinetics or fluid flow NaOCI was shown to weaken the HA interactions,
destroying the crystallite support framework and leading to micro-cracking within
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cortical bone. 4-5% Hypochlorite was also found to disrupt pyridinoline cross-links and
oxidize amine groups in collagen type I and II shown by UV absorbance and fluorescence
assay. Hypochlorite also rapidly reacts with chlorinate pyridinium compounds. In
general, NaOCI does not leave the overall structural and material properties of the
mineralized and anorganic tissues completely intact.
Reference Treatment Sample Experimental Method Result
Raspanti et al., 300, 500, 700, 900, Bovine TEM and colorimetric 700-1200 C had major
1994 [258] 1200 C cortical bone hydroxyproline assay structural change, solid
from femoral state reorganization into
NaOCI? diaphyses tightly packed crystals.
Negative hydroxyproline
assay. 300-500 C samples
kept structure, even had
cross-banded mineral
arrangements
Guizzardi et al., Bovine Implanted in bone Demonstrated appreciable
1995 [259] cortical bone defects created in rat osteoconductivity and
from femoral tibiae and inspected biocompatibility
diaphyses through histology
Holden et al., 200,400, 600, 800, Midshaft XRD Main mineral poorly
1995 [260] 1000, 1200, 1400 C transverse crystalline phase persisted
human femoral until 600 C and then
bone recrystallized into larger
crystals. Partial
decomposition about
1000C occurred to calcium
oxide, beta-TCP, alpha-
TCP
Mayer et al., 400, 700, 1000 C HA XRD, FTIR spectra, Decomposition of apatite at
1997 [261] precipitated at SEM 1000C. Transform to beta
pH 7 and 9 TCP at 700C
with and
without
carbonate
Catanese et al., 50, 300, 350, 400, Bovine Tension and Crystallographic changes
1998 [248] 700 C cortical bone compression tests, occur above 600C; 350C
FTIR, XRD and intact bone show
similar diffraction and
FTIR patterns
Table D-4. Effect of heat treatment on bone
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Cortical bone samples were heated to temperatures ranging from 300 to 1200C.
Temperatures exceeding 500C (700-1200C) were found to cause complete disruption of
the tissue architecture and solid state reorganization of the mineral phase into tightly
packed dense crystals several microns wide as observed through SEM and TEM.
Recrystallization of apatite crystals to larger crystals changing from rod-shapes to tabular
or equidimensional shapes was observed at temperatures larger than 600C. The XRD
pattern shows a reordering of crystallite to a purer more improved crystalline form,
indicated by shaper peaks. At 1000C, decomposition of the hydroxyapatite occurs to
beta-tricalcium phosphate, alpha -tricalcium phosphate, calcium oxide phosphate, and
loss of carbonate. This heat treatment was also correlated with age. At temperatures less
than 500C the structure and distribution of mineral were left intact maintaining a
reciprocal position, showing a mould of cross-banded fibril inner structure. A
hydroxyproline assay performed through acidic hydrolysis and colorimetry showed
negative results, indicative of complete collagen removal. A 400C heat treatment for in
vivo implantation into a rodent tibial artificial defect showed tight adherence,
osteointegration (penetration by host connective tissue, cells, and vessles), and
biocompatibility (lack of antigenic response). Collagen removal reduces microleakage.
Dissolution of collagen by deproteinization produces greater bonding efficacy between
resin and dentin interface. Where the Raspanti study showed complete organic removal at
300C, Catanese would heat to 350C until there was no weight change and then heat to
700C to remove remaining organic which was an additional 15%. Heating to 350C shows
similarities in ultrastructure and mechanical behavior with tensile and compressive
behavior not changing significantly. The collagen network was tested through
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denaturation heating ranging from 37-200C. The fracture strength of bone decreases as
denatured collagen increases. Elastic modulus of bone stays the same regardless of the
denatured collagen.
To conclude, I would say that H3PO4 and EDTA are fine because the fibrillar
morphology and collagen mechanical behavior do not seem to be significantly altered.
The NaOC1, I would suggest to stay away from because they chemically alter the amino
acid and cross-link composition. The heat treatment does not alter the hydroxyapatite as
long as the temperature is 500C and below. There are conflicting references regarding
how much protein was removed. Raspanti says that at 300C all protein is removed.
Catanese says that at 350C, at least 85% of the protein was removed. All references seem
to assent to a more heterogeneously mineralized material based on type of treatment and
time. For protein removal, the outside is more mineralized. For demineralization, the core
is more mineralized. Because we are interested in surface charge/properties, it seems safe
to say that at 350C for long enough periods of time that no weight change is exhibited,
the surface at the very least is devoid of protein.
Figure D-1. SEM image of ethanol treated bone sample surface.
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Appendix E
AFM Nanoindentation, Tip Calibration, and Rate
Considerations
Tip area calibration is vital to accurate indentation results. The methods in this
body of work for calibration of nanoindentation and AFM probe tips are shown here.
Considerations will be given here regarding how inter-indent spacings have been
properly chosen such that groups of indents yield the highest resolution mapping while
not affecting their neighbors. A series of control studies on known samples were also
performed in order to show that the contour mechanical property map results given in
Chapter 4 are not a result of instrumental error.
E.1 Summary of AC160 Contact Area Indentation Calculations
Whether or not indentations laterally affect one another depends on how deep the
probe penetrates into the surface and how much the residual plasticity affects the elastic
and plastic zones. For Berkovich/Vickers probe geometry (semi-angle -142o),
approximately 3x the indent depth is a conservative estimate for the inter-indent spacing
(Sneddon, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc., 1948). In this case, the AC160 silicon probe tip
(semi-angle -47o) has a much smaller lateral plasticity region. This study is to determine
whether or not 100nm is a sufficient spacing between indents so that there is minimal
effect between residual impressions between indents. The probe tip geometry was
assessed (Figure E-1) through SEM and gold nanoparticle imaging [113]. It was found
that the tip geometry was tetrahedral with a 170 bisected angle and a 30' side angle. If the
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end of tip can be approximated by a spherical shape, the radius -15 nm. Given these
parameters, the approximate contact area was calculated through geometric analysis. The
average penetration depth for the indent experiments -25-30 nm. For indent depths of
-30 and -50 nm, the contact area is estimated to be -3000 and -6000 nm 2. For the
average -30 nm depth, the inter-indent spacing is well within reason for no overlap. On
the other hand, the -50 nm depth is a borderline case for indent overlap. A 2-D
axisymmetric finite element analysis (FEA) model shows the elastic and plastic zones
(Figure E-2) for -50 nm penetration depth. For a conservative strain estimate of 1%
tolerance, the plastic zones go out to -45 nm. For 100 MPa residual stress, the stress zone
goes out to -64 nm. Both of these cases are borderline for overlap. For these two cases,
given that not every indent goes to -50nm indentation depth, the 100nm spacing is within
reason. Attempts were also made at imaging the surface of the region of interest both pre-
and post-indent. At higher maximum loads (-20 pN) and with samples that are
demineralized, images of residual impressions are visible. At -5 pN maximum load and
with undemineralized samples, the plastic deformation was below the resolution of the
AFM tip that was used to image. This lack of visibility could also be attributed to visco-
elastic recovery whose time scale is faster than that of AFM imaging. Whatever the case,
the ability to detect surface features with resolution <5nm was not possible, this being
perhaps, the strongest argument for sufficiency in inter-indent spacing. The greatest
plasticity is found at the surface and if the surface deformation is not detectable, then
below the surface is even more "undetectable". If indeed, the residual plasticity of one
indent affected the subsequent mechanics of the next indent, then there would likely be a
gradual increase in the average stiffness of the indent curves. There is no such pattern
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observed from this type of behavior, hence, if there were any sort of mechanical rebound
effect, the significance is minimal.
-IH
W
RTIP ' 15 nmR 88H
S0 250 500
Figure E-1. The geometry of the probe tip was imaged through SEM and shown to have
measured bisected and side view angles of 170 and 300 respectively. Based on height
imaging of gold nanoparticles, the tip radius can be approximated (-~15nm) given the
width and height measured.
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Figure E-2. Finite element back analysis shows that for the maximum indent shown,
given an elastic-plastic model. For a threshold strain of 0.01 (shown by the grey portion),
the maximum lateral width reaches to -45-64nm.
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Figure E-3. Histogram distributions of 5pN indents spaced at 1
moduli values calculated were statistically similar (p > 0.05).
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Figure E-4. Averaged AFM indentation curves on undemineralized bone with varying
indent rates from 0.05 to 10 ýpm/sec.
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Figure E-5. Averaged modulus values from AFM indentation curves on undemineralized
at varying indent rates from 0.05 to 10 ptm/sec.
E.2 Validation Controls for AFM-Based Mapping
Nanoindentation
A wide variety of control samples were used in order to show that the range and
heterogeneity observed from the indentation mapping experiments were not a result of
instrumental error. The contour property maps given previously (Chapter 4) have a range
from 0-26 GPa. The samples that were tested as controls were carbon fiber (Figure E-6),
polycarbonate (Figure E-7), nylon (Figure E-8), high-impact polystyrene (HIPS) (Figure
E-9), nylon kevlar (Figure E-10), and epoxy (Figure E-11). The carbon fibers were 5-10
pm in diameter and held together by a more compliant epoxy matrix. A definite transition
in material is evident from the AFM image, with corresponding changes in mechanical
behavior as well. The apparent modulus values extracted for the carbon fiber and epoxy
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n N o
across an interface were 33 ± 14 and 7.2 ± 2.7 GPa, respectively. The mechanical
properties recorded for the polycarbonate, nylon, HIPS, nylon kevlar, and epoxy were 5.0
± 1.2, 5.0 ± 0.5, 2.1 ± 0.5, 5.6 ± 1.1, and 2.9 ± 0.7 GPa, respectively. The range of
apparent moduli values recorded for these samples did not span the 0-26 GPa scope that
was found in bone, supporting that the mechanical behavior experiments recorded are not
a result of instrumental error.
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Figure E-6. Indentations performed on a 5 pm scan of a carbon fiber sample. The (a)
AFM image shows the carbon fiber embedded within the surrounding epoxy material.
The mechanical property map is shown for a range of (b) 0-26 GPa and (c) 0-100 GPa.
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Figure E-7. Indentations performed on a 2 pm scan of a polycarbonate sample which is
found to be 5.0 ± 1.2 GPa. The mechanical property map is shown for a range of 0-26
GPa and 0-8.5 GPa.
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Figure E-8. Indentations performed on a 2 pm scan of a nylon sample which is found to
be 5.0 ± 0.5 GPa. The mechanical property map is shown for a range of 0-26 GPa and 0-7
GPa.
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Figure E-9. Indentations performed on a 2 pm scan of a high-impact polystyrene sample
which is found to be 2.1 ± 0.5 GPa. The mechanical property map is shown for a range of
0-26 GPa and 0-3.5 GPa.
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Figure E-10. Indentations performed on a 2 pm scan of a nylon Kevlar sample which is
found to be 5.6 ± 1.1 GPa. The mechanical property map is shown for a range of 0-26
GPa and 0-8.5 GPa.
Figure E-11. Indentations performed on a 2 pm scan of a epoxy sample which is found to
be 2.9 ± 0.7 GPa. The mechanical property map is shown for a range of 0-26 GPa and 0-5
GPa.
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Appendix F
Additional FEA Information
F.1 Effect of Surface Roughness on AFM-Based
Nanoindentation
FEA analysis was used to examine the effect of surface roughness on the
indentation. A 2-D elastic-perfectly plastic FEA model was constructed in order to
further study the effect of surface roughness. A topographical lateral dimension of 50 nm
and peak-to-valley height of 10 nm were employed which were the experimentally
measured average values from the corresponding AFM height images. The indenter had
an apex angle of 340 and a tip radius of 15 nm (measured by SEM). 4-node bilinear plane
stress quadrilateral (CPS4) elements were used. Two different cases were studied, one
being where the indenter comes into contact with the top of a topographical feature and
one where the indenter is exactly in between valleys of the topographical features. The
results are shown in Figure F-1 and F-2. A 3.6% difference in modulus and 6.4%
difference in yield stress were observed between these two models.
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Figure F-1. 2D FEA model incorporating surface roughness features 50 nm in width and
10 nm in height. Left simulation is for tip on top of a nanoasperity and right simulation is
for tip in valley between nanoasperities.
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Figure F-2. Force-depth indentation curves resulting from the
rough surface.
FEA simulations on a
F.2 Effect of Surface Slope on AFM-Based Nanoindentation
The effect of sample slope was studied in this section through a 2-D FEA
indentation using a rounded off rigid probe with a 340 included angle. It was shown that
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there is no noticeable change in force-depth behavior upon indentation until there was a
-260 tilt in the sample surface (Figures F-1 and F-2).
2.90 tl8.0 til
Figure F-3. The stress distribution for a 2-D FEA indentation model for tilt angles of
1.40, 2.90, 4.30, 5.70, 8.50, and 26.60.
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Figure F-4. Indentation plots are given for a 2-D FEA indentation model for tilt angles of
1.40, 2.90, 4.30, 5.70, 8.50, and 26.60.
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Appendix G
Identification of Image Features of Bone Samples
The main tapping mode (TM)AFM images of untreated bone (polished) given in
the thesis are given in Figures G-1 and G-2. Histograms recording the lateral dimensions
of the clusters shown are overlayed in Figure G-3. In general, images taken with the
Molecular Force Probe 3-D (MFP3D) are higher resolution than those from the Quesant
due to a number of optimization parameters built in to the system. These features include
a superluminescent diode (860 nm wavelength) which eliminates interference artifacts,
closed loop operation utilizing a linear variable differential transducer to simultaneously
track position while imaging, sensor noise <0.6 nm in average deviation laterally and
<0.06 nm vertical deviation, and also vibration dampening systems (table and hood)
which enable minimal outside interference. The Quesant, on the other hand, does not
incorporate the same degree of imaging scrutiny.
Figure G-4 gives TMAFM (Kindt et al., 2005) and SEM (Thurner et al., 2006)
images taken of trabecular bone (dried) that had been fractured in buffered solution
(unpolished, 150 mM NaCI, 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.0), showing similar surface clustered
mineral morphologies as those in Figure G-1. Histograms comparing Figure G-1 and G-4
are overlayed in Figure G-5, giving comparable overall dimensions. Figure G-6 gives
images from Weiner and Price, 1986 as well as Eppell et al., 2001 that also give similar
size distributions as those given here. Table G-1 also shows a comprehensive literature
search of the particle sizes of hydroxyapatite clusters from various treatments observed
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through different materials techniques (e.g. AFM, TEM, SEM, FTIR, SAXS, XRD). In
general, the morphologies and range of sizes found are consistent with those presented
here.
Figure G-1. Tapping mode AFM images (submitted) taken with the MFP3D (2 micron
scan) with cluster sizes of (a) 71 ± 26 nm (n=69) and (b) 58 ± 25 nm (n=69).
(b)
Figure G-2. Tapping mode AFM images (submitted) taken with the Quesant (5 micron
scan) recording cluster sizes of (a) 108 ± 40 nm (n=69)with a Berkovich indent
impression and (b) 184 ± 31 nm (n=69) with a Cube Corner indent.
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Figure G-3. Histograms showing the distribution of
images shown above. In general, images taken with the
resolution than those taken with the MFP3D.
lateral dimension given for the
Quesant microscope are of lesser
Figure G-4. (a) TMAFM images of bovine bone showing average cluster sizes of 42 ± 19
nm (n=69). (b) SEM images of bovine bone with average cluster sizes of 72 ± 17 nm
(n=34).
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Figure G-5. Histograms showing comparable distributions of
the images in figures 1 and 4, given previously.
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Figure G-6. (a) SEM images of bone crystallites showing average cluster sizes ranging
from 45 - 60 nm. (b) TMAFM images of bone crystallites showing large and small
crystallites -90 and -14 nm, respectively.
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Reference Sample Preparation Measurement Crystal Size/Dimension
Type
Needle-shaped crystallites, reach a maximum
Fixed in neutral Microradiographs width of 40-50 Angstroms, calcium salts, parallel
formaldehyde and from polarizing oriented bands having average width of 40 nm,
Ascenzi et al., 1965 Ox femoral shaft ground microscope interbands reach 25 nm.
Human/Ox Low and Wide Needle-shaped granules with maximum width 40-
Ascenzi et al., 1978 femoral shaft Cross sectioned angle XRD and EM 45 A, bands of 400 A
100% ethanol, frozen in
liquid nitrogen, stored at
-20C, lyophilized to bone
powder, 3 hours at 4C in
chloroform and
methanol (2:1), ethanol,
ethyl acetate, dried,
nonaqueous hydrazine
for 12 hours,
Bone crystals of ultrasoincation, 100%
fish, chicken, ethanol, guanidine
Kim, Rey, mouse, and hydrochloride and SDS, Average dimensions bovine bone 15.8 ± 7.3 nm,
Glimcher, 1995 bovine plasma ashing XRD, FTIR, TEM 27.3 ± 11.4 nm, 0.59 ± 0.18 nm
Mineralized
turkey leg Formaldehyde fixation,
tendon, ethanol, and sodium
calvarial/femur/ili barbital buffer at pH 7.4
Fratzl, 1992 ac crest bone and glucose SAXS plate and needle-like crystals 2-4 nm
Wachtel and Mineralized NaOCI (5%), water, 17 A thickness of plates, bone crystals are needle
Weiner, 1994 turkey tendon acetone SAXS shaped, shapes irregular
Rat incisor
Hohling et al., 1971 dentine Glutaraldehyde-fixed EM 6.5 ± 1.2 nm
Parietal and
Bertazzo and femoral bone Hydrazine 19.2 ± 0.4 (PD), 21 ± 2 (PM), 22.3 ± 0.6 (PY), 19 ±
Bertran, 2006 from Wistar rats deproteination XRD 1 (FD), 18.6 ± 0.6 (FM), 22 ±2 (FY)
Parietal and
Bertazzo and femoral bone Hydrazine
Bertran, 2006 from Wistar rats deproteination SEM Globular structures ranging between 70-90 nm
Danilchenko et al., Bovine bone
2003 femur Untreated XRD 33.34 ± 48.0
Baud and Very,
1982 Femoral ox shaft EM and XRD 10 x 50 x 120 nm; plate crystals 5 x 40 x 40 nm
Organic phase removed,
bone powder prepared
non-aqueously by milling
and sieving, solvent
extraction of lipids by
chloroform:methanol,
anhydrous hydrazine,
low power plasma
Kuhn-Spearing et ashing, ethanol, vacuum
al., 1996 Bovine bone dried TEM, XRD -30 nm
Synthetic HA
formed from the
salts of CaCI2,
Miller and Burnell, K2HPO4, Aged for 6 days at 23
1977 Na2CO3 and 45 degrees XRD Specific crystal sizes not given
Rabbit, ox,
human bone Unfixed, unembedded
cortical, bone, cemented into an
Jackson et al., midfemoral epoxy resin block for
1978 region support EM, XRD 32.4 ± 16.3 nm from EM, XRD shows 32.2 + 1.1
Defatted with
petroleum:ethyl ether, XRD measured
hydrazine ratios of Ca, Mg,
Burnell et al., 1980 Rat tibia bone deproteinization Na, HCO3, P Only ratios reported, not specific sizes
Cranial and Crystals elongated average thickness of 3.17 ±
caudal zones in 0.15 nm in caudal region, 3.79 ± 0.20 nm in
Fratzl et al., 1996 the transverse Untreated SAXS cranial region.
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midshaft section
of the equine
radius
Weiner/Price sizes not recorded; crystallinity not changed
deproteinization significantly with ipriflavone-treated rats
technique, defatted, (previously it would increase bone density and
Ghezzo et al., 1996 Rat femur NaOCI, dried at 50C XRD improve biomechanical properties)
Whale bulla,
bovine tibial
cortical bone, rat
tibia, human
femur, turkey Plate-shaped, tabular crystals, fused aggregates
Weiner and Price, tendon, bluefin 29 ± 10.6 nm, 16.5 ± 5.4 nm for turkey tendon; 55
1986 tuna bone NaOCI, EtOH drying TEM ± 25 nm, 30 ± 10 nm for human femur
Infrared
Boskey et al., 2006 Sectioned and spectroscopic
(review) Mouse tibia embedded imaging Sizes not recorded
Dentin, bovine AFM, contact mode
Bozec et al., 2005 cortical bone Polished (Dimension) 225 nm spherites
Wopenka et al., Raman size not reported, Ca/P ratio, crysallographic
2005 (review) spectroscopy, FTIR clusters
Fratzl et al., 2004 Platelets and needles; 2-7 nm thick, 15-200 nm
(review) Human bone TEM, SAXS long, 10-80 nm wide
Modification in the
bioapatite crystals
observed in the bone
subjected to
demineralization in a 0.1
Danilchenko et al., Femur of mature N HCI; boiled in water, XRD and fourier 21 ± 1 nm crystallite size, decreasing with further
2004 cow dried in air analysis demineralization
Boskey, 2003 Effects shown on crystal size, size range not
(review) XRD, IR, TEM reported
Fresh cortical Controlled heating at 2.3 - 2.8 nm is control; 5.24 - 31.26 nm
bone from sheep 500C, 700C, 900C for thicknesses for heated samples which grew in
Hiller et al., 2003 long bones 15 or 45 minutes XRD, SAXS thickness upon heating
Isolated
mineralites from
cortical bone of
mid-diaphysis of
3-5 week old Small mineralites: 9 ± 3 nm x 6 + 2 nm x 2 ± 1.2
bovine tibia and Same process as nm; Large mineralites: 110 ± 61 nm x 72 ± 41 nm
Tong et al., 2003 femurs Kim/Rey/Glimcher 1995 AFM x 34 ± 29 nm
Normal human
bone at the
interface
between bone Scanning small-
and cartilage; Fixed in ethanol/formalin angle X-ray
patella, fourth solution and dehydrated scattering and
lumbar vertebral in ethanol before being quantitative
midbody male embedded in polymethyl backscattered
Zizak et al., 2003 and female methacrylate. electron imaging 3.4 + 0.4 and 2.5 ± 0.4 nm platelets
Fourier analysis
and approximation
with threefold Rod-shaped or elongated platelets with 20-30 A
Danilchenko et al., Femoral bovine Boiled in water, cleaned convolution of X- thickness, and 200-400 A length: 210.8 ± 13.4 A,
2002 bone and dried in air. ray lines 288.2 ± 62.1 A, 186.2 ± 18.0, 164.4 ± 20.4 A
Frozen, ethanol, ether,
ground in liquid nitrogen-
cooled mill, defatted Large mineralites: thickness 12-115 nm, mean 37
particles in chloroform nm; width ranged from 27-172 nm, mean of 64
and methanol; repeated nm; length ranged from 43-226 nm, mean of 90
cycles of hydrazine nm. Small mineralites: thickness 0.61 ± 0.19 nm,
Tibial bovine extraction and plasma AFM in tapping width 10 ± 3 nm, length 15 ± 5 nm; thin plate
Eppell et al., 2001 bone ashing mode shapes
Cancellous bone Differential thermal
from femoral Embedding in PMMA, analysis-mass
head, cancellous rinsed with ethanol, spectrometry, x-ray
bone from distal dried in vacuo, ground in powder diffraction From high resolution x-ray powder diffractograms
Peters et al., 2000 femur, newly agate mortar (synchrotron), x-ray (Scherrer equation) 19, 23, 18, 29 nm
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formed callus absorption
bone after spectroscopy,
fracture, tumor infrared
bone spectroscopy.
Fixed in ethanollformalin
solution, dehydrated in a
graded series of ethanol
Human femoral before embedding in
Zizak et al., 2000 head PMMA SAXS, WAXD 3.1 to 3.9 nm
Henning
http://wwwl.medizi
n.uni-
halle.delbiomechan Dehydrated through
ik/acas99/abstracts Cortical bone alcohol, embedded in
/henning.htm femur PMMA TMAFM Length 91 nm, width 53 nm, thickness 17 nm
100% ethylene glycol,
Tibiae from embedded in Spurr high voltage
embryonic resin, trimmed, cut to electron
Landis et al., 1996 chicks 0.25 um thick sections. microscopy 80 x 30 x 8 nm length, width, thickness
Ethylene glycol and
Mouse femurs cellosolve and Mineral blocks, dimensions typically exceeding 50
Fratzl et al., 1996 and tibiae embedded in epon resin SAXS nm
2.5% glutaraldehyde,
1% osmium tetroxide, High voltage
Mineralizing 100% ethylene glycol, electron
tendons from dehydrated, embedded tomography, 3-D Length up to 170 nm, width 30-45 nm, thickness
Landis et al., 1993 domestic turkey in Spurr or Epon resin reconstructions 4-6 nm
Cut, washed with
deionized water,
sonicated, dried under
Weiner and Traub, Diaphyses of rat vacuum, coated with Distance between parallel layers viewed edge on
1991 tibia, cortical gold SEM and TEM is -5 nm, no information about size of mineralites
Ethanol, sonicated,
Weiner and Traub, Calcified leg frozen, vacuum dried,
1986 tendons embedded in epon TEM Length 334 ± 106 A, width 185 ± 106 A
Compact bone Washing with distilled
Matsushima et al., from rat and water and drying at 50 C
1981 rabbit femurs after grinding SAXS 43-50 A
Human cortical Autoclaved, blended, re-
Robinson, 1952 bone autoclaved TEM 20-150 nm length, 10-80 nm width
Wet samples stored in -
20C Na-buffer (150mN
NaCI, 10mM Hepes, pH
7.0) before fractured in
tension, rinsed in Ca-
buffer (110mM NaCI,
40mM CaCI2, 10mM
Hepes, pH 7.0) smooth
fracture surface
Bovine embedded in epoxy Particle dimensions measured ranged 70 + 35 nm,
Kindt et al., 2005 trabecular bone resin TMAFM 53 ± 14 nm, and 25 ± 15 nm.
Compressed in buffer
150mM NaCI, 10mM
Hepes, pH 7.0, rinsed in
Human water and ethanol,
Thurner et al., 2006 trabecular bone coated with gold SEM 72 ± 17 nm
Table G-1. Literature review of mineral cluster sizes and morphologies based on various
treatments and measurement techniques.
The results of the table show that in general, the mineralite morphologies are
predominantly platelet in shape with needle-like formations also. The length, width, and
thickness dimensions also vary for each crystallite. Typical lengths range from 20 - 120
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nm (even as high as 225 nm). Thicknesses will range from 2 - 10 nm. Widths will vary
depending on the overall morphology of the crystals, but will typically be in between that
of the lengths and thicknesses reported from the various studies. In general, from high
resolution TEM imaging, the typical average dimensions observed in crystallite
formation through independent preparation methods are 30-70 nm.
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Appendix H
Effect of Strain Hardening on Indentation
Behavior
A strain hardening sensitivity analysis was performed using FEA to compare
between different hardening cases for undemineralized bone. Relative curve fits to
indentation unloading curves yielded a modulus of E = 9 GPa (Figure H-1). In this case,
values of strain hardening used were n = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. Corresponding values of
yield stress were Y = 210, 185, 160, and 135 MPa. Here, for each increase of 0.1 in the
hardening exponent, for similar indentation behavior (that would also match the
experimental indent curve as closely as possible), the yield stress would decrease
accordingly by 25 MPa. Given this result, when n is fluctuating, it is difficult to predict
accurate trends for yield stress. However, if n is constant, it is not expected for the overall
trend to be affected. For a strain hardening/softening law, the elastic-perfectly plastic
average yield stress prediction is much more suitable given that the parameters are
manageable and that the nanoindentation behavior can still be captured.
An independent method for determining the strain hardening and constitutive law
is needed. The first approximation is to assume that macro=nano behavior, which
produces n=0.3. This assumption is considered to be inaccurate due to the many
structures (e.g. lacuno-canalicular canals, osteons, lamellae) that exist above the length
scale that is being probed and the fact that damage accumulation is also not observed.
Also, softening is a phenomenon that occurs at the macroscale which is not captured in
the exponential strain hardening model. As a result, it is expected for the nanoscale
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mechanical properties to be different than at the macroscale. In addition to this statement,
the smaller the length scale that is tested, fundamentally, the more ideal (i.e. less defects,
cracking) the material will perform.
The paper, "Computational modeling of the forward and reverse problems in
instrumented sharp indentation", by Dao et al., 2001 [40] gives validation from a wide
array of FEA indentation simulations to determine the "forward analysis" problem, being
the degree to which indentation curves can be predicted from macroscopic elastic-plastic
properties, and the "reverse analysis" problem (local mechanical properties extracted
from indentation curves). The properties of interest are the modulus (E), yield strength
(Y), and hardening exponent (n). The "reverse analysis" algorithm was applied to a set of
indentation curves on bone, utilizing a set of dimensionless functions (P1-P5) that are set
forth in Figures 8, 10, and 11 of the paper. In short, the strain hardening exponent was
found to be n = 0 for bone at mineral contents both above and below the percolation
threshold. As stated before, there is no reason why the mechanical properties at the
nanoscale should necessarily reflect the behavior of macroscopic testing.
Using the dimensionless functions found in Dao et al. for undemineralized bone (58
wt.%):
1) The Wp/Wt ratio came out to 0.76, which corresponds to a hr/hm ratio (from P5) of
0.82.
2) The E* value is 14 GPa from P4.
3) The C value is 13 GPa from fitting to P = Ch2 .
4) The YO.033 value is 250 MPa from using P1 where the plastic strain of 0.033 is
independent of n
5) Using P2, comparing the E*/Yo. 033 ratio of 56 to the (dP/dh)/(E*hm) ratio of 5.78, the
strain hardening exponent comes to n = 0.
6) Using P3, comparing the YO.033 /E* ratio of 0.0178 to the hr/hmratio of 0.82 from 1),
the strain hardening exponent comes to n = 0.
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For bone that was partially demineralized for 1 sec. in phosphoric acid and rehydrated
(37 wt.%):
1) The W,/Wt ratio came out to 0.8, which corresponds to a hr/hm ratio (from P5) of 0.85.
2) The E* value is 8.6 GPa from P4.
3) The C value is 5 GPa from fitting to P = Ch2.
4) The Y0.033 value is 100 MPa from using P1 where the plastic strain of 0.033 is
independent of n
5) Using P2, comparing the E*/Yo.0 33ratio of 50 to the (dP/dh)/(E*hm) ratio of 5.84, the
strain hardening exponent comes to n = 0.
6) Using P3, comparing the Yo.033/E* ratio of 0.012 to the hr/hmratio of 0.85 from 1), the
strain hardening exponent comes to n = 0.
Further evidence for a lack of hardening is that there is no increase in the hardness
(the material's resistance to plasticity) with increasing maximum load (Figure H-2).
There is a statistically significant lack of trend based on ANOVA (F = 0.3844, shows no
significant differences), which shows that as the material is deformed at greater depths,
there is no hardening or softening effect occurring at the length scale which is probed.
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